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VORWORT
Die präzise und schnelle Absteckung und Überwachung von Verkehrssystemen, wie Hochgeschwindigkeits-Eisenbahnen, ist zunehmend zu einer Herausforderung für die Geodätische
Messtechnik geworden. Dabei sind vor allem die Weiterentwicklungen in der EisenbahnBautechnik, insbesondere die so genannte „Feste Fahrbahn“ zu berücksichtigen, die Geschwindigkeiten von mehr als 300 km/h ermöglichen. Zur Erfüllung der vielfältigen statischen und kinematischen Messaufgaben bei Schienenwegen haben sich leichte und portable
Gleismesswagen bewährt, die neben den Positionierungstechnologien, GPS und Tachymetrie,
mit einer Vielzahl von weiteren Sensoren ausgerüstet werden können.
Der in der vorliegenden Arbeit entwickelte Gleismesswagen ist aus einer Zusammenarbeit des
Instituts für Geodäsie und Photogrammetrie der ETH Zürich mit der Firma terra vermessungen AG, Zürich, der FH Burgdorf und der Firma Grunder Ingenieure AG, Hasle-Rüegsau,
entstanden und wurde von der Kommission für Technologie und Innovation (KTI) des Bundesamts für Berufsbildung und Technologie (BBT) gefördert. Zur Erfüllung der verschiedenen Funktionen wurden Algorithmen entwickelt, die die räumlich-geometrische Zuordnung
der einzelnen Sensoren modellieren. Für den kinematischen Messmodus mussten zusätzlich
die dynamischen Eigenschaften der verschiedenen Sensoren analysiert und modelliert werden
und vor allem Synchronisationsprobleme gelöst werden. Dazu gehören auch Ansätze aus benachbarten Disziplinen wie der Regelungstechnik oder der Dynamik.
Herr Glaus hat die Funktionalität des Gleismesswagens durch zusätzliche bildgebende Sensoren wie Scanner und Präzisions-Digitalkamera erweitert. Dabei wurde eine neue Methode
entwickelt, um aus Kamerabildern die Gleisgeometrie abzuleiten. Umfangreiche Untersuchungen der Scannerkonfiguration, insbesondere der dualen Scanneranordnung im kinematischen Modus, führten zu Kalibrierungen und Algorithmen, die sich in der Praxis in mehreren
Projekten bewährt haben. Inzwischen wird die neu entwickelte Technik auch auf anderen
Plattformen, wie nicht schienengebundenen Landfahrzeugen zusammen mit Laserradar erfolgreich eingesetzt.
Die Schweizerische Geodätische Kommission (SGK) gratuliert Herrn Glaus zu dieser erfolgreich abgeschlossenen Arbeit. Eines der Ziele der SGK ist es, neuste und zukunftsträchtige
Entwicklungen im Bereich der Geodäsie zu erkennen und diese zu konkretisieren. Herrn
Glaus ist es in bemerkenswerter Weise gelungen, aus geodätischen und mathematischen Theorien, praxisorientierte Lösungsansätze zu entwickeln und umzusetzen. Die SGK bedankt sich
bei der Akademie der Naturwissenschaften Schweiz (SCNAT) für die Übernahme der Druckkosten.
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Institut für Geodäsie und Photogrammetrie
ETH Zürich

Prof. Dr. A. Geiger
ETH Zürich
Präsident der SGK

PREFACE
La surveillance et le traçage rapide des systèmes de circulation, comme par exemple les trains
à grandes vitesses, sont devenus des défis pour la métrologie géodésique. Les futurs développements des techniques de construction des chemins de fer dénommés “voie ferrée fixe” qui
permettront des vitesses supérieures à 300 km/h sont à prendre tout particulièrement en
compte. Pour atteindre les multiples buts statiques et cinématiques fixés par les tâches des
mesures des lignes de trains, les véhicules de mesures légers et portables ont fait leurs preuves. Ceux-ci à côté des technologies de positionnement, GPS et tachymètres, peuvent être en
plus équipés de multiples autres senseurs.
Le véhicule de mesure des voies de chemin de fer présenté dans ce travail a été développé à
l’institut de Géodésie et Photogrammétrie de l’EPF de Zürich en collaboration avec les firmes
terra vermessungen SA de Zürich, Grunder Ingenieurs SA de Hasle-Rüegsau, et la haute école
spécialisée de Burgdorf et supporté par l’agence pour la promotion de l’innovation de l’office
fédéral de la formation professionnelle et de la technologie. Afin de satisfaire les diverses
fonctions assignées à ce véhicule, des algorithmes ont été développés pour la modélisation de
la distribution spatiale de chaque senseur. Pour le mode en mesures cinématiques, les caractéristiques dynamiques des différents senseurs on dû être analysées et modélisées et en particulier les problèmes de synchronisation ont dû être résolus. Ceci a nécessité des approches dans
des disciplines adjacentes telles que les techniques de régulation ou de dynamique.
Monsieur Glaus a amélioré la fonctionnalité du chariot de mesures des voies par l’adjonction
de senseurs d’images tels que scanners et cameras de précisions. Dans ce cadre une nouvelle
méthode a été développée pour déterminer la géométrie des voies à partir des images obtenues
par ces senseurs. Des études extensives des configurations du scanner, particulièrement la
mise en place de scanner double en mode dynamique, ont conduit au développement
d’algorithmes et de calibrations qui ont passés avec succès de nombreux tests pratiques. Dans
le même temps la technique nouvellement développée – aussi sur d’autres plateformes telles
que celles non liées au rail – a été appliquée avec succès conjointement avec un radar à laser.
La commission géodésique suisse (CGS) exprime à Monsieur Glaus sa gratitude pour
l’achèvement, couronné de succès, de ce project. C’est un des buts de la CGS de reconnaître
et de concrétiser de nouveaux projets en géodésie. Monsieur Glaus a réussi d’une manière
remarquable le développement d’approches pratiques à partir de théories géodésiques et mathématiques. La commission géodésique suisse est reconnaissante à l ‘Académie Suisse des
Sciences Naturelles pour son aide financière couvrant les coûts d’impression de ce fascicule.

Prof. Dr. H. Ingensand
Institut de Géodésie et Photogrammetrie
ETH Zürich

Prof. Dr. A.Geiger
ETH Zürich
Président de la CGS

FOREWORD
Precise and fast staking out and monitoring of traffic systems such as high-speed railways
have become a challenge to geodetic metrology. Further developments in the railway construction technique, mainly the so called slab tracks have to be taken into consideration which
allow for speeds of more than 300 km/h. In order to compete with the numerous static and
kinematic measuring tasks for railways lines, light and portable track trolleys stood the test.
Besides the positioning technologies GPS and tacheometry, these trolleys can integrate a large
number of further sensors.
The track trolley (multi-sensor platform) described in the present work was developed at the
Institute of Geodesy and Photogrammetry of ETH Zürich in collaboration with terra vermessungen AG, Zürich, Grunder Ingenieure AG, Hasle-Rüegsau, the Berne University of Applied
Sciences, Burgdorf, supported by The Innovation Promotion Agency (CTI) of the Swiss Federal Office for Professional Education and Technology (OPET). In order to fulfil the various
functions, algorithms have been developed for the modelling of the spatial geometric allocation of the individual sensors. For the kinematic measuring mode the dynamic features of the
various sensors had to be analysed and modelled and above all the synchronisation problems
had to be solved. This included approaches from adjacent disciplines such as control technique or dynamics.
Ralph Glaus has extended the functionality of the multi-sensor platform by additional imaging
sensors like scanners and a high-precision digital camera. Thereby, a new method was developed to determine the track geometry from the camera image. Extensive research of the scanner configuration, mainly of the dual scanner set up in the kinematic mode resulted in calibrations and algorithms which were approved in several projects in the practice. In the meantime
the newly developed technique – also on other kinematic platforms such as cars – is successfully applied together with laser radar.
The Swiss Geodetic Commission (SGC) expresses its gratitude to Ralph Glaus for the successful completion of this project. One of SGC’s goals is to anticipate and concretize newest
developments in the area of Geodesy. Ralph Glaus has been remarkably successful in transferring geodetic and mathematic theories into practice. The SGC is grateful to the Swiss
Academy of Sciences (SCNAT) for covering the printing costs of this volume.

Prof. Dr. H. Ingensand
Institute of Geodesy and Photogrammetry
ETH Zürich

Prof. Dr. A. Geiger
ETH Zürich
President of SGC
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Abstract
Modern railway infrastructure requires accurate, absolute referenced spatial data for project
planning, construction and maintenance. On the one hand, passenger safety and travel comfort
depend to a large extent on accurate tracks. On the other hand, absolute referenced coordinates of railway assets facilitate data exchange between railway operators and third parties. In
addition, time slots for maintenance are short, due to the high volumes of traffic on major
railway lines. Thus, flexible surveying systems are required yielding accurate data within a
short time. The multi-sensor platform Swiss Trolley, which offers such a flexible system,
copes with absolute referenced spatial data. The platform is mounted on a track vehicle. This
allows for a complete description of the track environment in kinematic mode with a minimum of interference time with regular traffic.
The Swiss Trolley features a modular design. A basic module for assessing track key parameters such as chainage, cant, twist, gradients and track gauge covers monitoring tasks on construction sites. A positioning module integrating GPS or total stations allows for the determination of the track axis. A further scan module can be used to generate absolute referenced
point clouds in the track environment.
This work compiles the development steps of the Swiss Trolley. Relevant side conditions regarding track surveying, coming from track geometry and the railway operators are summarised and state-of-the-art systems are reviewed. Based on these premises, a niche for Swiss
Trolley applications is defined. Sensors providing geometric data in the track environment are
evaluated in regard to their suitability and error behaviour.
The key problem of the trolley positioning consists in determining the six degrees of freedom
of the multi-sensor platform at any point in time. The chosen kinematic approach asks for a
careful treatment of time constraints. Each data string coming from a specific sensor must
own an accurate time tag. Kinematic surveys at walking speed with subcentimetric accuracy
require time tags with millisecond accuracy.
The incorporated sensors were investigated regarding their error behaviour. Calibration issues
are addressed and approaches for the bias determination are presented. Models for correcting
collimation errors and nuisance accelearations are given for the pendulum inclination sensors
used. Moreover, emphasis was placed on biases emerging at kinematic surveys for the particular optical total station used. Reduction models for the laser scanner data are proposed and
calibration procedures providing intrinsic orientation and latency parameters are given.
A kinematic model for Swiss Trolley surveys based on the Frenet base system and its canonical representation was developed. Explicit formulae are given for runs on geometric elements
dominating in the railway track environment. For the mutual data processing, a loosely coupled filter concept is proposed consisting of data pre-processing, synchronisation and filtering
steps. The core of data processing is a Kalman filter, estimating vehicle and track states in an
absolute or a relative reference frame. By means of the filter approach, the observations of the
involved sensors can be integrated in a spatial model. Individual filter runs can be assembled
by an additional merge step. Merged runs in up and down direction allow for a quality assessment and also allow for the monitoring of eventually remaining biases such as a boresight
misalignment or inclination sensor zero point offsets.
Positioning accuracies for the static and kinematic case were assessed on the one hand by the
comparison of up and down runs. On the other hand, comparisons were carried out with independently measured reference data. The static error behaviour of the Swiss Trolley could be

evaluated by using a slab track alignment. Submillimetric positioning accuracies were obtained in combination with high-precision total stations. Kinematic positioning accuracy
mainly depends on the positioning sensor used. Optical total stations providing synchronised
angle and distance data allow for subcentimetric positioning. High-precision DGPS positioning yields subcentimetric accuracy for the horizontal component. The typical vertical accuracy is better than two centimetres. The integrated longitudinally mounted inclination sensor
slightly augments the mere GPS solution. The attitude determination of the platform is a result of the combined data treatment. For GPS surveys, the typical pitch angle accuracy is
two mrad. Yaw angles essentially correspond to the derivation of the trajectory with respect to
the covered path and are determined with one mrad accuracy. Roll angle accuracy is dominated by the inclination sensor measurements across the track. The typical accuracy is
0.3 mrad. For the scan module, laser dots in the absolute reference frame are degraded by the
uncertainty of the trajectory and the platform attitude amplified by a geometry-depending
lever. The absolute accuracy of such a dot is three centimetres using a time-of-flight laser
scanner. Relative accuracy between two adjacent dots amounts to five millimetres.
The Swiss Trolley was successfully applied on numerous assignments. Adaptations for the
multi-sensor platform exist for tunnel site locomotives and road-vehicles.
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Zusammenfassung
Eine moderne Bahninfrastruktur erfordert für Projektierung, Bau und Unterhalt genaue, absolut referenzierte Geodaten. Einerseits hängen Sicherheit und Reisekomfort in hohem Masse
von genauen Gleisen ab. Andererseits erleichtern absolut georeferenzierte Daten über feste
Anlagen den Datenaustausch zwischen Netz-Betreibern und Dritten. Zusätzlich ist wegen des
hohen Verkehrsaufkommens auf Hauptstrecken nur noch mit kurzen Zeitfenstern, die für den
Unterhalt zur Verfügung stehen, zu rechnen. Es sind also flexible Vermessungssysteme gesucht, die innerhalb kurzer Zeit genaue und zuverlässige Daten liefern. Ein solch flexibles
System, welches in der Lage ist, Geodaten in einem absoluten Referenzrahmen zu liefern, ist
die Multisensor-Plattform Swiss Trolley. Die Plattform ist auf einem Gleiswagen montiert und
ermöglicht die komplette, dreidimensional-geometrische Beschreibung der Gleisumgebung
im kinematischen Betrieb mit minimaler Beeinträchtigung des regulären Verkehrs.
Der Gleismesswagen Swiss Trolley ist modular aufgebaut. Ein Basis-Modul für die Erfassung
von Gleisparametern wie Kilometrierung, Überhöhung, Verwindung, Gradient und Spurweite
deckt Überwachungsaufgaben auf Bahn-Baustellen ab. Ein integrierbares Positionierungsmodul, welches die Verwendung von GPS-Sensoren oder Tachymetern zulässt, kann für Gleisachsbestimmungen eingesetzt werden. Ein weiteres Scan-Modul kann verwendet werden, um
absolut referenzierte Punktwolken der Gleisumgebung zu generieren.
Diese Arbeit stellt die Entwicklungsschritte des Swiss Trolley zusammen. Für die Gleisvermessung relevante Randbedingungen, gegeben durch die Gleisgeometrie und die Eisenbahnnetzbetreiber, werden zusammengefasst. Der Stand der Technik der Bahnvermessung wird
aufgearbeitet. Ausgehend von diesen Grundlagen wird eine Nische für Swiss TrolleyAnwendungen definiert. Sensoren, welche geometrische Daten in der Gleisumgebung liefern,
werden hinsichtlich Eignung und Fehlerverhalten evaluiert.
Das zentrale Problem der Fahrzeug-Positionierung besteht im Bestimmen der sechs Freiheitsgrade der Multi-Sensor Plattform für jeden beliebigen Zeitpunkt. Der gewählte kinematische
Ansatz erfordert eine sorgfältige Behandlung von zeitlichen Randbedingungen. Jeder, von
einem spezifischen Sensor erfasste Datenstring muss über einen genauen Zeitstempel verfügen. Kinematische Aufnahmen im Schritttempo mit Subzentimeter-Genauigkeit erfordern
Synchronisationsgenauigkeiten von einigen wenigen Millisekunden.
Die involvierten Sensoren wurden in Bezug auf ihr Fehlerverhalten untersucht. Aspekte zur
Kalibrierung werden erörtert und Methoden zur Bestimmung der systematischen Abweichungen werden präsentiert. Modelle zur Elimination von Kreuzungsfehlern und zur Reduktion
von Störbeschleunigungen werden für die verwendeten Pendelneigungssensoren angegeben.
Des Weiteren wurde das Augenmerk auf die Untersuchung systematischer Abweichungen
beim kinematischen Vermessen mit Tachymetern gerichtet. Reduktionsmodelle für Laserscanner sowie Kalibrierungsmodelle, die intrinsische Orientierungsparameter und Latenzzeiten der Scanner liefern, werden aufgeführt.
Ein kinematisches Modell für den Swiss Trolley, das auf dem Frenet-Basis-System und dessen
kanonischer Darstellung aufbaut, wurde entwickelt. Explizite Formeln für Messfahrten auf im
Gleisbau vorherrschenden geometrischen Elementen sind angegeben. Für die gemeinsame
Datenverarbeitung wird ein schwach gekoppeltes Filter-Konzept, welches aus einem Datenvorverarbeitungs-, einem Synchronisations- und einem Filterschritt besteht, vorgeschlagen.
Kernpunkt der Datenverarbeitung ist ein Kalman-Filter, welches die Fahrzeug- und Gleiszustände wahlweise in einem absoluten oder in einem relativen Referenzrahmen schätzt. Mit
Hilfe des Filter-Ansatzes können alle Beobachtungen in einem räumlichen Modell integriert
werden. Einzelne Filter-Durchläufe können in einem zusätzlichen Merge-Schritt zusammen-

geführt werden. Solche zusammengefügten Messfahren ermöglichen eine Qualitätskontrolle
und eine Überwachung allfälliger verbleibender systematischer Abweichungen wie zum Beispiel fehlerhaften Koordinaten des Prismas im Wagenrahmen oder Nullpunktfehler der Neigungsmesser.
Positionierungsgenauigkeiten für den statischen und kinematischen Fall wurden einerseits
durch den Vergleich von Hin- und Rückfahrten und andererseits durch den Vergleich mit Referenzdatensätzen unabhängiger Messsysteme abgeleitet. Das statische Übertragungsverhalten
des Swiss Trolley konnte anlässlich einer Absteckung der Festen Fahrbahn evaluiert werden.
Genauigkeiten im Submillimeter-Bereich konnten bei Verwendung eines Präzisionstachymeters nachgewiesen werden. Die kinematische Positionierungsgenauigkeit hängt hauptsächlich
vom verwendeten Positionierungssensor ab. Tachymeter mit synchronisierten Richtungs- und
Distanzmessungen ermöglichen Positionierungen im Subzentimeter-Bereich. Hochpräzises
DGPS liefert Subzentimetergenauigkeit für die horizontale Komponente. Die typische Vertikalgenauigkeit ist besser als zwei Zentimeter. Der longitudinal montierte Neigungsmesser
verbessert dabei die reine GPS-Höhenlösung geringfügig. Die Bestimmung der Orientierungswinkel der Plattform resultiert aus der gemeinsamen Datenverarbeitung. Für GPSAufnahmen ist die typische Nickwinkelgenauigkeit 2 mrad. Die Gierwinkel der Plattform
entsprechen im Wesentlichen der Ableitung der Trajektorie bezüglich des zurückgelegten
Weges. Diese können auf 1 mrad genau bestimmt werden. Die Rollwinkelgenauigkeit wird
bestimmt durch die Neigungsmessung quer zum Gleis. Typische Genauigkeiten betragen
0.3 mrad. Die Genauigkeitsangabe für das Scan-Modul setzt sich zusammen aus der Unsicherheit der Trajektorien- und Orientierungswinkelbestimmung verstärkt durch geometrieabhängige Hebel. Die Genauigkeit bezogen auf einen übergeordneten Referenzrahmen eines
Laserpunktes beträgt 3 cm beim Einsatz eines Pulslaufzeit-Scanners. Die Relativgenauigkeit
zwischen zwei benachbarten Pixeln beträgt 5 mm.
Der Swiss Trolley wurde in zahlreichen Aufträgen erfolgreich eingesetzt. Anpassungen der
Multisensor-Plattform für die Verwendung auf weiteren Fahrzeugtypen existieren für Tunnelbaustellen-Lokomotiven und Strassenfahrzeuge.
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Introduction
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1 Introduction
The fast growth of individual motorcar traffic during the second half of the last century induced a vast expansion of national road networks. While the passenger car traffic increased
continuously, the rail traffic lost its initial importance. During the seventies of the last century, traffic management authorities tried raise public awareness of sustainable rail traffic.
The fuel shortage and, consequently, the increase in energy prices demanded a long-term
transport policy in favour of railways. Throughout Europe, major railway projects were initiated. The two Swiss projects AlpTransit [ZBINDEN, 2000] and Rail 2000 [KRÄUCHI, 2005]
can be considered two ambitious exponents of this railway renaissance.
The realisation of projects of such dimensions requires meticulous research in regard to planning and implementation. At every stage, geodetic surveys play an important role providing
base data for decision-making and the execution of projects. Railway key parameters such as
safety and passenger comfort depend to a high degree on accurate surveys. However, traditional survey concepts have to be reconsidered in order to satisfy the demands of the railway
operators. The increasing rail traffic shortens the track’s availability for maintenance, asking
for fast and flexible survey systems. Further, survey concepts have to be adapted to new requirements concerning accuracy and work efficiency evoked by novel railway construction
techniques. As an example, on new high-speed railway lines ballast tracks have been partly
replaced by slab tracks [e.g. DARR, 1997].
Railways and surveying are closely connected at all times. Efforts assessing the track’s position horizontally and vertically date back to the nineteenth century. Up to the 1980’s, chord
surveys [e.g. HÖHNE et al., 1981] dominated the applications reproducing the relative geometry of tracks. In the late 1980’s, the Swiss Federal Railways began with the establishment
of an absolute reference frame [EISENEGGER, 1990]. This milestone in railway surveying
resulted in a significant improvement in work efficiency. Constructors were able to connect
tamping machines for track alignments to this reference frame. Apart from an increase in
work efficiency, an accuracy gain could be demonstrated. Long periodic track position errors
could be significantly reduced by such absolute surveys. Nowadays, efforts are made by the
International Union of Railways (UIC) to unify national reference frames to the European
Terrestrial Reference Frame ETRF89 aiming at cross-national homogeneous geodetic networks [ENGEL et al., 2003].
The progress of GPS data processing strategies in the 1990’s [e.g. HATCH, 1990] and recent
improvements in synchronisation issues for tracking total stations [e.g. STEMPFHUBER et
al., 2004] has opened the field for kinematic absolute surveys on tracks. As an example,
[FRITZENSMEIER et al., 1997] developed a flexible track-surveying trolley providing absolute geometry data using differential GPS. As a matter of fact, a stand-alone GPS based survey suffers a loss of satellite signals in obstructed areas. Kinematic total station surveys fill
the gap here. However, leapfrog strategies for connecting individual stations result in an interrupted workflow and cannot compete with GPS surveys in terms of work-efficiency.
The kinematic assessment of relative track parameters has a long tradition. Operational track
recording vehicles were first used in the 1920’s [SCHRAMM, 1962]. These vehicles found
their successors in track recording coaches, which are used nowadays for quality control of
tracks [PRESLE, 2001]. Recent developments allow an accurate absolute positioning of these
coaches by means of global navigation satellite systems, inertial navigation systems and balises. Such expensive systems only can be maintained by major network operators. Further,
these coaches cannot be applied cost-effectively on short sections or on construction sites.
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Introduction

Recently, the emergence of laser scanners has asked for innovations in the domain of railway
surveys. Laser scanners on vehicles allow for the acquisition of geometric data in a corridor of
several dozens of metres. Such data are of great use for track maintenance. Missing track ballast evaluation, clearance inspection, track gauge determination or the update of a fixed assets
database is just an incomplete catalogue of potential applications. In contrast, occasionally
used photogrammetric approaches for such tasks [e.g. BLONDEAU et al., 1999] become less
important due to method-inherent geometrical accuracy constraints. However, combinations
of laser scanner and photogrammetric approaches are prospective unifying accurate geometric
data of laser scanners and comprehensive texture contents of images.
This thesis presents methods for modern track surveying. It especially features surveys by
means of a portable track-surveying trolley. Emphasis is given to absolute surveys with a connection to global reference frames. GPS and total stations are proposed as absolute positioning sensors. The combination of these sensors with a track gauge measuring system and laser
scanners allows for an absolute and kinematic three-dimensional description of the track inventory. The presented track-surveying vehicle Swiss Trolley was part of a joint venture project initiated by the surveying company terra vermessungen AG of Zürich, Switzerland. Hardware and data acquisition software were developed at the Institute for Mechatronics of the
University of Applied Sciences Burgdorf. The Institute for Geodesy and Photogrammetry of
the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology of Zürich joined the project in 2002 and developed
algorithms for data processing. New key algorithms are presented in this work. Thanks to the
close collaboration between the project partners and the operational use of the Swiss Trolley
in real assignments, immediate feedback from the users on new introduced algorithms was
guaranteed during the whole project phase.
The report builds on a general overview of available systems and focuses then on the development of calibration procedures and algorithms for Swiss Trolley surveys. In Chapter 2, as a
theoretical background, basic terms in the context of track geometry are reviewed. A kinematic model for the trolley motion on the track is developed. An overview of state-of-the-art
track-surveying systems is presented. Processes and requirements are analysed. The chapter
concludes in defining a niche for the Swiss Trolley. Chapter 3 compiles potential sensors for a
track-surveying system. Variance propagation is studied for selected dead reckoning sensors.
The problem of time constraints is addressed and consequences for the sensor selection, the
data acquisition and the post processing software are drawn. Chapter 4 focuses on the Swiss
Trolley and the used sensors. Sensor models are given for the different trolley configurations.
Systematic biases are studied and calibration procedures are proposed. In Chapter 5, data
post-processing is treated. The loosely coupled concept contains several prefilter steps. The
core is a least squares smoother basing on the kinematic model derived in Chapter 2. Further,
a model for trajectory merges is proposed. In Chapter 6, results of several applications are
presented. Examples of stop-and-go slab track surveys, kinematic track axis surveys and kinematic laser scanning surveys are given. The results are compared to reference data. Accuracies for different Swiss Trolley modes are indicated. Chapter 7 draws conclusions from the
research.
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2.1 Nominal Geometries
2.1.1 Introduction
With regard to the design of a track-surveying trolley, it is important to study the possible
track geometry layouts. For one thing, the maximal cant has an immediate impact on the
choice of an adequate inclination sensor. Further, the clearance towards the track bed determines the design of a track gauge measuring system. The knowledge of the track layout is
also a basis for kinematic modelling of a track-surveying vehicle. Hence, the most common
rules for track layouts are to be given in the subsequent sections. The remarks base on
[BÖSCH, 1991], [ESVELD, 1989] and [MÜLLER et al., 2000].
The railway track layout is determined by alignment elements. In the plan view, there are
three types of these elements: the straight line, the circular arc and as a connecting element the
transition curve. The transition curve type is country-specific, whereas the clothoid is the most
widespread. For the vertical section, straight lines for constant slopes and fillets between
changes of slopes are common. The change of an alignment element always leads to track
discontinuities. Consequently, vibrations with a decay time of about 1.5 to 2 seconds are generated. The layout of the track has to be designed in such a way that coach vibrations are not
superposed by various track discontinuities.
The kinematics of the track layout is given by the trains in transit. The layout should take into
account for inertial forces acting on the vehicles. Project engineers also have to regard the
centrifugal force acting on a vehicle in curved sections. In contrast, the coriolis force evoked
by the earth’s rotation amounts values which not even for high-speed trains circulating in
north-south direction are relevant for the track layout. The physical impacts are described by
simple functional rules and formulae which consider the safety, the riding comfort and a reasonable cost-value ratio. Mostly, operating speed wants to be maximised. For existing lines,
this is restricted due to reasons of safety, comfort and maintenance. For new railway lines, the
designed operating speed influences minimal radii and maximal slopes. Apart from topography, these are key elements for construction costs and land use. Further, train type and train
frequency essentially affect the track layout.
2.1.2 Horizontal Layout
Straight Lines
The straight line is the simplest element concerning construction and operation. Apart from
the layout accuracies, the element length and the element slope, the maximum speed on the
straight line is only limited by parameters which are independent from the layout design. Such
parameters are the vehicle type, the train lengths, friction for braking and operating restrictions.
Circular Arcs
A vehicle passing a curve is affected by a centrifugal force. In a first approximation, the vehicle is considered as a mass point. The centrifugal force is induced by the centrifugal acceleration az .
Apart from the centrifugal force, further horizontal lateral forces are present which are transferred from the wheel on the rail. On the one hand, these are forces which are necessary to
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guide the wheel set in the arc. On the other hand, track-positioning errors evoke dynamic
forces of the vehicle mass. The sum of all these forces can provoke interferences of the passenger comfort due to too large lateral accelerations, noise increase, a lateral buckling of the
vehicle, or, in worst case, a derailing due to a lateral displacement of the track body. By
means of large radii, speed reductions and other measures concerning the vehicle dynamics,
these consequences can be avoided or minimised. On networks with standard gauge, radii
normally do not fall below 150 m. However, this value can be considerably lower (e.g. streetcars).
Lateral accelerations can be minimised by super elevating the track or by inclining the train.
The former case is sketched in Figure 2-1. For both cases, the passenger is affected by the
lateral acceleration a parallel to the coach floor. If the coach is inclined by the angle β, then
one finds for the lateral acceleration
a=

v2
cos β − g sin β
r

(2.1)

where v is the operating speed, r is the track radius and g is the acceleration due to gravity.
With the definition of cant

e = s sin β

(2.2)

and for small β’s, (2.1) can be reduced to
a=

v2
e
−g
r
s

(2.3)

s denotes the distance between the two rail centres in a cross section. For disappearing lateral
accelerations a, we obtain for the cant
e0 =

v2s
rg

(2.4)

The found cant e0 is associated with exactly one velocity v. If trains circulate with different
speeds on the considered sections, non-compensable accelerations result. For velocities higher
than the velocity associated with the compensating cant (2.4), a deficiency of cant Δe = e0 – e
is evoked. For small β’s, (2.1) can be rewritten as
a=

g
( e0 − e )
s

(2.5)

The cant amount Δe = e0 – e results in lateral accelerations on the outer rail. The tolerable
maximum lateral acceleration depends on the railway companies’ regulations. The Swiss Federal Railways SBB, for instance, tolerate 0.8 m/s2 of lateral acceleration. For minimal radii
and maximal running speeds, this results in a cant deficiency of 122 mm. The smallest cant,
which is constructed, amounts to 10 mm. The maximum cant is limited, since a sudden train
stop can anytime occur. Mainly for freight trains, there is a certain derail risk due to the
movement of the freight. Therefore, maximum cant does in general not exceed 150 mm for
multipurpose tracks.
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az

β

s

β
g

e
a

Figure 2-1 Vehicle in a canted curve (adapted from [MÜLLER et al., 2000])

The actual measurable lateral accelerations are larger than shown before, because the coach’s
centre of gravity lies above the track plane. An additional momentum is raised in curves, since
the body of the coach is inclined with respect to the wheel kit.
The track gauge in the circular arc has to be widened if small radii are encountered. Too narrow gauges prevent a restraint free run of the coaches. For SBB tracks with a nominal gauge
of 1435 mm, the track gauge is widened for radii smaller than 275 m. Track gauges larger
than 1470 mm must not occur. In contrast, the smallest tolerable gauge amounts to 1430 mm.
Transition Curves

The transition between curves represents always a discontinuity. If a circular curve follows a
straight line, curvature, non-compensable lateral acceleration and cant have to change from
zero to a certain amount. This results in a theoretically infinite jerk (derivative of the acceleration with respect to time). If a transition curve is laid between the straight line and the circular
arc, the jerk can be held in finite limits.
For a constant lateral acceleration rate, the curve must hold a constant curvature change. The
curve that fulfils this requirement is the clothoid. However, due to the constant lateral acceleration rate, there are lateral jerk discontinuities at the beginning and at the end of this transition curve. Curves with a smoother transition of lateral accelerations are the Bloss curve and
the sinusoid. The Bloss curve was proposed by [BLOSS, 1936] and is used for high-speed
tracks. The sinusoid [KLEIN, 1937] even shows a smoother jerk transitions than a Bloss
curve. Sinusoids are used for layouts of e.g. Transrapid tracks. However, Swiss railway companies exclusively use clothoids for curve transitions.
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Jerk

Jerk

Jerk

Figure 2-2 shows the jerk as a function of the chainage. Discontinuities at the beginning and
the end of the transition can be minimised by the Bloss curve. They disappear for the sinusoid.

Chainage

Figure 2-2 Jerks for a clothoid, a Bloss curve and a sinusoid (according to
[HENNECKE et al., 1993])

The Austrian Federal Railways (ÖBB) extensively studied lateral acceleration rates on transition curves. Theoretical findings lead to the stipulation of the so-called Vienna arc [PRESLE,
2005]. The classical track layout is designed for the centre of gravity on the track axis. Thus,
considerable forces act on the vehicle entering a transition curve. The Vienna arc regards the
actual engine’s centre of gravity. This leads to an overshooting transition curve.
For a linear increase of the lateral acceleration on a clothoid, not only the curvature must increase linearly but also the cant. If the cant increases linearly, the lateral acceleration rate
(jerk) and the curvature rate remain constant. This renders a quiet ride.
A critical issue in transition curves is the twist. The twist n is defined as cant change Δe per
length unit Δl.
n=

Δe
Δl

(2.6)

During a transition ride, the four wheels of a two-axle coach are not in the same plane. In order to avoid derails, the amount of twist has to be held in certain limits. The twist should not
be larger than two per mil. The time dependent cant rate is defined as lift velocity and has to
be considered for higher operating speeds.
Finally, the minimal length of a transition curve mainly depends on the operating speed.
Thresholds for twist, jerk and lift velocities have to be fulfilled.
2.1.3 Vertical Layout
The maximal inclination of a railway line is influenced by various factors such as the topography, the adhesion between the wheel and the rail, the availability of locomotives or the
operating method. For instance, the San Gottardo railway line in the Swiss Alps has a maxi-
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mal inclination of twenty-eight per mil. In contrast, the new flat San Gottardo tunnel, which is
under construction, will have a maximal inclination of eight per mil.
Changes of inclinations are realised by means of vertical circular arcs without additional transition curves. The radii depend on different parameters. Thus, the wheel-rail contact must be
maintained. Further, the vertical acceleration should not exceed 0.5 m/s2 for comfort motives.
Due to reasons of derailing, curve peaks have larger radii than curve dips. Inclination changes
in switches and cant ramps do generally not occur.

2.2 Rules and Standards of Different Countries
It is essential to use reproducible rail reference marks for surveys and alignments of tracks.
The definitions vary for different network operators. Especially, the Swiss railway companies
use definitions, which slightly deviate from elsewhere. This section summarises definitions
that are relevant for track surveying. For the Swiss Federal Railways SBB, directives are defined in the regulation R220.46 [SBB, 1989]. The German Railways DB has published definitions for the projection of the horizontal and vertical layout in regulation DB883.9002 [DB,
1999].
2.2.1 Horizontal Layout
The horizontal layout represents the plan view of a track. It is a sequence of various, admitted
geometric elements. The reference rail for the horizontal layout is always the outer rail in
curves. For straight lines, the reference is the centre line of both rails. The track axis is defined as the parallel line to the reference rail, with an offset of the half nominal track gauge
(Figure 2-3). This parallel line lies in the plane defined by the two rail surfaces. For various
railway companies, the definitions differ from the above mentioned with regard to straight
lines. The reference rail can also be defined as the identical rail regarding the subsequent reference rail of the curve towards the increasing chainage.

717.5 mm

0 - 14 mm

Track axis

Track gauge

Figure 2-3 Definition of track axis and track gauge

The track gauge is defined as the smallest distance between the rails measured 0 – 14 mm
below the rail top edge. Standard gauge tracks have a nominal measure of 1.435 m (4’ 8”).
For high-speed railway lines the nominal gauge can be increased by one millimetre, in order
to enable smoother riding qualities.
By means of the track axis, the horizontal layout can be staked out, reconstructed or controlled. From a mathematical point of view, parallels of transition curves lose their geometric
properties. Thus, a parallel to a clothoid is no longer a clothoid. However, these inconsistencies are not relevant to the track layout.
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Displacements of the measured control point with respect to the nominal track axis are called
slew values. Control points right of the nominal track towards an increasing chainage have a
positive sign.
2.2.2 Vertical Layout
For Swiss railway companies, the vertical layout is defined by the track centre line. Aberrantly, the vertical layout in many countries is referred to the lower rail in curves. Displacements of the measured control point with regard to the reference are called lift parameters.
Measured control points below the nominal axis obtain a positive sign.
2.2.3 Cant
The cant is the amount by which one rail, usually the outside rail of a curved track, rises
above the lower rail on the same piece of track. The cant is referred to a nominal base, which
corresponds to the distance between the points of contact of the mean wheel circles with the
rails (e.g. 1.500 m).

1500 mm

Cant

Centre line
Figure 2-4 Definition of cant

In Switzerland, a designed cant is realised by rotating the track plane around the track axis.
The outer and inner rails are super and under elevated, respectively, by half of the total cant
amount (Figure 2-5). Thus, the coach’s centre of gravity does not change its height level during the curve ride. However, the underground has to be partly adapted for keeping the ballast
layer thickness. Therefore, in other countries mostly the outer rail is raised by the total cant
amount (Figure 2-6).
outer rail

inner rail

e
2
e
2

Figure 2-5 Realisation of the cant by rising the outer rail and lowering the inner rail
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outer rail

e
inner rail

Figure 2-6 Realisation of the cant by rising the outer rail

2.3 Kinematic Model of Motion
2.3.1 Kinematics in the Frenet System
In the foregoing section, evidence was given for the use of straight lines, circular arcs and
transition curves for track design. With regard to the later treatment of kinematic methods for
track surveying (section 3) and data filtering (section 5), a kinematic model for the movement
of a mass point along a trajectory containing the mentioned track geometry elements is given
here. The derivation rests on the Frenet base system and its canonical representation [e.g.
BÄSCHLIN, 1947].

m

et ( t )

l(t)
en ( t )
eb ( t )

R (t )

l = l0
z
y

x
Figure 2-7 Frenet system for a trajectory with non-vanishing curvature
The differential geometry of curves traditionally starts with the vector R = R ( t ) that describes
a curve as a function of t. The independent parameter t represents the time. As an intermediate
parameter, the arc length l is introduced. In the context of railway surveying, the expression
chainage is used synonymously. In some extent, l(t) represents the schedule of the mass point
on its trajectory. For the further considerations, the vector R ( t ) must be at least thrice differentiable. Then, the tangent vector et ( t ) is well defined at every point and two additional orthogonal vectors in the plane perpendicular can be chosen to form a complete local orientation
system. Provided the curvature of R = R ( t ) vanishes nowhere, this local coordinate system is
chosen to be the Frenet system (also known as the Frenet-Serret system) consisting of the
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unity vector along the tangent et , the unity vector along the binormal eb and the unity vector
along the principal normal en which are given in terms of the curve itself by these expressions:

et ( t ) =

eb ( t ) =

R (t )

(2.7)

R (t )

R (t ) × R (t )
R (t ) × R (t )

en ( t ) = eb ( t ) × et ( t )

(2.8)
(2.9)

Differentiating the Frenet system yields the classical Frenet equations

⎛ et ( t ) ⎞
⎛ 0
⎜
⎟
⎜
⎜ en ( t ) ⎟ = v ( t ) ⋅ ⎜ −κ
⎜ 0
⎜ e (t ) ⎟
⎝
⎝ b ⎠

0 ⎞ ⎛ et ( t ) ⎞
⎟
⎟ ⎜
0 τ ⎟ ⋅ ⎜ en ( t ) ⎟
−τ 0 ⎟⎠ ⎜⎝ eb ( t ) ⎟⎠

κ

(2.10)

Here, v ( t ) = R ( t ) is the velocity and acts as a scalar magnitude of the curve derivative. The
intrinsic geometry of the curve is given by the curvature κ and the torsion υ. Both parameters
can be written in terms of the curve itself:

κ (t ) =

υ (t ) =

R (t ) × R (t )
R (t )

3

( R (t ) × R (t )) ⋅ R (t )
R (t ) × R (t )

3

(2.11)

(2.12)

Note that for straight lines neither the normal nor the binormal unity vector can be assessed
unambiguously. Note also that the curvature κ(t) is always positive. Two curves with opposite
curvatures in an identical plane obtain binormal unity vectors of the same magnitude but of
opposite signs.
As explained in section 2.1, track geometry classically is divided into a horizontal and a vertical layout. Torsions of the track axis are not considered. However, relative torsions between
the two rails are accounted for by separately looking at the track twist. This partition in a horizontal and vertical component allows for a reduction of the Frenet system to two dimensions.
For the horizontal component, curves are defined in a projection system. The vertical component commonly is treated in a plane which is perpendicular to the local horizon and which
contains the tangential unity vector. Thus, it holds for the planimetry
⎛ eth ( t ) ⎞
⎛ 0 κ h ⎞ ⎛ eth ( t ) ⎞
⎜⎜ h ⎟⎟ = v ( t ) ⋅ ⎜
⎟ ⋅ ⎜⎜ h ⎟⎟
⎝ −κ h 0 ⎠ ⎝ en ( t ) ⎠
⎝ en ( t ) ⎠
and for the altimetry

(2.13)
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⎛ etv ( t ) ⎞
⎛ 0 κ v ⎞ ⎛ etv ( t ) ⎞
⎜⎜ v ⎟⎟ = v ( t ) ⋅ ⎜
⎟ ⋅ ⎜⎜ v ⎟⎟
⎝ −κ v 0 ⎠ ⎝ en ( t ) ⎠
⎝ en ( t ) ⎠

(2.14)

Since the third component was dropped, the curvature orientation can no longer be assessed
unambiguously. Therefore, for the horizontal and vertical layout right curves and curve peaks,
respectively, obtain a positive sign.
2.3.2 Canonical Representation of the Most Common Track Curves
Within this project, the canonical representations of the most common track curves were written down. For this, consider the trajectory in the environment of R (t ) . The Taylor series ex-

pansion of R (t ) is
R(t + Δt ) = R(t ) +

1 ∂2R 2 1 ∂3R 3
∂R
Δt + O(Δt 4 )
Δt +
Δt +
2
3
2! ∂t
3! ∂t
∂t

(2.15)

Subsequently, terms of the order O(Δt 4 ) are omitted. The Frenet equations (2.10) provide for
a curve with vanishing torsion
R (t + Δt ) ≅ R (t ) + v et Δt +

1
a et + v 2κ en
(
2

) Δt

2

+

(

)

1
− v 3κ 2 + j ) et + ( 3κ va + v 3c ) en Δt 3 (2.16)
(
6

with the following abbreviations
l (t )

arc length

v (t ) = l (t )

velocity

a (t ) = l (t )

algebraic acceleration

j (t ) = l (t )

algebraic jerk

c=

∂κ
∂l

curvature rate

Further, the following terms are summarised
at = a

tangential acceleration

an = v κ
2

normal acceleration

jt = −v κ + j
3

2

tangential jerk

jn = 3κ va + v c normal jerk
Thus, (2.16) can also be written as
3

R (t + Δt ) ≅ R (t ) + v et Δt +

1
1
( at et + an en ) Δt 2 + ( jt et + jn en ) Δt 3
2
6

(2.17)

The form (2.16) is known as the canonical representation of a curve by means of the Frenet
basic system. This representation reveals that the curve walks as a first approximation in the
direction of its tangent. The curvature appears as a coefficient of the second order term and
represents the deviation of the curve from the tangent.
For a kinematic survey, a uniform motion is aimed for (a = 0, j = 0). For a uniform motion,
(2.16) decays to
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R (t + Δt ) ≅ R (t ) + v et Δt +

1 2
1
v κ en Δt 2 + −v 3κ 2 et + v3c en Δt 3
2
6

(

)

(

)

(2.18)

Further, for small sampling intervals Δt, a disregard of third order terms is acceptable:
R (t + Δt ) ≅ R (t ) + v et Δt +

1 2
v κ en Δt 2
2

(

)

(2.19)

In the following, the canonical representations of the most common curves for railway tracks
are given. Clothoids, circle and straight lines are considered. Higher order curves like sinusoids, Bloss curves or Vienna arcs are not discussed.
Clothoid
The parametric representation of a clothoid is provided by the Fresnel integrals. A clothoid in
a global reference frame is given by
li
⎛
1
⎞
2⎞
⎛
⎜ Y0 + ∫l0 sin ⎜τ 0 + κ 0l ( t ) + 2 cl ( t ) ⎟ dl ⎟
⎝
⎠ ⎟
RG ( t ) = ⎜
li
⎜
⎟
1
2⎞
⎛
⎜ X 0 + ∫l0 cos ⎜τ 0 + κ 0l ( t ) + cl ( t ) ⎟ dl ⎟
2
⎝
⎠ ⎠
⎝

(2.20)

where
Y0:
X0:
τ0 :
κ0 :
l0 :
l i:

easting at time t=0
northing at time t=0
azimuth of tangential unity vector at time t=0
curvature at time t=0
arc length at time t=0
arc length at time t=ti

Often, instead of the curvature rate c, the clothoid parameter A is used. A can be obtained by
c=

1
A2

(2.21)

A has the geometric meaning of a similarity parameter. Thus, any clothoid is similar to the
unity clothoid with A. However, within this work the use of the parameter A is avoided. The
use of c allows for a more flexible formulation of left and right curves.
In (2.20), the starting azimuth τ 0 can be separated from the integrand. Thus, the curve in the
global reference frame can be obtained by a similarity transformation of the Fresnel integrals
T
given in a local frame with the translation (Y0 X 0 ) and the rotation around the Z-axis by
the angle τ 0 :
⎛ Y ⎞ ⎛ cos τ 0
RG ( t ) = ⎜ 0 ⎟ + ⎜
⎝ X 0 ⎠ ⎝ − sin τ 0

where

sin τ 0 ⎞
⎟ ⋅ R (t )
cos τ 0 ⎠ L

(2.22)
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⎛ li
1
⎞
⎛
2⎞
⎜ ∫l0 sin ⎜ κ 0l (t ) + 2 cl (t ) ⎟ dl ⎟
⎝
⎠ ⎟
RL (t ) = ⎜
⎜ li
⎟
1
⎛
2⎞
⎜ ∫l0 cos ⎜ κ 0l (t ) + cl (t ) ⎟ dl ⎟
2
⎝
⎠ ⎠
⎝

(2.23)

For the canonical representation, the Frenet base vectors have to be indicated. The tangent
unity vector is
⎛ sin τ ( t ) ⎞
et (t ) = ⎜
⎟
⎝ cos τ ( t ) ⎠

(2.24)

with
1
2

τ ( t ) = τ ( l ( t ) ) = τ 0 + κ 0l ( t ) + cl ( t ) ,
2

(2.25)

For convenience, the upper integration limit li ( ti ) is set to l ( t ) here.
The normal unity vector is

⎛ cos τ ( t ) ⎞
en (t ) = ⎜
⎟.
⎝ − sin τ ( t ) ⎠

(2.26)

In conclusion, the canonical representation of a clothoid is
⎛ sin τ ⎞
1 ⎛ ⎛ sin τ ⎞ 2
R (t + Δt ) ≅ R (t ) + v ⎜
⎟ Δt + ⎜ a ⎜
⎟+v κ
2 ⎝ ⎝ cos τ ⎠
⎝ cos τ ⎠

⎛ cos τ ⎞ ⎞ 2
⎜
⎟ ⎟ Δt
⎝ − sin τ ⎠ ⎠

⎛ sin τ ⎞
⎛ cos τ ⎞ ⎞ 3
1⎛
3
+ ⎜ −v 3κ 2 + j ⎜
⎟ + 3κ va + v c ⎜
⎟ ⎟ Δt
6⎝
⎝ cos τ ⎠
⎝ − sin τ ⎠ ⎠

(

)

(

(2.27)

)

Circle
A circle can be represented as a clothoid with a vanishing curvature rate c. Thus, (2.25) reduces to

τ ( t ) = τ 0 + κ 0l ( t )

(2.28)

1
1
⎛
⎞
⎜ Y0 − κ cos (τ 0 + κ 0l ( t ) ) + κ cos (τ 0 + κ 0l0 ) ⎟
0
0
⎟
RG ( t ) = ⎜
⎜
⎟
1
1
⎜ X 0 + κ sin (τ 0 + κ 0l ( t ) ) − κ sin (τ 0 + κ 0l0 ) ⎟
0
0
⎝
⎠

(2.29)

and (2.20) to

Having regard to the vanishing curvature rate c, equations (2.24) to (2.27) also holds for a
circle.

Straight Line
Accordingly, a straight line is a circle with a disappearing curvature. Thus, the azimuth τ ( t )
remains constant over time:
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τ (t ) = τ 0

(2.30)

⎛ Y0 + sin τ 0 ⋅ ( l ( t ) − l0 ) ⎞
⎟
RG ( t ) = ⎜
⎜ X 0 + cos τ 0 ⋅ ( l ( t ) − l0 ) ⎟
⎝
⎠

(2.31)

⎛ sin τ 0 ⎞
et (t ) = ⎜
⎟
⎝ cos τ 0 ⎠

(2.32)

⎛ sin τ 0 ⎞
R (t + Δt ) = R (t ) + v Δt ⎜
⎟
⎝ cos τ 0 ⎠

(2.33)

The trajectory is given by

with the canonical representation:

The canonical representation of the circle and the straight line can also be used for the altimetric description of a curve. However, the parameters from (2.28) to (2.33) have a slightly different meaning. With the common conventions for rail track surveys τ 0 becomes

τ 0 :=

π
2

−α

(2.34)

and κ0 has to be replaced by

κ 0 := −κ v

(2.35)

where α is the longitudinal inclination of the track axis and κv the vertical curvature.
The found canonical representations of the basic track geometry elements will be of use for
the formulation of the state transition of the trolley (section 5.4).

2.4 Remarks on Track Accuracy
2.4.1 General Remarks
Within this work, for quantifying errors, it is distinguished between accuracy and precision
(e.g. [DEAKIN ET AL., 1999]). Accuracy refers to the closeness of the observations to the
true value. Precision refers to the closeness of repeated observations to the sample mean. A
measure to express the accuracy is the root mean square error which is defined as
RMS =

1 n
2
( xi − ai )
∑
n i =1

(2.36)

where ai is a set of accepted values. If the accepted value in any sample is a (a constant) and
the sample mean is x , then (2.36) becomes

( RMS )

2

⎧1 n
2⎫
2
= ⎨ ∑ ( xi − x ) ⎬ + ( x − a )
⎩ n i =1
⎭

(2.37)

or in words

( RMS )

2

= estimate of variance + ( estimate of bias )

2

(2.38)
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In contrast, the standard deviation σ is used to quantify the precision of a normally distributed
sample:

σ=

1 n
2
( xi − μ )
∑
n − 1 i =1

(2.39)

n

μ=

∑x
i =1

n

i

(2.40)

where μ is the mean.
Further, within this work, accuracy is used in a more general way, if it is not obvious whether
a sample is biased by systematic effects or not.
2.4.2 Relative and Absolute Accuracy of a Track
There are different accuracy requirements concerning the track course smoothness and the
absolute position of the track in the reference frame. The former is quantified by the relative
or inner accuracy, the latter by the absolute or outer accuracy.

Inner accuracy has to be guaranteed since track inhomogeneities cause lateral accelerations
and jerks. Apart of the nominal lateral acceleration given by the track radius and the operating
speed, these additional accelerations have to be taken into account. For instance, values up to
2.5 m/s2 are acceptable for the DB. Furthermore, there is a relevant safety aspect. Activating
frequencies as a result of track undulations have to be avoided. There are several types of frequencies which can be dangerous for trains and infrastructure. Short wave effects can affect
coaches and bridges. Due to long wave effects, the whole train composition could be affected.
In the literature, wavelengths of 150 – 300 m are mentioned [MÖHLENBRINK et al., 2002].

The inner accuracy can be verified by the measurements of versines along a chord. Two
groups of baseline lengths are common. For detecting dominant singular displacements,
20 – 30 m baselines are chosen. Long periodic patterns are checked by up to 300 m long baselines.
Independently of the dynamic requirements on the track course, there are outer constraints
like bridges, tunnels, level crossings or railway station platforms which ask for clearance fulfilment. Typically, absolute accuracies in the centimetre range with respect to a reference
frame must be guaranteed.

2.5 Methods for Track Surveying
2.5.1 Overview
A perfect system for track surveying should cost-effectively provide optimum relative and
absolute accuracy without interfering regular train traffic. Historically, relative methods were
commonly used for track surveys. Due to the unfavourable variance propagation of these
methods, tracks suffered from undesirable cyclic patterns. Absolute track surveying was introduced by the Swiss Federal Railways in the late 1980’s establishing a reference frame,
which is based on the official Swiss grid. This change of working method resulted in a significant increase of track quality. Thanks to the Global Positioning System GPS, homogenous
and accurate global networks became possible. Recently, GPS has been introduced even for
track axis surveying [e.g. FRITZENSMEIER et al., 1997].
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Figure 2-8 gives an overview of some selected methods for railway track surveying. The indicated methods are classified by the properties relativity of accuracy and operating speed. A
slow, rather static system providing mainly good relative accuracies is placed on the lower,
left part of the chart. A fast, rather kinematic system providing primarily good absolute accuracies is placed on the upper right part. Axes are not to be scaled linearly. Systems, which can
be combined with tamping machines or with alignment devices for staking out the slab track,
are outlined. If the systems are used for track alignment tasks, the work progress is rather
stop-and-go than kinematic. There are three different classes of working speeds. First, the
classical chord methods as well as the tacheometric point-by-point approach are the slowest
techniques. Then, there is a second class with operating speeds of up to one to three kilometres per hour, containing track-surveying trolleys, alignment systems and tamping machines.
Finally, track-recording coaches (TRC) can be attached to regular trains. TRC’s can be operated at speeds of up to 250 kilometres per hour.
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250 km/h

rather kinematic

rather good relative accuracies
(chord techniques)

rather good absolute accuracies
(GPS)

track recording coach

EM-SAT with GPS
track surveying trolley
Surver Geo++

0.5 – 5 km/h

track surveying trolley
Swiss Trolley

PALAS

track surveying trolley
LEICA / Amberg
track surveying trolley
Rhomberg

0.1 km/h

rather static

laser alignment

chord techniques

rail gauge and total station tying it up to a
reference network („free station“)

track must be closed for surveys

System can be used in combination
with a tamping machine
System can be used in combination
with a correction device for slab track
alignment

Figure 2-8 Overview of different track-surveying methods
2.5.2 Relative Track Surveying
Relative methods are based on the idea that the track curvature can be determined by the
versine of a chord. Up until the introduction of the track reference system at the Swiss Federal
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Railways SBB, such methods were common practice for track surveys and track alignments
[EISENEGGER, 1990]. The SBB used the so-called Hallade (or Nalenz-Höfer) system and
referenced their tracks by rail stubs placed along the railway line.

For a Hallade survey, chords of 20 m length are defined along the railway line. Versines are
measured and transformed to tangent angle rates dτi from
dτ j =

4v j

(2.41)

c

where c is the chord length and dτi a small angle (Figure 2-9).

c
vj+1

c

dτ j

vj

2

Pj-1

Pj+1

dτj

Pj

Figure 2-9 Versine and differential tangent angle

The actual tangent angle τi is obtained from

τi =

4 n
∑ v j +τ0
c j =1

(2.42)

τ0 is an arbitrarily chosen starting angle. For the nominal tangent angle at point n results
τ n0 =

4 n 0
∑ vj +τ0 .
c j =1

(2.43)

Thus, the residual tangent angle becomes
4 n
Δτ i = τ i − τ = ∑ Δ v j
c j =1
0
i

(2.44)

where Δvj is the residual versine. Finally, the searched slew dn is obtained by numerical integration of (2.44)
dn = 4

dl n i
∑∑ Δv j + d0 .
c i =1 j =1

(2.45)

dl is the sampling interval and is supposed to be constant. The initial slew d0 can be set to zero
for convenience.

For the variance propagation of (2.45) with disappearing covariances, the following expression is found
2

σ

2
dn

2

2

n3 ⎛ 4dl ⎞ 2
⎛d ⎞
⎛d ⎞
= ⎜ n ⎟ σ dl2 + ⎜ n ⎟ σ c2 + ⎜
⎟ σ Δv
3⎝ c ⎠
⎝ dl ⎠
⎝ c ⎠

(2.46)

The resulting variance is mainly influenced by the last term of (2.46). The variance of the
slew due to the variance of the versine measurement is progressively increasing with the
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number n of versine measurements. A long chord c has a favourable effect on the final slew
accuracy.
If no nominal geometry is defined, the existing track is improved by a fitting curve in the
path-tangent angle chart. This procedure uses the path-tangent angle chart for finding a new
optimum trajectory graphically by minimizing the deviations from the fitting curve.
The described ancient chord methods provided excellent results for continuity and relative
accuracies for operating speeds up to 120 km/h. However, the unfavourable variance propagation was a serious drawback for surveys of high-speed train tracks.
Nowadays, chord methods are mainly used for correcting existing tracks by means of tamping
machines. Three point chord methods are applied for tracks with a known layout; four point
chord methods are utilised if no nominal layout is available. A disadvantage of both alignment methods is the unfavourable transfer function of the wandering chord. Short wave patterns lead to multiple artefacts in the corrected track, but with abating amplitudes. Long wave
patterns cannot be detected and are blurred at the edges [ECKERLE, 1999]. Modern alignment systems use further sensors like inertial measuring systems (IMS) to control these discontinuities. In addition, if the alignments are linked to a reference frame (if available), periodic patterns can be detected reliably.
2.5.3 Absolute Track Surveying
As mentioned before, the Swiss Federal Railways established in the late 1980’s an absolute
track reference frame [EISENEGGER, 1990]. Apart from the listed deficiencies concerning
absolute accuracy, the chord methods could no longer be used effectively for track renewals.
Track surveying became the slowest part in the process chain due to the progress of the track
construction equipment. Therefore, mainly track construction companies urged for an absolute way of surveying which led to the definition of the absolute track reference system. The
chosen reference system was realised by studs in stanchions. Depending on the arc radii, these
studs were installed every 40 – 70 meters. Coordinates of these studs were determined by
traverse-like geodetic networks. By incorporating reference points of the official Swiss grid, a
good adaptation to the official cadastre was obtained. Hence, tampers have been directly referenced to the studs. Besides, nominal axes could be defined in the track reference system and
directly recovered in-situ by tying it up to stanchion studs. This was realised first by laser
chords which were established between two studs. The measurement of the chainage and the
versine allowed for the reconstruction of the track axis. Later, the Swiss Federal Railways
introduced the concept of the free station allowing for a more flexible workflow. The official
SBB field programme package CORAIL features a free station module marking blunders by
robustification [ENGEL et al., 2002]. For instance, deformations of stanchions can be detected effectively by a sufficiently redundant positioning. By the late 1990’s, the old relative
reference frame had been completely replaced by the new absolute reference frame. Apart
from an increase in work efficiency, it could also be shown that the track quality significantly
increased by the introduction of the new absolute system [MARON et al., 2004]. This resulted
not only in an improvement in passenger comfort but also in a reduction of track maintenance.
In the meantime, several European railway companies own an absolute track reference system.

The linking of a track reference frame to primary networks of limited accuracy results in local
distortions. These distortions frequently occur at borders of federal states or countries where
the primary networks independently emerged. This was one reason for the International
Railway Union (UIC) to stipulate a cross-national railway reference system based on the
ETRF89 (project GEORAIL [ENGEL et al., 2003]). Such a system would be free of distor-
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tions. The German Railways DB [LAHR, 2004] already is introducing a consistent, homogenous reference system, named DB-REF, which can be adapted to the mentioned European rail
reference system. However, the introduction of a new reference system provokes numerous
problems. Thus, transformation between the old frame and the new reference frame must be
defined. The DB [WÜBBENA et al., 2004] developed a one-to-one transformation which
counts for uniformity, homogeneity, consistency and the preservation of neighbour accuracy.
Since no similarity transformation can fulfil these requirements, curvature parameters of the
track geometry will not be maintained. This asks for new definitions of track geometries in
the new reference frame.
2.5.4

Selected Track-Surveying Systems

2.5.4.1 Laser Alignment
A laser alignment system with an active target was developed by intermetric GmbH of Stuttgart, Germany, and Sinning Vermessungsbedarf GmbH of Wiesentheid, Germany [MATTIVI
et al., 1994]. This system is primarily used for high precision tasks like the staking out of the
slab track. The active target can detect the receiving laser beam with an accuracy of 0.5 mm.
Special software allows for connecting adjacent chords, for the evaluation of coordinates in
the primary reference frame and for slew indications. The laser beams are connected by an
overlapping design and tied to the reference frame by a geodetic coordinate determination
every 30 meters. [MATTIVI et al., 1994] explains the system for surveys of slab track sleepers for the Züblin slab track system. The system was developed further allowing for the semiautomatic alignment of the slab track [MATTIVI et al., 1999].
2.5.4.2 EM-SAT 120 with GPS
The EM-SAT 120 system by Plasser&Theurer of Linz, Austria, can be applied, if the nominal
geometry is given in the reference system. For the use without GPS, nominal offsets between
studs and the track axis must be known. The measuring principle is based on so-called long
chord measurements combined with absolute referencing. The ends of such long chords are
defined by the intersections between the connecting lines of opposite studs and the track axis.
A chord is physically realised by a beam emitted by a laser source. This source is placed on a
satellite bogie. The laser beam is received by the main engine and detected on a photosensitive unit. Along the chord, versines are measured and transformed to the slew and lift parameters with regard to the nominal track. The absolute position of the track can be assessed by
measurements of the track reference frame by total stations or by a special device called Festpunktmessgerät. Since 2000, the EM-SAT can be combined with GPS for absolute referencing.

The measuring procedure without GPS is as follows [HOLLINGER et al., 1995]:
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•

Positioning of the main engine at a reference point. The receiving unit is positioned at the chainage of the track reference point.

•

The satellite bogie proceeds to the next track reference point and is placed 5 –
10 metres beyond the corresponding chainage.

•

The main engine advances with its receiving unit and records every 20 cm the following parameters:
o cant
o track gauge
o horizontal and vertical versines

•

The main engine stops at the chainage of the second reference point, measures the
versines in the local system defined by the starting point and the direction of the
chord towards the satellite. The local system with the versine measurements can
now be transformed into the primary reference frame.

•

The satellite advances to the next stanchion. The procedure is repeated.

The accuracy of the update points is specified as 2 – 3 mm. The accuracy of the versine measurement along the chord is better than 1 mm [LICHTBERGER, 2002]. Applying terrestrial
updates, the chord length is given by the reference point interval of about seventy metres. The
mean working performance amounts to 2.5 km/h.
2

1

direction of survey Î

EM-SAT

3

satellite
2

1

EM-SAT

3

satellite
2

1

EM-SAT

3

direction of survey Î

satellite

Figure 2-10 Measurement principle of EM-SAT without GPS (according to [HOLLINGER et
al., 1995])
The described procedure has the disadvantage of a separate work step carried out by a surveyor for the reference point transfer to the rail. Moreover, the main engine has to be positioned exactly at the marked reference point. Furthermore, the chord length is limited to the
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stanchion interval. The purpose of the combination of the EM-SAT with GPS is the replacement of the mentioned reference point assessment [LICHTBERGER, 2002]. Stanchion studs
are replaced by GPS reference points with an interval of about four kilometres. The coordinates of the track can be assessed with a horizontal accuracy of 6 mm and a vertical accuracy
of 12 mm relative to the reference station. After a long chord has been measured, the versine
measurements are compared to the progression of the GPS curve and transformed into the
GPS frame regarding quality and accuracy of the GPS measurements. Thus, one can profit
from the excellent inner accuracy of the chord measurements and the homogeneity of the GPS
measurements. Thanks the independence from the stanchion reference points, chord lengths
are limited by the maximal versine of the system and by atmospheric constraints. According
to [WÜBBENA et al., 2003] chord lengths can reach up to 250 meters. GPS based EM-SAT
surveys fail on sections where the GPS signal is obstructed.
EM-SAT surveys take place several weeks before the actual track maintenance. Thus, project
engineers can respond adequately to large slew and lift values.
2.5.4.3 PALAS System
The PALAS system was developed in the late 1980’s by J. Müller AG of Effretikon, Switzerland [MÜLLER et al., 2000]. The system consists of a rotating unit named RALF. This rotating part emits four laser fans, which are displaced by 90°. The laser fans are inclined by 45°,
alternating upwards and downwards. The intersection of two tilted echoed fans allows for the
evaluation of horizontal and vertical angles with respect to a track reference stud. The inclination of the received grid pattern also contains information about the scanner tilt. Since the
laser fans are placed eccentrically on the rotating part, initial distance information can be derived. Further, an inertial measuring unit containing three gyros determines the attitude of the
platform where the RALF scanner system is placed. Thus, the direction measurements can be
corrected into an orientated horizontal reference frame. Both devices are placed on a bogie
connected to the leading part of a tamping machine.

Relative accuracy of the track that has to be aligned is ensured by the NEMO chord measuring
system mounted on the tamping machine [WERNICK, 2000]. Three or four point chord
alignments can be applied. One endpoint of the chord is connected to the PALAS system
where the position, the azimuth and the gradient is known.
Before a track section is tamped, horizontal and vertical offsets from the stanchion studs to
the actual track axis are determined by means of the MEPHISTO trolley. These measurements
give an idea of the missing ballast and the expected correction rates.
2.5.4.4 Track-Surveying Trolleys
As it was stated in section 2.5.4.2, surveys of the actual track should always be carried out
before track tamping. A severe drawback of the EM-SAT and PALAS systems are, apart from
their rail-bondage, their inflexibility. Due to the weight of several dozens of tons, approaches
to the construction sites are costly. Furthermore, tracks have to be closed for surveys. Systems
like the MEPHISTO trolley, used for actual track surveys for the PALAS system, only provide
relative information. These gaps are filled by flexible track-surveying trolleys coping with
absolute surveying. Meanwhile, there is a variety on offer of trolleys available handling different tasks (Figure 2-8).
Rhomberg Track-Surveying Trolley

The Rhomberg track-surveying trolley was developed by the University of Stuttgart [e.g.
DÜNISCH et al., 2000]. This trolley is optimised for stop-and-go measurements. Its opera-
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tional field is mainly the alignment of the slab track. The lateral inclination of the trolley is
assessed by an inclination sensor. An extensometer records the actual track gauge. Absolute
referencing is done by means of total station measurements to a trolley-borne prism, which is
placed over the reference rail. Relative accuracies of 0.5 mm between two track sample points
can be obtained.
Amberg Leica Track-Surveying Trolley GRP3000

The track-surveying trolley GRP by Amberg of Regensdorf, Switzerland, is equipped with an
inclination sensor for cant measurements and an odometer providing the path length of one
rail. Additionally, the track gauge can be assessed. Absolute positioning is done in a stop-andgo mode by means of optical total stations. A further application aims at the kinematic surveys of track surroundings by means of laser scanners. For the time being, positioning of kinematic scans is done relatively to the actual track axis. This makes profiles only reproducible
if the track remains firm (e.g. slab track).
SURVER Geo++

The SURVER trolley originally was developed by the German Railways DB [LAHR, 1995].
The trolley is equipped with a track gauge measuring system and an inclination sensor for
cant measurements. First, a Geotronics 4000 total station with a remote positioning unit
(RPU) was used for the absolute positioning of the trolley. The measurements were carried
out statically since the RPU had to be levelled at every axis point. Accuracies of 5 mm with
respect to the stud reference frame were obtained for both, the horizontal and the vertical
component.
Geo++ of Garbsen, Germany replaced the Geotronics RPU by a GPS sensor [e.g.
FRITZENSMEIER et al., 1997]. Thus, the track axis is determined kinematically by means of
a dual-frequency GPS receiver. GPS phase ambiguities are processed on the fly. The measurements are carried out at walking speed. Performances of up to four kilometres per hour are
possible. The data are filtered by smoothing splines. Horizontal and vertical accuracies better
than 1 cm in an absolute reference frame were reported by several authors [e.g. HALLÉ,
2000]. The French Federal Railway SNCF combine the SURVER trolley with a level and a
laser distancemeter in order to determine horizontal and vertical offsets from the track axis to
stanchion studs and levelling benchmarks, respectively. This results in an improvement of the
relative accuracy with respect to the existing reference frame [BEETS, 2001].
2.5.4.5 Track Recording Coaches
Apart from the described systems, track recording coaches (TRC’s) exist which are used to
verify the track geometry regularly. Big railway network operators own such a coach to guarantee track quality. A TRC typically measures versines, track gauges, cant, twist and rail
joints. However, modern track recording coaches are able to assess further parameters concerning catenaries and clearance fulfilment [LICHTBERGER, 2003]. Track coaches usually
are attached to ordinary circulating trains. State-of-the-art track recording coaches can be operated at speeds of up to 250 kilometres per hour.

Typically, positioning is done by means of odometers, which can be updated manually or by
automatic location detectors (ALD). Both approaches are deficient in terms of errorproneness. Further, ALD detectors are expensive and can easily be destroyed by tampers.
GPS/INS-based positioning is possible on the EM250 by Plasser&Theurer. Thus, the Austrian Federal Railways (ÖBB) [PRESLE, 2001] use on its EM250 the POS/TG by Applanix of
Richmond Hill, Canada. The POS/TG consists of the following components [OBERLECHNER et al., 2001]:
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•

The POS inertial measuring unit (IMU). It represents the core of the measuring
system and contains three optical gyros and three accelerometers

•

A GPS receiver which allows for differential measurements

•

A distance-measuring indicator DMI which is basically an odometer. The DMI is
used for improving navigation data, especially during GPS outages

•

An optical track gauge measuring system OGMS

Thanks to the combined navigation solution, POS/TG provides 200 Hz geometry data. This
corresponds to a sampling interval of 0.11 m at an operation speed of 80 kilometres per hour.
By means of TRC’s surveys, tracks of railway network are classified by quality numbers
[ESVELD, 1989], which are archived and compared to earlier records. Thus, it could be demonstrated that track quality increased progressively on the network of the Swiss Federal Railways by the introduction of the track reference system.
TRC’s provide − unlike track-surveying trolleys − track geometry parameters under dynamic
stress. However, due to the limited numbers of TRC’s, their disposability is restricted. Typically, each railway line is checked by a TRC once every half year. For high-speed tracks, this
interval can be shorter. Further, the use of TRC’s on short sections is not cost-effective. Finally, absolute track geometry derived from TRC records does not fulfil the accuracy requirement for track renewals.
2.5.5 The Swiss Trolley – Finding the Niche
In the previous section, a selection of track-surveying systems was given featuring the systems’ properties with regard to relative and absolute accuracy as well as work performance.
Most of these systems were developed in terms of a special application. Below, justification is
given for the development of the Swiss Trolley. In contrast to the EM-SAT and PALAS system,
the design of the Swiss Trolley focuses on a lightweight construction. Two operators can carry
out a survey without the need of track blocking. The system works kinematically. Absolute
track geometry can be assessed by GPS. As it can be concluded from the previous section,
GPS-based flexible systems are not widespread so far. Contrary to a common opinion that
relative accuracies in the millimetre range have to be reached for an actual track survey of a
ballast track, GPS-based systems, providing sub-centimetre accuracy, fulfil most accuracy
requirements. Actual track surveys only have to provide information about the missing ballast
and the expected slew and lift values in the absolute reference frame. Further, GPS-based data
can be a basis for a nominal track regression. However, inner accuracy of the track is reestablished by the chord alignment systems of the tamping machines. In contrast to the described systems, the trolley can cope with GPS outages incorporating kinematic total station
measurements for absolute positioning. Apart from the assessment of track geometry parameters, the trolley is dimensioned for the adaptation of further sensors like laser scanners or
ground penetrating radars. Then, an operational system does not only ask for rugged hardware
but also for adequate data processing techniques. The Swiss Trolley software package includes
data filtering of a single survey, processing techniques for merging the filtered single surveys,
algorithms for slab track alignment and the integration of laser scan surveys. These features
will be deepened in the subsequent chapters.
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3 Potentials and Limitations of a Kinematic Track-Surveying
System
3.1 Kinematic Surveying
This chapter outlines potentials and limitations of kinematic track surveying in terms of positioning and object assessment. Several methods are analysed with respect to their suitability
for kinematic surveying. Time crucial aspects are brought up in a further section. The problem
of transformation between the body frame and global frame is addressed. The findings of this
chapter flowed in during the development of the Swiss Trolley.
For surveys in motion, it can be profited by the fact that motions follow physical laws [e.g.
KUHLMANN, 2004]. Motions are always caused by specific forces. Due to inertia, heading,
velocity or accelerations cannot change arbitrarily fast. However, acting forces are not always
known or are not of interest. Such kinematic models deal with geometrically possible motions
of a body or a system of bodies without the consideration of the cause-effect-chain. Kinematic
models represent good mappings for reality if no sudden jumps with respect to the used sampling interval occur. A kinematic model is used in this work for characterising the motion of
the track-surveying trolley in chapter 5.
However, a multi-sensor platform cannot be modelled completely independently from the
forces acting on it. For instance, inclination sensors obeying the earth’s gravitational field are
not able to record sudden inclination jumps but react with a certain delay. Dynamic models
are introduced for treating cause and effect of such a sensor. Thus, the response time of the
inclination sensor have to be known. A dynamic model for the inclination sensors on the
track-surveying platform is introduced in section 4.4.5.
The kinematic track-surveying parameters to be considered are functions of time. Modelling
leads to an ordinary differential equation system with respect to time t. In practice, modelling
deals with concrete parameters. The equations of motion are discretised with respect to the
independent parameter t. Difference equation systems take the place of differential equation
systems.
Kinematic surveying can contain both, surveys of moved objects by means of static systems,
and vehicle-borne surveys. The survey of moved objects is typically realised by global navigation satellite systems (GNSS), tracking total stations or laser trackers. Autonomous track
vehicle based determinations of trajectories can be carried out by inertial navigation systems,
chord-measuring systems paired with odometers and others. The exclusive trajectory determination of the moved objects can be an aim of a survey. However, for track surveying this is in
general not of interest. Kinematic track surveying rather implies the assessment of static objects along the railway stretches. Thus, for a kinematic survey of the track axis the vector
between the trajectory and the reference rail has to be known in the resulting reference frame
at any time of the run. Additional sensors are necessary to determine this vector. These are on
the one hand sensors providing the attitude of the trolley like INS gyros, inclination sensors or
high-speed cameras imaging control points. On the other hand, the trolley has to be held constant with respect to the reference rail, or a sensor is needed which measures the trolley wobbling between the two rails. Further, kinematic surveying also comprises surveys of static
objects in the track surroundings. This can include inspections of clearances, the track bed or
the rail state. Optical sensors like laser scanners or high-speed cameras can be used for the
determination of nearby railway infrastructure. Ground penetrating radar allows for the inspection of the track underground and for the detection of layer discontinuities. Ultrasonic
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sensors can be used to scan cross-sections of rails. All tasks have in common that the six degrees of freedom of the kinematic surveying platform have to be known at every time. Figure
3-1 gives an overview of potential sensors and tasks of kinematic track surveying classified
by sensor placement and tasks.
trolley-borne sensors

external sensors / actuators

GNSS sensors
INS
inclination sensors
odometers
chord lasers
high-speed cameras (CCD,
CMOS)
prisms (subsidiary to optical
total stations)
optical total stations
...

GNSS satellites
pseudolites
optical total stations
prisms (subsidiary to optical
total stations)
laser trackers
active targets on satellite
bogies (subsidiary to chord
lasers)
...

trolley position and attitude as intermediate
result

trolley-borne sensors
track gauge measuring system
laser scanners
ground penetrating radar
(GPR)
ultrasonic sensors
high-speed cameras (CCD,
CMOS)
3D cameras
...

kinematic surveys of
track axis (track geometry inspection)
track inventory (inspection of clearances)
track underground (track bed inspection)
rail crosssections (rail inspection)

Figure 3-1: Potential sensors and tasks of a track-surveying trolley
Kinematic surveys are characterised by a permanent movement of the survey platform. However, kinematic sensors do not sample the data continuously, but are time and value-discrete.
Therefore, the sampling frequency has to be related to the speed of the survey platform. Particularly, Nyquist’s sampling theorem has to be followed. This states that the sampling frequency has to be at least twice as high as the maximal signal frequency, or symbolically:
2 f Max ≤ f Sampling or f Max ≤

1
2ΔtSampling

(3.1)
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In contrast to time series, track surveying mainly considers series as a function of l describing
the covered chainage. In analogy to (3.1), it results
ΔlSampling ≤

λMin
2

(3.2)

or for a kinematic survey with a constant velocity v
ΔtSampling ≤

λMin
2v

(3.3)

where λmin is the minimal wavelength. For instance, wave patterns in the track axis with a
period of five metres can only be detected by a kinematic survey with a velocity of 2 m/s, if at
least every 1.25 seconds a data point is sampled.
Additionally, one has to consider that a particular measurement takes a certain time. The duration of a particular measurement has to be very short with respect to the velocity of the sensor
platform.

3.2 Absolute Position Fixing
Position fixing directly determines the absolute coordinates of the trolley by measurements to
or from reference points (section 2.5.3). Directions, ranges, pseudoranges, range rates base as
measuring quantities. Two absolute position-fixing methods are considered here: GNSS and
tracking total stations.
3.2.1 GNSS
GNSS is used to refer to global navigation satellite systems. The American Global Positioning
System (GPS) and the Russian Global Navigation Satellite System (GLONASS) are the two
most prominent representatives. Both systems were designed as military navigation systems
with poor accuracy but permanent operational availability. In 1994, the European Commission (EC) identified the need for an own civil satellite system leading to the Galileo program.
According to the mission program [EC, 2005], Galileo will be operational from 2008 onwards. Further general GNSS information can be found in textbooks [e.g. LEICK, 1995;
HOFMANN-WELLENHOF et al., 2001]. Although combined GPS/GLONASS receivers are
available, this work is focused on the use of GPS receivers due to the insecure further development of GLONASS.

Geodetic applications make use of the carrier phase signals providing pseudo ranges to the
satellites. By using differential techniques, many systematic influences can be eliminated by
forming differences of corresponding observations. Kinematic differential GPS (GPS-RTK)
for determining the trajectory of a moving receiver is a widely used method [SEEBER, 1993].
A key of processing GPS data is the integer phase ambiguity resolution. Several approaches
to determine the integer ambiguities on-the-fly have been proposed and successfully implemented [e.g. HATCH, 1990; TEUNISSEN, 1994; COCARD, 1995]. On-the-fly integer ambiguity resolution requires signal reception of at least five satellites. State-of-the-art ambiguity
resolution techniques resolve integer ambiguities within a few seconds on-the-fly [e.g.
LARGE et al., 2001]. Further, the success and the duration of the ambiguity resolution depend
on the baseline length due to ionospheric disturbances that increase with the baseline length.
Multi station approaches guarantee short baselines by interpolating data for a nearby virtual
reference station (VRS). Systematic influences can be considerably reduced by using VRS
data. There exist nationwide commercial networks providing VRS data for any point with
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GPS and correction signal reception. In Switzerland, networks are operated by e.g. the national agency for topography swisstopo of Berne.
A kinematic sensor system must be able to recuperate the integer ambiguity after an interruption of the satellite signal. Additional sensors like INS help to regain the ambiguity resolution
[SKALOUD, 1998]. These additional sensors must detect cycle slips quickly and provide
sufficiently accurate initial values for a reliable ambiguity resolution after a longer GPS outage.
A critical issue concerning GPS in a track environment are obstructions. Catenary masts can
cause losses of lock, which affects the GPS solutions negatively. In mountainous regions,
obstructions due to the local horizon have to be considered. The satellite visibility is an a priori property and can be calculated for a specified railway stretch if satellite ephemerides are
known and a digital terrain model is present. Figure 3-2 shows the percentage of the satellites
over the actual horizon with respect to all satellites with an elevation larger than 15° within a
time span of two identical constellations (23h 56m) for the main Swiss north-south railway
connection. Twenty-eight satellites were considered. Apart from tunnel sections, topography
does not affect GPS measurements in the Swiss midlands and the Jura mountains (chainage
0 - 130 km). However, on more than 50 % of the stretch, GPS reception is limited or impossible. For curved sections, the reception can be even worse than shown in Figure 3-2 due to the
inclined antenna. Taking into account that other obstructions like forests and buildings can
affect GPS measurements negatively, it is obvious that alternative sensors have to be involved
on a track-surveying platform for positioning.
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Figure 3-2: GPS obstructions due to topography along the principal north-south connection
of the Swiss Federal Railways
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The issue of satellite visibility is closely related to multipath effects. Multipath originates
from reflection of the signal in the surroundings of the antenna. It is perceived as an apparent
prolongation of the signal path. Metallic or wet surfaces near the GPS antenna are critical. For
a moving antenna, the effect of multipath changes rapidly due to the changing geometry between the antenna and the surrounding reflective objects. Multipath is more probable at low
satellite elevation angles where reflections show small incident angles. Thus, the reflected
signal is hardly attenuated. Railway track surroundings are bad multipath environments, since
there are many potential reflectors like catenary masts, stationary trains and others. Therefore,
satellites at low elevation angles (< 15°) should not be tracked. Further, antennas with ground
planes should be used. Ground planes can reduce multipath considerably, mainly at low elevation angles. GPS antennas commonly use two types of ground planes: the conventional flat
metal ground plane or the choke ring. Newer developments like those that are realised in the
Trimble “Stealth” ground plane use the electrical resistance of the ground plane to weaken
multipath signals. The electrical resistance within the ground plane increases exponentially
along any line radiating out from the antenna centre. This electric field resistance burns up
multipath as heat. Multipath resistance is comparable to that of quality-milled, expensive
choke ring ground planes [KRANTZ et al., 2001].
It is known that the antenna phase centre is not stable with respect to varying azimuth, elevation or frequency [WÜBBENA et al., 2000]. However, modern antennae show submillimetre
variations [KRANTZ et al., 2001]. Within the domain of the track surveying, these magnitudes should not cause concern.
The expectable accuracies mainly depend on the current satellite constellation. For kinematic
surveys with geodetic receivers, accuracy is indicated by the manufacturers as 1 cm + 1 ppm
for the horizontal component. The vertical component is deteriorated by a factor of two due to
the rather unfavourable satellite geometry concerning height determination and due to errors
in modelling tropospheric delays. If GPS heights have to be transformed in an orthometric
height system, one has to account for the uncertainty of geoid undulations.
3.2.2 Tracking Total Stations
Tracking total stations represent a valuable alternative for kinematic absolute position fixing.
On the one hand, stretches with GPS gaps can be filled by linking the total station data to the
reference frame. On the other hand, the combined use of GPS and total stations result in an
improvement of accuracy and reliability linking the total station data to the GPS trajectory.

A total station for kinematic surveys is typically placed near the track and tied up to the reference frame. A prism is placed on the survey platform and tracked by the tracking total station.
Coarse location of the prism is automatically carried out in a predefined search window. An
auxiliary laser fan can be used to accelerate the coarse location process. Automated target
recognition (ATR) contains the fine positioning with respect to the collimation axis. This can
be realised by digital image processing or further scan techniques [INGENSAND et al.,
1997]. After target recognition, the prism is locked and tracked by the total station. In case of
signal loss, locks can be regained by means of extrapolation algorithms and search procedures
which are included in most total stations. For a 3D position fix, the horizontal and vertical
angle encoders, the electronic distance meter and the two-axis compensator have to be read
out synchronically. These processes have varying time spans. Direction encoding is the fastest
process; a complete range measurement lasts longer than the determination of range rates.
Further, distance measurements, ATR and the compensator readout depend on exterior influences which can result in lags [HENNES, 1999]. The determination of a 3D position depends
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on the slowest single process. Consequences of this effect on positioning are discussed in detail in [STEMPFHUBER, 2004] and further in this work.
The work progress is restricted to the maximum line of sight. The maximum line of sight
mainly depends on atmospheric conditions. Lines of sight longer than 200 metres should be
avoided due to unknown refraction and scintillation. These effects can reach considerable
amounts over ballast on sunny days. As the case may be, lines of sight have to be reduced.
Accuracy mainly depends on synchronisation errors. If we consider this fact and count for the
azimuthal dependency of time synchronisation errors, accuracies in the range of 5 mm (both
planimetric and altimetric) can be obtained at velocities of up to 2 m/s.

3.3 Dead Reckoning
Dead reckoning (DR) for position determination starts from a known initial position and continuously adds relative vectors. Three different possibilities of dead reckoning are described
subsequently. In contrast to absolute position fixing, the variance propagation is not homogenous, but increases progressively. Therefore, this section also focuses on variance propagation
of the proposed systems. A DR system can only be used in combination with a primary absolute system. A DR system can help to pass by GPS or total station gaps. Locally, it can improve relative accuracy.
3.3.1 Inertial Navigation Systems (INS)
In case of inertial navigation, adjacent fixes are determined by a double integration of the accelerations along three axes of a reference frame. Either the reference frame is gimballed by
gyroscopes or its attitude with respect to an initial orientation is determined by gyroscopes.
Latter implementation is also known as strap-down mechanisation. A comprehensive overview of inertial navigation systems is given by [JEKELI, 2001].

A limitation of a stand-alone INS is its unfavourable error propagation. Path errors, which are
obtained by double integration of accelerometer errors, quadratically increase with time. Gyro
drifts cause position errors which increase by the third power of time. Furthermore, due to a
rather poor signal-to-noise ratio of the gyros, random walk has to be taken into account for the
error budget. Random walk is due to the integration of the white-noise-contaminated gyro
signal. This integration does not yield a normally distributed noise, but a bias which randomly
walks away. Errors can be controlled by zero velocity updates (ZUPT). If fixed reference
points are available, coordinate updates (CUPT) can be carried out for error control. Thus,
integrated GNSS/INS systems perform high frequent CUPT’s. The available integrated systems differ in the degree of coupling. Uncoupled systems reset INS errors whenever a GNSS
solution is available. Coupled integration uses the data of both systems for simultaneous error
compensation and navigation solution within a Kalman filter.
Inertial navigation systems in the required accuracy range are expensive. Further, the filter
algorithms of available INS are tuned for the specific task. The unfavourable error propagation for stand-alone INS prevented them from being integrated on the trolley.
3.3.2 Yaw Rates by Chord Techniques
In analogy to chord techniques for correcting tracks (section 2.5.2), wandering chords can
also be used for dead reckoning. Measurands are the chainage and the deflection angle between two adjacent chords. Note that by means of two chords defining three points the trajectory is locally adapted by a circle. On transition curves, the measured deflection angle lags
behind a certain amount as a function of the curvature variation. Several approaches are con-
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ceivable for assessing these two parameters. Chord techniques can be used for horizontal and
vertical positioning. Subsequently, variance propagation is studied for the planimetric component. The derivation for the vertical component can be found analogously.
X
Q1,i

c
Pi-1
Pi
Δli
c

Pi+1
Δτi

Δτi
Q2,i

Y

Figure 3-3 Dead reckoning by means of wandering chords
The horizontal components of the position relative to an initial value can be found by
⎛ n
⎞
Δli sin τ i ⎟
∑
⎜
⎛ Yi ⎞ ⎛ Y0 ⎞ ⎜ i =1
⎟
⎜ ⎟ =⎜ ⎟+ n
⎝ X i ⎠ ⎝ X 0 ⎠ ⎜ Δl cos τ ⎟
⎜∑ i
i⎟
⎝ i =1
⎠

(3.4)

with
i

τ i = τ 0 + ∑ κ j Δl j

(3.5)

j =1

For a ride on a circle, it is

τi = τ0 +

Δτ j
2 i
1 i
Δ
l
≅
τ
+
Δτ j Δl j
sin
∑ 2 j 0 c∑
c j =1
j =1

(3.6)

where κj is the curvature, Δτj is the deflection angle of two adjacent chords or the yaw rate, τi
is the azimuth or the yaw angle, c the length of the chord and Δlj is the sampling interval ex-
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pressed in length units (Figure 3-3). The current chainage of the track-surveying system can
be assessed by odometers, for instance. Note that c is a constant.
For estimating errors, a survey on a straight line towards east ( τ 0 = π2 , Δτ j = 0 ) with a constant
sampling interval Δl is assumed. Then, the derivative of (3.4) with respect to Δl and Δτ becomes
n
⎛ n
⎞ ⎛ n
⎞
sin τ i d Δli + ∑ Δl cos τ i dτ i ⎟ ⎜ ∑ d Δli ⎟
∑
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∑
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(3.8)

For an error free initial azimuth τ0 and a ride on a straight line, the differential of (3.8) reduces
to
dτ i =

Δl i
∑ dτ j
c j =1

(3.9)

and (3.7) becomes
n
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(3.10)

For constant errors dΔl and dΔτ and for disappearing covariances, the standard deviation
along and across the trajectory can be found

σ along = nσ Δl
σ across ≅

Δl
c

l3
σ Δτ
3

(3.11)
(3.12)

where l is the chainage. Note that if the sampling rate is equal to the chord length, (3.12) corresponds to the cross error of a free stretched traverse. (3.12) can be used for estimating the
maximal cross error if the primary system samples out. Figure 3-4 shows the influence of the
chord length of the resulting cross error as a function of the chainage l. By means of a ten
metre chord and a system, providing yaw rate precisions better than 10 mgon, GPS gaps of
100 metres can be bypassed with a precision better than 1 cm across the trajectory. In practice, cross errors with the indicated precisions are likely higher since correlations between
adjacent measurements were not considered here.
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Figure 3-4 Cross error as a function of the chainage for a sampling interval of 1 m and an
a priori yaw rates standard deviation of 10 mgon.
The chords are typically realised mechanically or by laser beams with active targets. Horizontal and vertical deflection angles can be obtained. For instance, a total station is placed on the
trolley continuously tracking a target on an additional front bogie (“Mini EM-SAT”). Chord
lengths and deflection angles are measured by the total station. Since prevailing cants and
gradients exceed the range of built-in inclinometers, the total station compensators have to be
switched off. Pitch and roll information for reducing the measured angles to a horizontal and a
vertical plane has to be acquired by independent inclination sensors.
An additional, photogrammetric approach for deducing horizontal deflection angles by a trolley-borne system is conceivable, if one keeps in mind that the projection of the track gauge
provides an accurate scale in an image. Such an approach would considerably benefit yaw rate
determination since it could work autonomously. No satellite bogies would be necessary for
chord supports. Subsequently, a proposal is developed for photogrammetric yaw rate determination. This approach capitalises on this inherent scale.
A camera is mounted over the track axis on the survey platform. The image plane has to be
approximately perpendicular to the track axis. If a linear array image of a track is taken along
the track axis, the offsets of the displayed rail edges from the image principal point in the
pixel row are a function of the track curvature and the trolley wobble. If a second image
pointing in the opposite direction is considered, then the trolley wobble can be compensated.
Both offsets yield the yaw rate Δτ as it will be shown below. For deriving azimuths at a particular chainage i, the chord length c has to be known (equation (3.5)). The chord length c can
be obtained by the use of the inherent scale provided by the projection of the track gauge.
Figure 3-5 shows the principle of yaw rate determination using two linear array cameras. By
means of the running edges Eb1, Eb2 and Ef1, Ef2 the offsets eb, ef from the principal points Hb,
Hf can be determined in the images. Although projective geometry does not hold proportionality, the offsets eb and ef can be found as the average between the edges E as a first approximation. The effect of small deviations from a central projection with parallel image and object
planes is given in [KRAUS, 1994]. For the deflection angle of the forward image, one obtains
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αf ≅

ef

(3.13)

c

and analogously for the backward image

αb ≅

eb
c

(3.14)

The sum of (3.13) and (3.14) yields
Δτ i Δτ i +1
+
= αb + α f
2
2

(3.15)

For similar chord lengths and curvatures, Δτi and Δτi+1 are identical. Thus, (3.15) degrades to
Δτ i = α b + α f =

1
( eb + e f
c

)

(3.16)
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Figure 3-5 Yaw rate measurements by means of two cameras
In Figure 3-6, the relation between the offset in the image plane and the offset in the object
plane can be seen:
e=

e′
c e
=
cos Δτ
f cos Δτ

(3.17)
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where e’ is the projection of the offset in the object space plane, e the offset in the image
plane and f the focal length of the camera. e’ deviates from the true offset e as a function of
the track radius. With (3.16) the yaw rate can be found by iterating

Δτ i =

1
( eb + e f ) .
f cos Δτ i

(3.18)

E1

E2 e’ e

g
e

H

f

c
Δτ

Figure 3-6 Determination of the chord length c and the offset e in the linear array
For the azimuth determination according to (3.5), the chord c has to be known in order to
normalise the yaw rate regarding the corresponding sampling rate Δl. The chord length c can
be read out from Figure 3-6
c=

g′
g
f ≅ f
g
g

(3.19)

The precision of the azimuth mainly depends on the precision of the yaw rate determination.
Therefore, the approximation made in (3.19) is acceptable. In turn, yaw rate precision mainly
depends on the precision of the offset determination in the image. For a straight section, it
results

σ Δτ =

2
σe
f

(3.20)

where σ e is the precision of the offset determination in the image. (3.20) reveals that a long
focal length affects the yaw rate ΔτI positively. Focal length precision, in turn, has no influence on yaw rate determination. This does not hold for curved sections where a weak correlation is present. A more critical parameter of the inner camera orientation is the position of the
principal point within the pixel array. A systematic bias of this parameter has an immediate
impact upon the yaw rate determination. Therefore, the principal points of both pixel arrays
have to be calibrated in advance or they have to be modelled as random constants. Preferably,
this is done on a straight track section.
The determination of the measurands eb and e f in (3.18) can be realised by edge detection. In
contrast to the classical 2D-edge detection [e.g. CANNY, 1986], the image gradients just have
to be evaluated across the direction of motion.
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Using high-speed cameras with micrometre precision for edge detection and objectives with
focal lengths of 10 mm, standard deviations of the sought yaw rate around ten mgon are obtained. Referring to Figure 3-4, these precisions would suffice to bypass GPS gaps of several
tens of metres. In practice, edge detection of rails in the CCD array has to be investigated.
This could be a limiting issue since the contrast between the rail and the ballast could be too
small. Figure 3-7 gives an idea of the quality of edge detection. Edge detection by means of a
Canny filter was performed on an image taken by a commercial digital camera with an effective focal length of 10.5 mm and a pixel size of 3 μm.

Figure 3-7 Edge detection of rails by a Canny filter
If this concept is applied in kinematic applications, adequate exposure times have to be chosen in order to avoid blurred images. Further, the images or the derived yaw rates have to be
time tagged.
Precision can be improved by evaluating several lines of the digital image. If yaw rates are
averaged, the samples have to be weighted in concordance with the corresponding chord
length c.
The proposed method implies that the track-surveying platform is guided along a rail. Alternatively, bounces from the guiding rail can be assessed by a scanning system, correcting the
raw yaw rates for the corresponding amounts.
Within the Swiss Trolley project, [HOHL, 2005] applied the proposed approach on images
acquired by an industrial camera with a 6.5 μm pixel size and an objective with a focal length
of 16 mm. The main difficulty was the reliable edge detection. Depending on the illumination,
the rail edge could vary in several pixels. Further, the used algorithms are very timeconsuming. For an effective use, specialised routines have to be developed.
3.3.3 Odometers
An odometer counts the number of wheel revolutions of a vehicle, which is proportional to
the distance travelled. If two odometers are placed in two opposite wheels, the average of both
readings provides the path length l of the track centre line. The difference contains bearing
information (Figure 3-8).
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Figure 3-8 Path and yaw rate measurements by odometers
With l1 and l2 denoting both odometers, the average distance l and the yaw rate are given by
l=

l1 + l2
2

(3.21)

l1 − l2
s

(3.22)

N1 + N 2
2

(3.23)

Δτ =
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l =C
Δτ = C

N1 − N 2
s

(3.24)

where s is the distance between the points of contacts of both wheels, C the circumference of
the wheels and N1 and N2 the numbers of revolutions of the left and right wheel, respectively.
The variance of (3.24) can be computed as
2
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(3.25)

In analogy, the variance for the chainage results in
1
2

σ l2 = C 2σ N2 +

1
2
( N1 + N 2 ) σ C2 .
4

(3.26)

Figure 3-9 represents the precision of the yaw rates and the distances as a function of the
chainage for different wheel diameters and track radii. The a priori standard deviations for the
wheel diameter, the revolution counter and the offset s were set to 0.1 mm, 0.0005 and 1 mm,
respectively. The distance error essentially increases proportionally with the covered path for
curved sections and does not correlate with the track radius. Large diameters influence the
error propagation positively. On the other hand, yaw rate precision depends on the track radius but does not correlate with the covered path on straight sections. According to (3.25),
only the revolution counter precision contributes to the yaw rate error for straight lines since
the counter difference N1-N2 disappears. For differential odometry, small wheel diameters
have a favourable effect on error propagation, since the influence of the revolution count precision dominates the error propagation mainly on short sections.
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Odometry could contribute to bypassing primary sensor gaps. Due to the increase of the errors
with cumulative stretch and the limited precision of the yaw rate determination, gap lengths
for bypasses typically do not exceed twenty metres.
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Figure 3-9 Precision of azimuths and paths for odometer measurements (Radius 1000 m and
straight line)
Odometers provide path information on the rail surface. The paths have to be scaled, if they
need to be compared to trajectories in a projection plane. A constant height of the surface over
the projection plane results in a scale factor. Inclined paths result in additional first and higher
order nuisances with respect to a projection plane. Apart from these systematic effects, blunders can distort an odometer record. Thus, wheel slippage causes discontinuities, which result
in biased paths and yaw rates.
Despite several disadvantages and the unfavourable error propagation, odometers embody
cheap and useful sensors for the positioning of the trolley. In addition to a secondary system
for filling GPS gaps, odometers can be used for initialising total station telescopes for alignment tasks. Stand-alone odometers as primary position fixing sensors can be used for tasks
which ask for a coarse referencing in a one-dimensional chainage system. For example,
odometer based records of cant, twist and gauge data on construction sites allow for comparisons of successive epochs.
Optical odometers based on the cross-correlation of mapped surface patterns are available
[CORRSYS, 2005]. However, these kinds of sensors are not followed up in this thesis.
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3.3.4 Height Determination by an Inclination Sensor
Height differences of a particular rail by means of an inclination sensor and the true path
length can be found by the integration of the rail inclinations along the covered path. For
small sampling intervals, it holds
n

H n = H 0 + ∑ Δli sin α i

(3.27)

i =1

where α is the longitudinal inclination of the rail with respect to the local horizon and Δli is
the sampling interval expressed in length units on the true path. The true path can be assessed
by odometers or by an absolute-position fixing device. The standard deviation of Hn for a
non-curved, little inclined stretch and a constant sampling interval corresponds to

σ H = Δl ⋅ l σ α

(3.28)

where l is the covered path. Figure 3-10 shows the height error as function of the chainage.
For the a priori precision of the inclinations, 5 mrad was chosen. The behaviour of the displayed curves corresponds to the error propagation of azimuth traverses for planimetric positioning or levelling for altimetric positioning and grows with the square root of the covered
chainage for a constant sampling rate. A small sampling rate has a positive effect on error
propagation. For kinematic applications, the main drawback of the inclinometer based height
determination is the sensitivity of inclination sensors to accelerations. Accelerations have to
be assessed during the survey and removed from the raw inclinometer readings. Further, systematic errors affect the height determination. An inclination sensor bias results in an apparent
tilt of the track. An inadequate gain factor ends up with errors which grow quadratically to the
covered path.
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Figure 3-10 Height error as a function of the chainage (σα = 0.005 rad) for a stretched
survey
The height of the centre line and the opposite rail is given by
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s
H na = H n + sin β n
2
o
H n = H n + s sin β n

(3.29)

where s denotes the offset between the point of wheel contacts and β the inclination across the
track axis.
Due to the non-homogenous error propagation along a covered stretch, height determination
by means of an inclination sensor can only serve as a secondary system for positioning. However, accurate inclinations help to bypass GPS gaps. If accelerations can be properly separated
from inclinations, they can even improve GPS based height accuracy.

3.4 Attitude Determination
The attitude defines the relative orientation between the global frame (g-frame) and the trolley
frame (body or b-frame). It is described by the three Euler angles roll, pitch and yaw typically
denoted by ω, ϕ, κ. In contrast, τ is used here for the yaw angle, since the symbol κ is already
reserved for the track curvature. Alternatively, attitude is occasionally described by quaternions [e.g. JEKELI, 2001]. Quaternions outmatch the Euler angle approach concerning computational speed. The evaluation of trigonometric functions is not required. In contrary to the
Euler angle approach, singularities for special configurations for attitude angle determinations
do not occur [KRAUS, 1994]. In spite of these benefits, the classical, geometrically more intuitive Euler angle approach is used to assess attitude in this work. The knowledge of the attitude is essential for reducing GPS, total station or laser scanner data from the b-frame to the
g-frame. Further, the pitch and roll angles of a track-surveying vehicle are highly correlated
with the two track key parameters gradient and cant, respectively. Attitude can be measured
directly or it can be determined by using vectors given in the b-frame and in the g-frame [e.g.
FAVEY, 2000]. For the latter approach, at least two vectors have to be known in both frames.
Direct attitude determination by strap-down inertial navigation systems provides all three attitude angles where gimballed INS remain constant with respect to the local frame. Direct attitude data can also be partially obtained by inclination sensors. Two non-collinear inclination
sensors provide roll and pitch information. Inclination sensors refer to the local astronomical
horizon. The measured inclinations have to be transformed in proper roll and pitch values.
The disadvantage of kinematic attitude determination by inclination sensors is, as stated before, their sensitivity to accelerations. Inclinations can only be obtained, if the accelerations
acting on the inclinometers are known. Conversely, inclination sensors act as accelerometers
if the inclination is known.
In the special case of track-based surveying, vehicles without suspension, roll, pitch and yaw
angles are highly correlated with the track geometry. Initial attitude information can be obtained if nominal geometry data are available. Further, advantage can be taken of the covered
trajectory which contains inherent yaw and pitch information.

3.5 Kinematic Surveys of the Railway Inventory
In general, trajectory surveys and attitude determination are intermediate results of kinematic
track surveying. A main objective of kinematic track surveying is the determination of the
actual track axis. Kinematic surveys of the track environment are gradually widening application fields. Figure 3-11 shows a typical cross section containing selected railway assets that
are of interest for a railway inventory. What all applications have in common is that the additional data describing the track axis or the track environment have to be correlated chrono-
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logically and spatially with the primary geo-referencing sensors. This means that the additional sensor information has to be time-tagged. Further, the sensor origin and its alignment
have to be known in the b-frame.
Subsequently, most demanding applications with regard to the design of a track-surveying
trolley are mentioned.
Catenary Mast
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Batter Slope
Ditch

Sleepers
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Cable through
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Figure 3-11 Cross section of double track railway alignment showing names of principal
parts of construction [NETWORK RAIL, 2003]
3.5.1 Track Gauge Measuring Systems
For track axis surveying, the current position offset of the track-surveying vehicle with respect to the datum rail has to be assessed or maintained constantly. A number of systems
press the vehicle against the reference rail. Due to friction, this method only works for low
velocities. Further, problems emerge at switch crossings due to clearance violation. Another
approach aims at the determination of trolley wobble rates with respect to both rails. This can
be realised by laser systems or mechanically, pressing levers by springs or magnets to the
running rail edges. The deflections of the levers are measured by angular transducers. Mechanical systems must count for the track clearance for switch crossings. As an additional
approach, laser systems working according to the time-of-flight principle or laser diodes using
the optical triangulation principle [SCHLEMMER, 1996] can be applied. Latter system works
since distance rates for assessing the trolley wobble do not exceed 4 cm. Further, reflection
properties of the running rail edge are constant.

Another key parameter in terms of track surveying is the track gauge. If the vehicle wobble is
assessed by one of the described systems, track gauge is obtained by the sum of both distances to the running rail edges plus the offset between the two distance sensors. A realisation
of a laser gauge track measuring system is given in Figure 3-12. If the vehicle is guided along
a reference rail, rope extensometers are conceivable for track gauge determination.
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Laser

Mirror

Laser

Figure 3-12 Track gauge measuring system of the EM 250 (adapted from [PRESLE, 2000])
A track gauge measuring system has to be able to assess track gauge and trolley wobble with
an accuracy better than 0.3 mm. Such a high accuracy is asked for, since track gauge tolerances are in the region of some few millimetres. Besides, if the trolley is not guided along the
datum rail, trolley wobble parameters have an immediate impact on the horizontal component
of the track axis determination.
3.5.2 Laser Scanners
Laser scanner technology has become a standard tool for static survey engineering within the
last years. A laser scanner provides polar coordinates with respect to its projection centre.
Laser scanners mostly use the time-of-flight principle for the distance measurement. Nevertheless, scanners working with the phase difference method are available (e.g. Imager 5003
by Zoller & Fröhlich of Wangen, Germany). Time-of-flight laser scanners update distances
with a frequency in the order of 10 kHz. The Imager 5003 outmatches time-of-flight scanners
concerning measurement frequency by almost two magnitudes.

In contrast to classical EDM with reflectors, the laser scanner performance is strongly correlated with the reflection behaviour of the surface to be measured. The accuracy is affected by
the physical laws of reflection, the optical properties of the reflecting materials and refraction
as well as in-material reflection [INGENSAND et al., 2003]. The surface reflection of monochromatic light normally shows reflected beams in many directions. This type of isotropic
reflection can be described by Lambert’s law [e.g. KNEUBÜHL, 1982]:
I r (λ ,ϑ ) = I i (λ ) ⋅ kd (λ ) ⋅ cos ϑ

(3.30)

where Ii is the incident light intensity, kd the diffuse reflection coefficient and ϑ the angle of
incidence taken to the perpendicular of the surface. Both, the incident light intensity and the
diffuse reflection coefficient depend on the wavelength λ of the transmitted signal. Due to
these dependencies, distance measurement accuracy is in every case minor to classical reflector-based EDM accuracy. Typically, laser distance accuracy is around 5 mm for distances
shorter than 50 metres. Contrary, the received intensity contains information of material properties where the beam was reflected. Most laser scanners provide intensity information of the
reflected signal which can be helpful for post-processing.
Space segments are scanned by deflecting the laser beam by means of sweeping or rotating
mirrors. The mirror deflections are measured by encoders providing angular information. A
side scan can be obtained by rotating a mirror around an axis parallel to the track axis. For
vehicles in motion, this laser fan converts into a helix on a cylinder by moving the vehicle
along the cylinder axis. Thus, the resolution in the direction of motion not only depends on
the angular resolution of the scanner but also on the velocity of the platform. If two laser
scans are mounted on the platform scanning neighbouring sections, patterns like shown in
Figure 3-13 are obtained. The sectors of possible roll angles of both fans can be overlapping.
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Thus, depending on the phase shift in chainage direction and the velocity of the vehicle resolution can be improved.
For laser profilers only rotating around one axis, the scanner attitude on the trolley has to be
defined depending on the task. Clearance inspections preferably are carried out with a laser
fan scanning perpendicular to the track axis. This results in optimal accuracies for clearance
critical elements since incidence angles of interesting structures are optimal. On the other
hand, a pitched laser fan is able to gather information of structures facing in track direction.
Figure 3-13 shows apart of a non-inclined laser fan, scans of two scanners which are pitched
by 45° and rolled by 45° and -45°, respectively.
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Figure 3-13 Traces on a cylinder surface recorded by two laser scanners placed on the cylinder axis.
Figure 3-13 reveals different resolutions with respect to the cardinal axis of the vehicle system. This dependence has to be considered for mission planning. Pitch and roll layout of the
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scanners must be adapted to the requirements of the survey task. Further, the top views of
Figure 3-13 shed light on the use of skewed scans. By means of non-pitched laser scanners,
structures facing in the direction of motion are cut by flat incident angles. Reversely, the
pitched scans cut lines with constant x-coordinates with significantly less flat incident angles
improving accuracy in the direction of motion. In either case, kinematic scanning outmatches
static polar scans for linear objects like railway lines or tunnels. Kinematic scans benefit from
more homogeneous incident angles along the track. Further, kinematic scanning faces less
obstructing zones.
Attention has to be paid to the data amounts accumulating during a kinematic survey. For
example, a laser scanner with a sampling frequency of 13.5 kHz (13500 points per seconds)
produces for a one-kilometre survey carried out at a velocity of 1 m/s about 27 MB of data.
Per data point, a 16-bit integer type has to be used for an unambiguous representation of distances with millimetre resolution up to 64 metres. Data amounts can be reduced by adapting
the scan resolution, the vehicle velocity and the scan window with regard to the specific application. Thus, scans for clearance determination require a much smaller resolution than
scans for the positioning of the overhead line. On the other hand, the scan window for the
latter application can be constricted. Laser scanning is an effective method for both mentioned
applications, since a high degree of automation can be reached by comparisons between
nominal profiles or line tracing for overhead line determination. However, if arbitrary railway
assets have to be extracted from the data, the objects mostly have to be modelled semiautomatically. These operations are in general very time-consuming. As a rule of thumb, the
modelling work exceeds the fieldwork by a factor of ten [SCHULZ et al., 2004].
3.5.3 3D Cameras
3D solid-state cameras represent a valuable alternative to laser scanners for clearance inspection. Most 3D cameras operate on a CCD/CMOS basis and unify the advantages of both technologies [BLANC, 2001]. CCD arrays (charge-coupled device) provide low-noise data with
good sensitivity, whereas CMOS (complementary metal oxide semiconductor) offers significant advantages in term of low consumption, low voltage, monolithic integration and on-chip
functionality even at the pixel level.

The Swiss Center for Electronics and Microtechnology, Inc. (CSEM) of Neuchâtel, Switzerland developed a range camera which offers 3D image data in real-time [OGGIER et al.,
2004]. The 3D camera SwissRanger SR-2 EDM bases on the phase-difference principle and
works with a modulated infrared light source. The emitted light is reflected by the objects in a
scene and travels back to the camera, where the phase lags of the modulated signal are measured locally in “smart” pixels. Only one light emitter faces a 124 · 160 pixel array of light
receivers. In contrast to conventional cameras, the SR-2 range camera not only determines the
local brightness in the scene, but also the complete distance map, i.e. the 3D model of its environment. According to the technical specifications, up to thirty frames per second can be acquired. Unambiguous ranges of the SR-2 are limited to 7.5 metres. This fits most requirements
for clearance inspections. However, double track tunnels with a circular profile exceed in
general this limit. Distance accuracy is indicated as 5 mm [KAHLMANN, 2005]. The remarks of section 3.5.2 concerning Lambert’s law of reflection also holds for 3D cameras. In
spite of several deficiencies with regard to kinematic track surveying, this promising technology has to be kept in view for future applications.
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Figure 3-14 3D camera SwissRanger SR2
3.5.4 Ground Penetration Radar (GPR)
For a complete description of the track environment, also the track bed underground is of interest. The first step of track renewal planning is in general a geotechnical study. Inspection is
focused on the thickness of the ballast, on subsoil material penetrating upwards into the ballast and on geotechnical properties of subgrade and subsoil materials [HELLMANN et al.,
1994]. Ground penetration radar (GPR) [e.g. LECKEBUSCH, 2001] allows for nondestructive underground exploring. GPR measures time-of-flight of electromagnetic impulses
penetrating into the underground which are partly or totally reflected on layer discontinuities.
The used frequencies are in the UHF band of the electromagnetic spectrum (e.g. 900 MHz). In
order to determine layer depths, the knowledge of the propagation velocity within the ballast
has to be known. [HUGENSCHMIDT, 2000] indicates a signal velocity of 1.4 · 108 m/s. The
reflections caused by sleepers and rails have to be eliminated from radargrams by appropriate
filter techniques. [HUGENSCHMIDT, 2000] compared GPR results with layer depths acquired in trenches and reported an accuracy of 4 cm for the layer detection.

3.6 Synchronisation
Kinematic multisensor systems ask for a careful time treatment. The faster the survey platform moves the more accurate time information has to be handled. Positioning errors δ l due
to synchronisation errors δ t proportionally grow with velocity v:

δ l = v ⋅δ t

(3.31)

Figure 3-15 quantifies this effect for several velocities. For example, a synchronisation error
of 1 ms causes an uncertainty of 1 mm for a velocity of 1 m/s.
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Figure 3-15 Positioning error as a function of the synchronisation error [HENNES, 1999]
Two methods for synchronisation are used in practice [GLÄSER et al., 2004]. The first procedure uses a continual pulse for triggering the sensors. This results in regular time intervals
for data acquisition. The trigger determines when a measurement has to be carried out. However, several time critical unknowns prevent from an exact synchronisation. Thus, delays can
occur during the measurement request and during the actual measurement.
The second method provides event-driven sensor data containing time tagged measurements.
For multisensor systems, it has to be guaranteed that identical time frames are used. This can
be realised by using just one clock or by synchronising all involved clocks regularly. Clock
drifts typically are checked by the 1PPS (pulse per second) signal of geodetic GPS receivers
or by long wave transmitters broadcasting time signals. Events can be generated by the sensor
itself, during analogue-digital conversion or by an external source. The event-driven method
gives reason for similar delays during data acquisition and data transmission. Since time is
taken after the event, the delays of the actual measurement and the delay of data transmission
to the time bus is crucial.
The described delays in time-crucial systems are commonly called latencies. Further, jitter
can occur during the A/D-conversion. This jitter causes, apart of delayed time tags, scatters of
the actual measurements depending on the derivative of the signal at the nominal time
[STEARNS et al., 1999]. Latencies can vary considerably if no real-time operation system is
used. Real time operation systems like VxWorks or QNX allows for an exact fulfilment of the
time constraints. In contrast, multitasking operating systems like Unix, Linux or Microsoft
Windows cannot access data sources continuously since several tasks are processed parallel.
Interrupts occur not fully predictable. In fact, the user has the possibility to set the priority
class of a certain task. Nevertheless, a complete prioritisation of a task is not possible. Timely
constant sampling rates are not possible. However, for most multi-tasking operating systems,
real time extensions can be obtained allowing for a better control of the latencies. For Linux
for instance, an extension with real time functionality is available. The Real Time Application
Interface (RTAI) provides the ability to make tasks fully predictable.
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3.7 Modelling
Apart of the synchronisation of the data, an accurate geometric assignment of the sensors has
to be guaranteed. For a combined data processing, all sensors have to be referenced with respect to the body frame (b-frame).
The lowest level represents the measuring process itself and its reconstruction (Figure 3-16,
[RUHM, 2002]). The process y (t ) is mapped by the sensor system and provides carrier signals y s (t ) . The reconstruction system transforms the carrier signals back to the sought measurands y m (t ) . The reconstruction system inverts the mapping of the original process y (t ) .
y (t ) is a vector and can contain arbitrary elements like coordinates or attitude angles. In general, reconstruction is done by calibration functions or look-up tables. Since the sensor system
and the reconstruction system are not error free, the observed parameter y m (t ) deviates from
the original process parameter y (t ) by ey (t ) .
y (t )

y (t )
+

process
instrumentation

∑

-

y (t )

sensor system

y (t )
s

reconstruction
system

ey (t )
y m (t )

measuring system

Figure 3-16 Measuring process [RUHM, 2002]
For example, in Figure 3-16 the cant of a track can be thought as a function of chainage. The
chainage, in turn, is a function of time for a kinematic track survey. The cant y (t ) is measured within a measuring system by an inclination sensor placed on a track-surveying platform.
The inclination sensor provides voltages as a function of the timely varying cant. The reconstruction system transforms these voltages to cants by means of a characteristic curve. The
characteristic curve has to be found by calibrating the measuring system. Typically, the characteristic curve is defined by a zero-point offset and a gain factor. Both, the mapped cant
y s (t ) and the characteristic curve are exposed to errors and bias the reconstructed cant y m (t )
by ey (t ) .

Above-mentioned model covers the steady state of a general dynamic process. Mapping and
reconstruction can be represented as a serial connection. The solution for the general dynamic
case is realised by combining a parallel connection with error correction in a closed-loop [e.g.
GEERING, 2001]. For deterministic processes, this is realised by a Luenberger observer. The
Kalman-Bucy filter covers the stochastic time-continuous case, the Kalman filter the stochastic time-discrete case. Section 5.4 deals with a kinematic model for stochastic data of a tracksurveying trolley.

3.8 Transformation
For a common data treatment of positioning data, positioning sensors have to be referenced
with respect to the vehicle’s origin. This leads to the definition of the body system (b-system).
Within this work, the axes of the b-system are defined along the forward, left and the
“through-the-roof” directions (see Figure 3-17). The origin of the b-system is the intersection
of the plane formed by the contact surface of the three wheels, the plane perpendicular to the
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contact surface containing both points of contact of the track gauge measuring system and the
plane perpendicular to both previously mentioned planes containing the centre of the front
axle.
zb
P

yb

zg

xb
xg
yg
Figure 3-17 Definition of the body system of a track-surveying vehicle

In general, a spatial similarity transformation is applied to transform coordinates from the
measuring system to the body system:
x b (t ) = x mb + R mb ⋅ x m (t )

(3.32)

x m (t ) corresponds to y m (t ) in Figure 3-16, but is restricted to Cartesian coordinates. The
origin of the measuring coordinate system expressed in the body system x mb as well as the
rotation matrix R mb is found by calibration procedures. The translation vector as well as the
rotation matrix can be supposed to be constant for a kinematic survey. This assumption requires a stable mounting on the platform and negligible vibrations during operation. The
measuring coordinate system is taken to be orthogonal. Non-orthogonalities have to be determined with special calibration procedures depending on the sensors.
Next, x b (t ) is transformed into a superior global system. For example, this global system can
be a reference system of a railway company. Locally, this can be done again by a spatial similarity transformation
x g (t ) = x bg (t ) + Rbg (t ) ⋅ x b (t )

(3.33)

(3.33) implies that the product R bg (t ) ⋅ x b (t ) provides a vector in a local Cartesian system. For
small vectors R bg (t ) ⋅ x b (t ) , above notation is also allowable for combined planimetric and
altimetric systems like they commonly occur for track surveying. Strictly speaking, the planimetric components of R bg (t ) ⋅ x b (t ) have to be reduced to a reference height. Then, reductions
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due to a projection system have to be applied. For mixed systems, a further correction for
earth curvature has to be applied to the height component of R bg (t ) ⋅ x b (t ) .
In (3.33), the translation x bg (t ) and R bg (t ) containing vehicles attitude vary with time and
have to be updated continuously. Further, R bg (t ) is a function of the Euler angles. It can be
split into three elementary rotations around the coordinate axes:
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)

(3.34)
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The matrices of equations (3.35) to (3.37) describe a clockwise rotation as viewed from the
origin to the corresponding positive rotation axis around the negative Euler angle since the
used Euler angles ω(t) and ϕ(t) describe rotations from the global into the body system. This
stipulation means that right curves and declines obtain positive roll and pitch angles. Note that
the angle of rotation in (3.37) implicitly changes the orientation. In this spirit, the yaw angle
τ(t) corresponds to the current azimuth of the vehicle. Thus, the vector x g (t ) contains the
components easting, northing and upwards.
In general, x bg (t ) cannot be directly determined. However, if a particular point P is known in
the b- and g-frame, then, x bg (t ) can be obtained by rearranging (3.33):
x bg (t ) = xPg (t ) − Rbg (t ) ⋅ xPb

(3.38)

Thus, for an arbitrary point Q in the g-frame, (3.33) can be written with (3.38) as
xQg (t ) = xPg (t ) + R bg (t ) ⋅ ( xQb (t ) − xPb )

(3.39)

where xQb (t ) is the obtained vector by the additional sensor (e.g. laser scanner or track gauge
measuring system).
The update of the rotation matrix R bg (t ) can be obtained by a continuous sampling of the roll
and pitch angles derived from inclination measurements, for example. Note that, in general,
inclinations do not correspond to Euler angles and have to be transformed first. Nominal yaw
angles can be derived from the covered trajectory. The difference between the heading of the
platform and the bearing of the trajectory has to be taken into account.
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Both, (3.32) and (3.33) can be exposed to different scales in the original and transformed system. The scales can be absorbed by introducing a scalar in (3.32) and (3.33).
A second approach to the explained exterior orientation problem deals with the indirect determination of the six degrees of freedom for a particular sensor if a sufficient number of
known control points is available in the global frame. This approach is followed up for calibration tasks (see section 4.10.6).
The effect of small errors of the vehicle position, the vehicle attitude and the measured vector
in the body frame on the sought vector in the global frame can be studied by forming the total
differential of (3.39).
dxQg (t ) = dxPg (t ) + dR bg (t ) ( xQb (t ) − xPb ) + R bg (t ) ( dxQb (t ) − dxPb )

(3.40)

xQb (t ) − xPb acts as a lever on attitude errors which are compiled in the matrix dR bg (t ) . There-

fore, the conclusion has to be drawn that the positioning sensor and the track measuring system should to be placed as close as possible. For laser scanning, attitude has to be determined
the more accurately the longer distances are measured.
For completeness, the covariance matrix of xQg (t ) is given:
Σ xg xg = ( E

K
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Q Q
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T

(3.41)

The covariance matrix Σ xx contains the variances of the positioning, the attitude, the positioning sensor determination in the b-frame and the xQb (t ) determination:
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For the auxiliary, skew-symmetric matrix K, it holds
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where ( xQb (t ) − xPb ) are the components of the vector. The derivation of the product K ⋅ Σϑbgϑbg
i

is shown in [FAVEY, 2001].
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4 The Track-Surveying Trolley
4.1 Introduction
4.1.1 Development
The idea of constructing a track-surveying trolley in Switzerland dates back to 1995. There,
the surveying company Wild Ingenieure AG of Küssnacht a.R. developed a prototype based
on DGPS. Due to the lack of suitability for daily use, the project was not continued. Thus,
switches and traverses could not be passed. Further, track gauge and inclinations were not
measured. The antenna was held over the track axis by closed loop control counting for track
gauge and cant rates. In 1998, the surveying company terra vermessungen AG of Zürich together with the University of Applied Sciences of Burgdorf started a new project aiming at the
construction of a new track-surveying trolley with significant improvements compared to the
first prototype. An enhanced successor was built in the context of a diploma thesis [WILDI,
1998; WILDI, 1999]. This trolley provided apart of the track axis, cant, gradient and track
gauge information. Financial support was given by the Swiss Commission for Technology and
Innovation. In 2002, the Institute of Geodesy and Photogrammetry of the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zurich and Grunder Ingenieure AG of Hasle-Rüegsau joined the project.
Up to the end of 2005, the track-surveying trolley Swiss Trolley has been used in various projects. Thus, terra vermessungen AG carried out for the British company Network Rail several
hundred kilometres of track surveys during 2003 and 2004 in the context of the British West
Coast route modernisation programme [PEELS et al., 2004; GLAUS et al., 2004]. Another
major project aimed at the alignment of the slab track. Grunder Ingenieure AG used the Swiss
Trolley for 18 km slab track alignment in the Zürich-Thalwil tunnel of the Swiss Federal
Railways [GLAUS et al., 2003]. Further, the Swiss Trolley is regularly used for kinematic
track inventory scans.
4.1.2 Concept
The Swiss Trolley (Figure 4-1) is designed as lightweight construction (operation weight:
45 kg). It can easily be handled by two operators and stored in an estate car. During the development, attention was turned to the fulfilment of the clearance towards the track bed. For
instance, rail grooves along switches and traverses are 40 mm wide and constrict the choice of
possible methods for track gauge measuring. A bond bridge can be exchanged for corresponding track gauges. Up to the completion of this work, there exist standard gauge and metre
gauge implementations. Power supply is realised by 12 V DC batteries. The trolley is conceived for surveys at walking speed. A motorisation is available, but no effort for admission
on commercial tracks has been undertaken so far. A handbrake prevents from unintentional
manoeuvres when the trolley is at rest.

As shown in Figure 4-1, the two front wheels come without flanges. This is necessary for the
track gauge measuring system asking for a constrain free ride. The guidance of the trolley is
realised by two track rolls at the front axle and by a double track roll at the axle of the back
wheel. This double flange track roll allows for switch passes (Figure 4-2). The track gauge
measuring system itself consists of two levers which are guided by springs along the running
edges of the rails. The lever deflections are measured by angular transducers. Both front
wheels are equipped with odometers providing the covered path. Inclination sensors are
placed in an insulated box in order to minimise temperature influences on the inclination readings. For temperature control, a PT100 sensor is used. A further temperature sensor measures
the ambient temperature. The bond bridge allows for attaching an optical station prism and/or
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a GPS antenna. Antenna extensions can be used for reducing GPS signal obstructions and
multipath. However, extensions in general amplify attitude errors which can affect data reduction for track axis determination for example.

Figure 4-1 Track-surveying vehicle “Swiss Trolley” with a Trimble Zephyr antenna and a
Trimble ATS600 active prism (P configuration)

Figure 4-2 Back wheel with mechanism for passing switches
The Swiss Trolley features a modular design (Figure 4-3). Depending on the specific task, the
platform can be flexibly adapted with corresponding sensors. Three configurations can be set
up [WILDI et al., 2002]:
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•

Basic configuration B

•

Positioning configuration P

•

Scanning configuration S
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The B configuration contains the two mentioned inclination sensors, the track gauge measuring system and two odometers placed in both front wheels. These sensors enable the assessment of the parameters cant, gradient, track gauge and chainage. The key parameter twist is
obtained by the derivative of the low-pass filtered cant with respect to the chainage. Software
packages are available, which provide charts showing the mentioned parameters as a function
of the covered chainage in quasi real-time. Such stand-alone surveys represent a quick method
for track monitoring during construction.
The P configuration allows for absolute position fixing. GPS-RTK and optical total stations
can be used for the determination of the actual trajectory. As stated in section 3.3.3, differential odometry could be used for extracting yaw rate information. However, due to restrictions
of the electronic signal pre-processing, only the centreline chainage, represented by the average of both wheel readings, can be recorded. The odometer chainage supports the positioning
by the GPS-RTK or by the total stations.
The S configuration aims at the scanning of the track environment. Two laser scanners can be
placed on the platform. Side scans generate a dense point cloud along the covered track. For
documentation, a high-speed camera is available. The camera can be triggered by a pulse.
Corresponding time tags can be stored for referencing the images.
Figure 4-3 outlines a hierarchical structure of the possible configurations. Theoretically, a
survey run combining laser scans without positioning by GPS or total stations is possible.
Doing so, laser scans can be referenced with respect to the track axis by means of the odometers. If nominal track geometry data are available, a full 3D point map based on nominal track
data can be drawn. However, since tracks are induced to displacements, such a survey is not
reproducible with time. Therefore, this approach is not followed up.
Sensors providing analogue signals are acquired by a data acquisition (DAQ) card with analogue-digital conversion (ADC). Communication to sensor-sided digitised data of total stations, GPS receivers and laser scanners is handled by the serial ports of the host computer.
All data are centrally acquired on a rugged host computer. Each data record owns a time tag
allowing for synchronisation. Data processing primarily takes place after a survey run. The
main reason for post processing is to make use of correlations of vicinal data points. The trolley trajectory is constrained to physical laws and the track geometry. Bearing, velocity and
accelerations cannot change randomly. Therefore, the trajectory accuracy can be improved if
correlations of vicinal “past” and “future” points are considered. However, software modules
were written for applications which ask for a quasi real-time processing. Further, there exists
software for slab-track alignment and in-situ construction site monitoring.
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PPS

high-speed camera

S

laser scanner left

laser scanner right

Firewire

total station
(XPrism)

P

serial port RS422
GPS
(XAPC)

PosData / PPS

serial port RS422
serial port RS232

configuration

incremental encoder (odometer 1)
serial port RS232
incremental encoder (odometer 2)
data acquisiton card
angular transducer
(dGauge left)

rugged host computer

B

angular transducer
(dGauge right)
PT100
(ambient temperature)

PT100
(box temperature)
inclination sensor
(cant)
inclination sensor
(gradient)
sensorbox

Figure 4-3 Swiss Trolley configurations
Table 4-1 gives an overview of possible sensors which can be used on the platform. Most important characteristics are given. The used sensors are discussed in detail subsequently.
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Category

B chainage
cant,
gradient
track gauge
temperature
P positioning
positioning
S side scans
digital images

Sensor type

Manufacturer / sensor
name
incremental
en- Baumer electric BHL
coder
16.24K2000
inclination sensor Midori PMP-S15TAV1
angular transducer Contelec GL60
resistance
ther- PT100
mometer
GPS
various,
e.g. Trimble 5700
optical total station various,
e.g. Trimble ATS600
laser scanner
SICK
LMS200300106
high-speed camera Basler A102f
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Range

Resolution

-

0.08 mm

± 15°

0.01°

0° − 45°
-30°C − 80°C

0.03°
0.1° C

-

1 mm

-

1 mm

180° / 32 m
180° / 80 m
-

0.25° / 1 mm
0.25° / 10 mm
1392 · 1040 pixel
6.45 μm2 pixel size
15 frames/s

Table 4-1 Overview of Swiss Trolley sensors

4.2 Data Acquisition
4.2.1 Electronic Box
All signals of the B-configuration sensors (Figure 4-3) are channelled within the electronic
assembly and supplied to the analogue-digital (A/D) conversion. No signal conditioning is
carried out. Thus, non-linearities of active elements like amplifiers are not matter of concern.
In turn, the maximum voltage range of the A/D conversion cannot be used. However, as it
will be shown subsequently, the A/D resolution exceeds the sensor resolution in most cases
by at least one magnitude. Therefore, the abandonment of signal conditioning prevails over a
resolution gain.

The electronic assembly is placed together with the inclination sensors in an insulated box.
The box temperature is directly controlled on a constant level by a PT100 sensor. The main
reason for heating the box is the attenuation of temperature influences on the inclination sensors.
Within the electronic box, an accurate, constant reference voltage of 4.8 V is generated. The
reference voltage and the ground voltage are supplied as additional channels to the A/D conversion. This allows for an assessment of electronic fluctuations and jumps. A reference voltage is also available on the A/D conversion card outside the box. However, the reference voltage generated in the heated box is more representative since drifts are supposed to be similar
for the reference and the sensor signal.
4.2.2 A/D Conversion
The A/D converter samples continuous voltage signals with a constant time interval and maps
it to a sequence of coded numbers [STEARNS et al., 1999]. For the track-surveying trolley, a
National Instruments NI-DaqCard 5-16 with eight analogue channels, 16-bit resolution and
50 kHz sampling rate is used. Thus, a time span of 20 μs is required for one analogue-digital
conversion. Within this time span, the signal is sampled and held on a constant voltage. A
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complete scan of all eight analogue channels by multiplexing in a round-robin sequence lasts
160 μs.
After sampling, the time-discrete signal is quantified by dividing it to a uniformly spaced grid.
The number of the grid levels or the resolution is determined by the word length of the resulting digital value. For a voltage range of ±5 V and the 16-bit word, the resolution amounts to
152 μV. This voltage skip corresponds to a change of the least-significant bit (LSB) of the
digital value. During sampling, the input voltage must not change more than one LSB. Otherwise, the conversion provides nonsensical results. In our case, the signal rate of a particular
sensor must not exceed 152 μV / 20 μs.
The difference between the effective analogue value and the digitised value provides a unique
distribution from the point of view of the ADC. From the point of view of ADC output without knowledge of the input signal, this difference is random. In an error model, the random
quantisation error can be considered as a noise source with a unique distribution within the
quantisation level. The random error of the quantisation error corresponds to the standard deviation of the unique distribution or to 1/ 12 of the LSB width [e.g. WEICHERT et al.,
2000]. For the used A/D converter, 44 μV are found. However, other error sources exceed this
quantisation error. Thus, thermal effects of the A/D converter have to be considered. Typically, thermal effects are perceived as long-term drifts. Crosstalk effects evoked by incomplete condenser discharge of vicinal data channels are a further error source. According to the
manufacturer, the accuracy of the A/D converter is limited to four LSB which corresponds to
608 μV.
A critical issue concerning accuracy of analogue sensor data is the electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) of the sensor system. ADC should be lined up to the sensors as closely as possible, since cables and connectors give reasons for electromagnetic interferences. In turn, short
connections with adequate shielding improve EMC and reduce errors from unknown noise
sources.
The A/D converter accuracy can be verified by sampling a reference voltage during a certain
time span. Another approach is to sample data of a sensor in rest position. Apart of the ADC
accuracy, such data are degraded by sensor noise and electromagnetic interfering signals.
Figure 4-4 reveals the behaviour of the mapped signal of an angular transducer during five
minutes. The maximal sampling rate of the A/D converter was used, but only five values per
second were saved. Almost stationary noise can be perceived. The standard deviation in the
considered window of 273 μV falls below the indicated accuracy. Figure 4-4 does not allow
for drawing conclusions considering long-term effects since the time series is too short. Conversely, it can be concluded that electromagnetic compatibility is given and that the specified
accuracy can be held, at least for a short term.
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Angular Transducer (σ = 273 μV)

2.0

Voltage [mV]
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1.0
0.0
-1.0
-2.0
0.0

50.0

100.0

150.0
Time [s]

200.0

250.0

300.0

Figure 4-4 A/D conversion of angular transducer in rest with NI DAQCard
The A/D resolution has to be compared in relation to the resolution of the particular sensor.
Whenever possible, A/D resolution should not affect the sensor resolution. As shown before,
a 16-bit A/D converter guarantees for accuracies on the 0.6 mV level taking into account the
quantisation error and outside influences. Table 4-2 maps the sensor resolution on corresponding voltages. Note that, for our case, sensors cannot take advantage of the maximum allowable voltage range of the A/D converter since they are not amplified (see chapter 4.2.1). Nevertheless, the 16-bit A/D converter resolves the input signals for each sensor better than required.
Sensor

Voltage range [V] Sensor range Sensor
resolution

Corresponding
voltage resolution [mV]

Inclination sensor

4

±15°

0.01°

1.33

Angular transducer

4.8

0° – 45°

0.03°

3.20

PT100

4.8

-30° – 80°C

0.1°C

4.36

Table 4-2 Required voltage resolution of utilised sensors
4.2.3 Data Synchronisation
Referring to 3.6, kinematic surveying asks for a careful treatment of time constraints. The
track-surveying trolley is commonly used at walking speed (1 m/s). Therefore, synchronisation uncertainties of 1 ms produce assignment uncertainties of 1 mm. Since in general, track
surveys do not have to be referenced to primary time frames, used clocks may be biased and
drift. However, within a period of comparison of two involved clocks, short-term stability
should be guaranteed. If GPS is present, it can be profited by the use of the 1PPS event (pulse
per second) of the GPS receiver providing time tags in the GPS system time. For this reason,
not only the mandatory requirement of short-term stability is fulfilled. As a further benefit,
kinematic data can be assigned with absolute accurate time tags. The Trimble 5700 receiver
outputs the 1PPS pulse associated with an ASCII time tag output [TRIMBLE, 2001a]. The
leading edge of the pulse corresponds with the beginning of each UTC second, as shown in
Figure 4-5. The pulse is driven by an RS-422 driver between nominal levels of 0 V and 4 V.
The leading edge is positive, rising from 0 V to 4 V. The pulse is approximately 8 μs wide,
with rise and fall times of about 100 ns.
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5.0

Voltage [V]

4.0
3.0
2.0
1.0
0.0
-1.0

35126.999990

35127.000000
35127.000010
GPS time [seconds of day]

35127.000020

Figure 4-5 1PPS event of the Trimble 5700 receiver according to [TRIMBLE, 2001a]
The time tag is derived from the C/A-code based single point position solution and has an
accuracy of approximately 40 ns [e.g. DANUSER, 1992]. Several external factors limit accuracy to approximately 1 μs. Thus, each metre of position error results in 3 ns of error in the
1PPS pulse. Further, each metre of cable adds a delay of about 2 ns to satellite signals and a
corresponding delay in the 1PPS pulse. These magnitudes are far from any concern with respect to a regular time synchronisation on a 1 ms-level. The 1PPS pulse provided by the
Trimble 5700 receiver completely fulfils the synchronisation requirements for the tracksurveying trolley only asking for short-term stability. On the track-surveying trolley, the 1PPS
pulse is used for updating the internal clock of the DAQ card. The DAQ clock is synchronised
once per second.
Figure 4-6 shows the principle of time synchronisation by a 1PPS pulse. The UTC timeline
not only contains the 1PPS pulse but also the GPS position strings. In the example, the position is updated once per second. GPS positions come with a time tag being consistent with the
1PPS pulse. A delayed arrival of the GPS data strings on the computer interface is therefore
not relevant for post-mission applications. The ADC data on the drifting tDAQ timeline are
synchronised once per second with the GPS positions. The data on the tDAQ timeline originate
from a ring-buffer with a predefined frequency. In the above example, this is nominally 5 Hz.
The clock-pulse is generated by the DAQ card timer or by PC-clocks. PC-clock timers typically drift up to 0.1 ms per second, whereas the used processor and the operating system are
actuating parameters [STEMPFHUBER, 2004]. DAQ card timers show a similar behaviour.
One single A/D conversion of the round-robin sequence is not broke down into an individual
time tag, but is referred to a mean time tag of one cycle. This results in a maximal error of
160 μs (see section 4.2.2).
tUTC
tDAQ
tUTC
Figure 4-6 Time synchronisation by the 1PPS pulse
Table 4-3 shows an excerpt of a trolley data file for clarification. Each line is headed by a
time tag. Time tags are given in seconds past 01.01.2000 0:00:00 UTC. Then, the actual data
string contains odometer, inclination sensor, angular transducer and temperature readings.
Furthermore, the data string can include a GPS-RTK string being composed of coordinates
and quality information. GPS-RTK records refer to the heading time tag within the GPS posi-
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tion jitter, the remaining data within the mentioned 0.1 ms jitter. The drift of the ADC timer is
considered. The ADC sampling rate and the GPS sampling rate do not necessarily coincide.
Typically, GPS data is logged with 1 Hz. Complete ADC records can be sampled with up to
6.25 kHz (section 4.2.2). A sampling rate of 5 – 20 Hz fulfils in every case Nyquist’s theorem
applied to track surveys (see 3.1) and produces reasonable data amounts. For the shown example, GPS data is sampled with 1 Hz, the remaining sensor data with 5 Hz.
142825968.000,10014.871,17.62944,1.31196,0.11003,0.11318,60.1,14.6,606836.073,164455.545,43.336000,3.300,5,3
142825968.200,10015.147,18.34480,-2.32269,0.11115,0.11116,59.9,14.6
142825968.401,10015.421,17.90206,2.60764,0.10973,0.11066,60.0,14.3
142825968.601,10015.698,18.55998,2.76252,0.10935,0.11105,60.2,14.7
142825968.801,10015.974,18.91224,4.70748,0.11013,0.11138,60.0,14.4
142825969.000,10016.251,19.11701,9.35967,0.10865,0.11352,60.1,14.7,606835.438,164456.768,43.314000,3.300,5,3
142825969.201,10016.534,18.68665,2.89242,0.10996,0.11441,60.1,14.7
142825969.401,10016.814,19.63030,2.14972,0.10995,0.11443,60.0,14.4
142825969.601,10017.093,19.30514,-1.72689,0.10930,0.11553,60.1,14.7
142825969.802,10017.368,19.44969,-5.76418,0.11139,0.11548,60.1,14.6
142825970.000,10017.635,20.27607,-3.73948,0.10998,0.11246,60.2,14.8,606834.787,164458.001,43.336000,3.300,5,3

Table 4-3 Data records with time tag
One possible trolley configuration combines GPS measurements with cant, gradient, chainage
and track gauge measurements (configuration P of Figure 4-3). As an example, a synchronisation jitter of 10 ms results in small biases of cant, gradient, chainage and track gauge assignment. For instance, if the track is twisted by a maximal value of 2 per mil and the operation
speed is limited to 1 m/s, the associated cant is biased by marginal 0.02 mm. However, time
synchronisation becomes more critical if laser scanners are used. The same 10 ms synchronisation jitter produces uncertainties for laser scanner dots in the direction of motion of 10 millimetres.
A modified concept for synchronisation has to be applied if a total station is used as primary
positioning sensor and no 1PPS pulse is available. ADC data are no longer triggered by a
primary pulse generator, but time tags of the PC clock and the ADC timer are stored. Consequently, total station epochs and DAQ card epochs do not coincide. Synchronisation must be
effected at post-processing. Figure 4-7 elucidates this fact. Total station measurements are
time tagged on the PC timeline. They are pointed out by diamonds. The corresponding time
tags are taken on the arrival of the total station string on the interface of the data acquisition
computer. Latencies due to the radio link are considered within the data acquisition programme resulting in a timeline with unbiased total station tags. The calibration of these latencies will be subject of section 4.7.6. ADC data refer to the DAQ timeline. The ADC timer
drift is assessed by regular comparisons of the ADC cycle and the PC clock. Subsequently,
ADC data can be reduced to the PC time scale. Further, Figure 4-7 points out that PC clocks
may drift with respect to a time normal (e.g. UTC).
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tUTC
tPC
tPC
tDAQ
tPC
Figure 4-7 Time synchronisation without 1PPS pulse
As a further important point, the operating system has to guarantee that within the predefined
sampling rate, the measurements can be carried out and passed to the data bus. Overflows
must not occur. In order to enable continuous data streams, the data acquisition has to be prioritised on multi-task operating systems. Other processes running on the computer must not
charge the operating system. The current version of the data acquisition software running on
Windows NT, 2000 or XP uses specialised drivers which privilege a specific task. The used
Kithara timer toolkit [KITHARA, 2005] allows for the adjustment of the corresponding
thread priority. CPU time can be reserved almost exclusively for a specific task. Applications
being intensive on data or asking for a more restrictive fulfilment of time constraints (e.g. the
Swiss Trolley laser scanning configuration) cannot be handled by the mentioned data acquisition software. A data acquisition tool running under Linux with the RTAI extension (section
3.6) was written for such applications [HEINZELMANN, 2004]. This DAQ software provides individual time tags for each measurement record. Further, clocks can be synchronised
by the 1PPS pulse or by a master clock.

4.3 Reconstruction
As explained in section 3.7, a sensor maps a continuous process to carrier signals by modelling. The original process can be obtained by inverting the model of the mapping process
within a reconstruction step. Reconstruction in this section is limited to the static sensor behaviour. For the inclination sensors and the angular transducers, the process signals are analogously mapped as voltages. The odometers map the covered path digitally by revolution
counts. The sought signals are reconstructed here by linear functions. For one particular sensor, this leads to
y = γ ys + y0

(4.1)

where y is the reconstructed signal, ys the carrier signal, γ the gain and y0 the zero-point offset.
For the analogue inclination sensors and the angular transducers, not the voltages are measured but the ratio of differential voltages of the sensor signal and a reference source with respect to the ground voltage. Thus, voltage drifts or an increase of the voltage level can be assessed and compensated. ys can be expressed as

ys =

U y − U gnd
U ref − U gnd

(4.2)

where Uy is the voltage of the particular sensor, Ugnd the ground voltage and Uref the voltage
of the reference source. The nominal value for Ugnd and Uref are 0 V and 4.8 V, respectively.
Note that ys is dimensionless. Thus, the gain γ obtains the dimension unit of the sought sensor
signal y. The gain γ and the offset y0 have to be found by calibration. In general, both vari-
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ables ys and y have to be considered as erroneous leading to an orthogonal regression [e.g.
WOLF, 1994].

4.4 Inclination Sensors
4.4.1 Sensor Characteristics
Two fluid damped Midori PMP-S15TA-V1 pendulum sensors with capacitive read out are
used on the trolley. They are placed crosswise in the sensor box. Nominally, the sensor axes
coincide with the track axis and its perpendicular. Thus, the inclination sensors provide gradient and cant information. In the above-mentioned Table 4-1, the characteristics of the used
sensors are listed. Table 4-4 allows for the conversion between common angle units for inclination sensors. The range of ±15° permits to cover most prevailing cant and gradient ranges.
For regular tracks, the cant range does not exceed 200 mm (scaled to normal gauge). This
corresponds to an angular amplitude of 7.7° or 134 mrad. The resolution of 0.01° allows for
detecting cant changes of 0.3 mm scaled to normal gauge.

Degrees

Arc seconds

Radians

15°

54000”

261.8 mrad

388.2 mm

1°

3600”

17.4 mrad

26.1 mm

206”

1.0 mrad

1.5 mm

36”

0.2 mrad

0.3 mm

0.005 mrad

0.008 mm

0.0573°
0.01°
0.0003°

1”

Cant (1.5 m base)

Remarks
Sensor range

resolution

Table 4-4 Conversion table for inclination measuring units

Figure 4-8 Inclination sensor Midori PMP-S15TA-V1
4.4.2 Calibration of Characteristic Curve
The output voltage shows a nearly linear input in the small angle range. According to the
manufacturer, gain precision is given as 0.5 %. For a cant of 200 mm, this results in a shortly
tolerable 1 mm error. Therefore, the provided gain factor was verified and improved by an
adequate calibration procedure. A Wyler Clino 2000 digital inclinometer was used to verify
gain precision of the Midori sensor. Inclination accuracy of the Wyler sensor is specified as
5”. This suffices to verify easily the characteristic curves of the used Midori sensors with the
36” resolution. An orthogonal regression was applied to the acquired data along the cant range
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of -200 mm to 200 mm. An orthogonal regression provided a standard deviation of the gain of
0.3 %. Compared to the manufacturer’s specification, gain precision can be improved by the
calibration procedure by almost a factor of two resulting in errors of 0.6 mm at maximal inclinations.
The zero point offset of the mounted inclination sensors can easily be verified in situ by two
faces measurements. The difference between both readings provides the double zero point
offset. However, it has to be guaranteed that the trolley is set up over the identical reference
plane in both faces. Further, the reference plane has to be as horizontal as possible. Otherwise,
the found zero point offset is biased by misalignment effects of the inclination sensors. Section 4.4.4 gives explicit formulae for correcting such errors. Ideally, the zero point offset is
verified before and after a trolley survey. In such way, trolley frame deformations and further
residual error contributions can be monitored.
4.4.3 Temperature Influences
A further error source of inclination sensors are temperature influences. Reasons for temperature dependencies are evoked by mechanical geometrical variations of the sensor and by a
change of the electrical behaviour of converters and amplifiers [INGENSAND, 1985]. Inclination changes of up to 1.25 mV / °C or 0.2 mrad / °C are specified by the manufacturer for
the used sensor. Since the temperature range during a track survey can vary considerably,
temperature drifts of the sensor have to be taken into account. Two kinds of methods are conceivable for controlling temperature drifts. Firstly, temperature drifts can be corrected by
means of characteristic curves. Secondly, the sensor temperature during the survey can be
held constant. The first approach asks for a calibration providing inclination rates as a function of temperature. Characteristic curves have to be known over a range of several 10° C in
order to be able to correct summer and winter measurements. As a drawback, hysteresis effects cannot be excluded. Within the track-surveying trolley project, the second approach was
followed. The box containing both inclination sensors is heated and controlled by closed-loop
control on a constant temperature of 60°C. This temperature is obviously higher than the ambient temperature. Thus, the measuring system is protected against ambient temperature variations. No knowledge about the temperature behaviour of the inclination sensors is required. In
contrast, energy is needed to heat up the box on 60°C. A 12 V voltage source requires 4 A to
reach the required temperature. The accomplishment of the operation temperature depends on
the ambient temperature. In general, five minutes are enough for heating up the electronic
box. Then, for the closed-loop control, about 0.5 A suffices to regulate the constant temperature.
4.4.4 Corrections for Non-Orthogonalities (Collimation Error)
The mounted pair of inclination sensors on the trolley cannot be aligned perfectly along the
sought parameters cant and gradient. The longitudinal as well as the cross inclination sensor
are slewed by different amounts with respect to the trolley b-frame. Such collimation errors
have to be taken into account if submillimetric accuracies are sought. For instance, such high
accuracies are required for slab track surveys. [KAHLMANN, 2003] gives a structural model
for the correction of collimation errors. This work uses the proposed approach and adapts it to
the requirements of the track-surveying trolley.

Two angles are needed to describe the pivoting of both sensors. The magnitude of these misalignment angles is perceivable if cants or gradients are measured at different gradient or cant
amounts, respectively. If the trolley is pitched but remained constant with respect to its roll
axis, different cants are measured for a misaligned inclination sensor. Analogously, varying
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roll angles evoke deviant longitudinal inclinations for a nominal gradient. Since the trolley
inclination is known in two not linearly dependent directions, the inclination along and across
the track axis can be determined.
x′

x

x

β′

β
β
α

α = α′

ε

y

δ

y ≡ y′
Figure 4-9 Influence of shearing and pivoting on inclinations α and β
In Figure 4-9, inclinations are represented by distances on the unity sphere. For small inclinations, Euclidian geometry holds. α corresponds to the gradient and β to the cant scaled on a
one metre track gauge. For clarity, the b-index indicating measurands in the b-frame was
x, ~
y ) frame. The corredropped. Inclination measurements are carried out in the misaligned ( ~
sponding system is pivoted with respect to the body system by the angle δ. Further, the axes
~
x and ~y are not orthogonal, but sheared by the angle ε. In order to obtain orthogonal components in the (x,y) system, two transformation steps are carried out. First, the non-orthogonal
measured inclination components are transformed in an intermediate orthogonal system
( x′, y′) counting for the shearing ε :

α′ = α
β′ =

β
sin ε

+

α

(4.3)

tan ε

Then, the inclination components α ′ and β ′ are reduced to the actual body system (x,y) by
means of a similarity transformation:
α = α ′ cos δ + β ′ sin δ
(4.4)
β = −α ′ sin δ + β ′ cos δ
or using (4.3)
⎛ β
α ⎞
+
⎟ sin δ
⎝ sin ε tan ε ⎠
⎛ β
α ⎞
β = −α sin δ + ⎜
+
⎟ cos δ
⎝ sin ε tan ε ⎠

α = α cos δ + ⎜

(4.5)
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(4.5) can be used to transform inclination components from the pivoted and sheared system to
the body system. Pivoting and shearing errors on inclination components can be estimated by
forming the total differential of (4.5).
⎛ β
⎛ β cos ε
α ⎞
α ⎞
dα = −α sin δ dδ + ⎜
+
− 2 ⎟ sin δ d ε
⎟ cos δ dδ + ⎜ −
2
⎝ sin ε tan ε ⎠
⎝ sin ε sin ε ⎠
⎛ β
⎛ β cos ε
α ⎞
α ⎞
d β = −α cos δ dδ − ⎜
+
− 2 ⎟ cos δ d ε
⎟ sin δ dδ + ⎜ −
2
⎝ sin ε tan ε ⎠
⎝ sin ε sin ε ⎠

(4.6)

or for a small shearing angle ϕ and a pivoting angle ε ≈ π 2

dα = β d δ
d β = −α dδ + α d ε

(4.7)

(4.7) reveals that for non-canted, horizontal stretches neither gradients nor cants are biased.
For a 25 per mil slope with 130 mm of cant and inclination sensors alignment errors of 1°
each, gradients are biased by 1.5 mm. Cant errors, scaled on normal gauge, are biased by
1.3 mm (as a maximal error). It can be concluded that for very accurate applications, the
knowledge of the pivoting and shearing is required.
For calibration, pivoting and shearing can be obtained by measuring longitudinal and transversal inclinations for several trolley attitudes. Ideally, the whole range of prevailing gradients
and cants is utilised. For adhesive tracks, this covers cants up to 200 mm and gradients up to
50 per mil. Each pair of inclinations provides two condition equations:
⎛ βi
α ⎞
+ i ⎟ sin δ = c1
⎝ sin ε tan ε ⎠
⎛ β
α ⎞
β i + α i sin δ − ⎜ i + i ⎟ cos δ = c2
⎝ sin ε tan ε ⎠

α i − α i cos δ − ⎜

(4.8)

If (4.8) is linearised with respect to the unknowns αi, βi, ϕ, ε and the observations α i , β i , an
equation system in the form

Ax + BT v = w

(4.9)

can be written. The least-squares estimate x is based on the minimisation of the function vTPv.
A solution is obtained by introducing a vector of Lagrange multipliers, k, and by minimising
the function

(

Φ (v, k , x) = vT Pv − 2k T Ax + BT v + w

)

(4.10)

This corresponds to a mixed adjustment (Gauss-Helmert) model [SCHMID, 1977] with the
solution

x = ( AT PA ) AT PA
−1

(4.11)

and

P = ( BT CB )

−1

where C is the covariance matrix of the observables.

(4.12)
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The vector x of the shortened parameter

xT = ( dα1 ... dα p

d β1 ... d β q

dε

dδ )

(4.13)

contains p nominal gradients, q nominal cants, the pivoting and the shearing. The observations are organised in two p ⋅ q -matrices with the elements α ij and β ij , respectively. Each
line of the α -matrix lists q gradient measurements for one particular cant. Each column of the
β -matrix lists p cant measurements for one particular gradient. This convention leads to the
building of the system matrices:
⎛
⎜1
⎜
⎜
⎜0
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜0
⎜
A=⎜
⎜0
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜0
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜0
⎜
⎝

β11 cos δ α11 cos δ ⎞
−
⎟
sin ε
tan ε ⎟

0 ... 0 0 0 ... 0

⎛ β11 cos ε
α ⎞
+ 112 ⎟ sin δ
⎜
2
sin ε ⎠
⎝ sin ε

α11 sin δ −

0 ... 0 1 0 ... 0

⎛ β11 cos ε
α11 ⎞
+
⎜
⎟ cos δ
2
sin 2 ε ⎠
⎝ sin ε

β sin δ α11 sin δ ⎟
+
α11 cos δ + 11
sin ε
tan ε ⎟

1 ... 0 0 0 ... 0

⎛ β12 cos ε
α ⎞
+ 122 ⎟ sin δ
⎜
2
sin ε ⎠
⎝ sin ε

β cos δ α 2 cos δ ⎟
α12 sin δ − 12
−
⎟
sin ε
tan ε ⎟

⎛ β cos ε
α ⎞
0 ... 0 0 1 ... 0 ⎜ 12 2
+ 122 ⎟ cos δ
sin ε ⎠
⎝ sin ε
⎛ β pq cos ε
α pq ⎞
0 ... 1 0 0 ... 0 ⎜
+
⎟⎟ sin δ
2
⎜ sin 2 ε
sin
ε
⎝
⎠
⎛ β pq cos ε
α pq ⎞
+
0 ... 0 0 0 ... 1 ⎜
⎟ cos δ
⎜ sin 2 ε
sin 2 ε ⎟⎠
⎝

sin δ
⎛
⎜ − cos δ − tan ε
⎜
⎜ sin δ − cos δ
⎜
tan ε
⎜
⎜
0
⎜
BT = ⎜
⎜
0
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
0
⎜
⎜
⎜⎜
0
⎝

sin δ
sin ε
cos δ
−
sin ε
−

⎟
⎟

α12 cos δ +

⎟
⎟
β pq cos δ α pq cos δ ⎟⎟
−
α pq sin δ −
sin ε
tan ε ⎟
⎟
β pq sin δ α pq sin δ ⎟
+
α pq cos δ +
⎟
sin ε
tan ε ⎟⎠
(4.14)

0

0

…

0

0

0

…

0

sin δ
tan ε
cos δ
sin δ −
tan ε

sin δ
sin ε
cos δ
−
sin ε

…

0

…

0

0

0

0

… − cos δ −

0

0

0

…

0
0

− cos δ −

−

β12 sin δ α12 sin δ ⎟⎟
+
sin ε
tan ε ⎟

sin δ
tan ε
cos δ
sin δ −
tan ε

⎞
⎟
⎟
0 ⎟
⎟
⎟
0 ⎟
⎟
⎟
0 ⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
sin δ ⎟
−
sin ε ⎟
⎟
cos δ ⎟
−
⎟
sin ε ⎠
(4.15)
0
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⎛ ⎛
sin δ
sin δ ⎞ ⎞
− α11
⎟ ⎟
⎜ − ⎜ α1 − α11 cos δ − β11
sin ε
tan ε ⎠ ⎟
⎜ ⎝
⎜ ⎛
cos δ
cos δ ⎞ ⎟
− α11
⎜ − ⎜ β1 − α11 sin δ − β11
⎟ ⎟
sin ε
tan ε ⎠ ⎟
⎜ ⎝
⎟
w=⎜
⎟
⎜
⎜ − ⎛ α − α cos δ − β sin δ − α sin δ ⎞ ⎟
pq
pq
pq
⎟
⎜ ⎜⎝ p
sin ε
tan ε ⎠ ⎟
⎟
⎜
cos δ
cos δ ⎞ ⎟
⎜ ⎛
⎜ − ⎜ β q − α pq sin δ − β pq sin ε − α pq tan ε ⎟ ⎟
⎠⎠
⎝ ⎝

(4.16)

For p = 5 nominal gradients and q = 4 nominal cants taken over the described measurement
range by the two Midori sensors, the mixed adjustment yields pivoting and shearing precisions of 0.1° and inclination precisions of 0.2 mrad. The found pivoting and shearing values
typically amount to 1°. This corresponds to a misalignment of the sensor enclosure of 1 mm
taken on the enclosure base.
4.4.5 Dynamic Behaviour of the Inclination Sensor
Due to their physical measuring principle, inclination sensors respond to the accelerations of
gravity as well as to other translatory or rotatory accelerations. If inclinations are sought, nuisance accelerations have to be separated from the actual gravity induced accelerations. For
kinematic applications, non-gravitational accelerations have to be provided by independent
sensors. Further, the dynamic behaviour of the sensor has to be known in order to model the
influence of nuisance accelerations. The dynamic behaviour of oscillating systems is described by the transfer function and the step response which are evaluated by the solution of
the inhomogeneous and homogeneous equations of motion. The transfer function describes
the ratio of the output and input signal while the system is periodically activated. The step
response shows the temporal transient behaviour [EICHHOLZ et al., 1982].

Dynamical modelling of pendulum sensors typically starts with the formulation of the equations of motion of a mathematical pendulum (Figure 4-10). If a horizontally levelled inclination sensor is assumed and the pendulum axis is perpendicular to the ground plane, the following second-order differential equation can be put up [SCHWARZ, 1995]:
m⋅ X + d ⋅ Xr + m⋅ g ⋅

Xr
=0
l

(4.17)

where X is the pendulum motion, d the damping, Xr the relative motion of the pendulum with
respect to the sensor enclosure, m the pendulum mass, g the acceleration of gravity and l the
pendulum length. For small pendulum deflection angles α, it holds
X r = l ⋅α

(4.18)
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α

l
d/2

d/2

m

X

g

XE

Figure 4-10 Principle of pendulum inclination sensor
(adapted from [EICHHOLZ et al., 1982])

Further, the pendulum motion is split into a relative motion and a motion of the sensor enclosure
X = Xr + Xe

(4.19)

m ⋅ l ⋅α + d ⋅ l ⋅α + m ⋅ g ⋅α = −m ⋅ X e

(4.20)

Thus, (4.17) is rewritten as

(4.20) represents an inhomogeneous differential equation with the disturbance term − m ⋅ X e .
For the enclosure motion, a uniform motion with a superposed periodic oscillation is set up:
X E = X E 0 ⋅ cos ω t + v0t + X 0 .

(4.21)

XE0 is the amplitude of the enclosure oscillation, ω is the angular frequency of the disturbance
term, v0 is the initial speed and X0 the initial position. For the general solution, a particular
function for α is chosen:

α = Vn cos (ω t − ϕ )

(4.22)

The amplitude gain Vn and the phase shift ϕn between the periodic enclosure motion XE and
the pendulum motion can be found by inserting (4.22) into (4.20) and by comparing the coefficients:
Vn =

X r0
=
X E0

Ω2

(1 − Ω )
2

2

.

+ 4⋅ D ⋅Ω
2

2

(4.23)
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tan ϕ n =

2⋅ D⋅Ω
1 − Ω2

(4.24)

Xr0 is the amplitude of the pendulum taken with respect to the enclosure. Ω denotes the standardised angular frequency and is obtained by
Ω=

ω
ω0

(4.25)

where

ω0 =

2π
= 2π ⋅ f 0 =
T0

g
l

(4.26)

is the eigenfrequency of the pendulum and
D=

d
2 ⋅ m ⋅ ω0

(4.27)

the standardised damping. The graphical representation of (4.23) and (4.24) is the so-called
Bode diagram.
If Xr0 in (4.23) is substituted by (4.18) for maximal elongation, the pendulum deflection αn
due to nuisance acceleration aE0 can be found:

⎛
aE 0 ⎜
αn = −
g ⎜⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎟
2
1 − Ω2 + 4 ⋅ D 2 ⋅ Ω2 ⎟
⎠
1

(

)

(4.28)

The nuisance acceleration aE0 is obtained by means of (4.21):
aE 0 = −ω 2 ⋅ X E 0

(4.29)

For small Ω, that means small nuisance frequencies ω with respect to the eigenfrequency ω0,
(4.24) disappears and (4.28) tends to

αn = −

aE 0
g

(4.30)

The pendulum eigenfrequency of the used Midori sensor is approximately 20 Hz. In general,
no significant frequency contributions greater than 0.1 Hz have to be worried about for a survey run at walking speed. Thus, the undisturbed inclination v can be found by

ν =ν 0 −

aE 0
g

(4.31)

Note that positive accelerations pretend an apparent decline of the stretch (Figure 4-11).
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αn

g
aE 0

aE* 0
Figure 4-11 Apparent inclination due to an acceleration aE0
Hence, (4.30) permits to estimate inclination magnitudes evoked by nuisance accelerations.
Cant readings are mainly influenced by centripetal accelerations, whereas gradient readings
are affected by translatory accelerations. For walking speed (1.5 m/s) and exceptionally small
track radii of 200 m, centripetal accelerations up to 0.01 m/s2 occur providing apparent maximal inclinations of 1 mrad. On straight stretches, translatory accelerations exceed rotatory
accelerations considerably. For surveys at walking speed, permanent translatory accelerations
in the order of magnitude of the mentioned maximal centripetal acceleration (0.01 m/s2) have
to be taken into account. For the trolley activation, accelerations up to 0.2 m/s2 have to be
considered. As an illustrative example, Figure 4-12 shows gradients contaminated by nuisance accelerations. The data were acquired at 5 Hz on a horizontal stretch. Thus, data should
scatter around 0 mrad. However, at the survey start a significant offset of 10 mrad from the
nominal gradient can be perceived. This offset can be attributed to the activation of the trolley. The apparent inclination decays within the first ten second. Significant energy portions
stemming from frequencies up to 1.2 Hz can be perceived in the spectrum. Predominant frequencies around 1 Hz most likely can be attributed to the operator’s step frequency. Higher
frequencies almost do not contribute to the spectrum. A statement concerning higher frequencies is not possible, since the sampling frequency of 5 Hz allows, according to Nyquist theorem, just for the assessment of frequencies up to 2.5 Hz. Due to the aspired uniform trolley
motion, high nuisance frequencies are less probable. Thus, formula (4.31) can be used for
correcting raw inclination measurements.
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Figure 4-12 Gradients acquired at walking speed with frequency contents
Contrary to the shown example, inclinations are not known but have to be measured. That is
that translatory and rotatory accelerations have to be independently assessed and removed
from the raw inclination measurements. Translatory and centripetal accelerations can be obtained by double differentiating the covered trajectory with respect to time. For the Swiss
Trolley, GPS, total station and odometer measurements contribute to the trajectory determination. Low pass filters for trajectory smoothing have to be applied in order to obtain accelerations with moderate noise gains. Procedures are given in section 5.
Every measuring device working according to physical law shows a specific inertia. For inclination measuring devices for example, the sensor cannot track inclination rates arbitrarily fast
but with a certain delay. For kinematic surveys, the knowledge of this delay is obviously of
fundamental interest. The relation between the input inclination rate and the response inclination display is mathematically described by the above-mentioned differential equation. The
transient behaviour of a system can be studied by connecting a test signal to the system input.
Thereby, a step function is frequently used. The step function jumps at the time t=0 from the
value 0 to a constant value α0. Thus, the differential equation (4.20) becomes
m ⋅ l ⋅α + d ⋅ l ⋅α + m ⋅ g ⋅α = m ⋅ g ⋅α0

(4.32)

α + 2 ⋅ D ⋅ ω0 ⋅ α + ω02 ⋅ α = ω02 ⋅ α 0

(4.33)

or using (4.26) and (4.27)

The step response varies on the degree of damping. Here, the standardised step response for
periodic oscillating systems is given (D<1) [CZICHOS, 1989]:
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ω
α
= 1 − 0 ⋅ e − Dω t ⋅ cos (ωD t − ϕ D )
α0
ωD

(4.34)

0

with

ω D = ω 0 1 − D 2 and tan ϕ D =

D

(4.35)

1 − D2

ωD and ϕD describe the angular frequency and the phase shift of the damped system. Step responses for a pendulum sensor with an eigenfrequency of ω0 = 20 Hz are charted in Figure
4-13 for different dampings.
1.6
D=0
D = 0.5
D = 0.7
D = 2.0

Standardised step response []
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2.0

Figure 4-13 Sensor response of step function for different dampings
For oscillating systems, the step response overshoots the value α0 and level off depending on
the damping D. For the marginal case D=1, no overshoot takes place, but the value α0 is
reached at the time TR , D =1 = 1 ω 0 . For non-periodic settings (D>1), the value α0 is not accomplished. For an ideally damped 20 Hz sensor with D=0.7, the pendulum levels off after a delay of TR = 0.3 s. The transient behaviour of a sensor with a damping of D=0.7 is almost linear. Thus, (4.34) can be linearised at the time t=τ. The undelayed inclination at time t=τ is
obtained by (PD-filter):

α undelayed (τ ) = α delayed (τ ) +

dα
⋅ TR
dt

(4.36)

with the response time TR = 0.3 s for the used sensor.
For the Swiss Trolley inclination sensors, the response time TR was verified by a forward and
a backward trolley run on the same stretch. Cants of both runs were compared since in con-
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trast to kinematically assessed gradients, measured cants are almost free from translatory accelerations. A clothoid with a nominal linear cant ramp was chosen as a test stretch. This allows for an accurate estimation of the sought response time TR since cant ramps significantly
differ from zero. Zero point offset and gain were calibrated in advance.
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Figure 4-14 Verification of response time
Figure 4-14 shows the cant as a function of the chainage l for both, the forward and the backward run. Both curves are geo-referenced by means of GPS and matched to a nominal chainage axis. Equidistant data sets were produced by smoothing spline interpolation. The cut-out
outlines that both curves are shifted by an offset Δl or a delay dt = Δl v 0 , respectively where
v0 is the absolute, constant trolley speed. The delay dt is twice the sought response time TR. It
must hold (Figure 4-14)

β f (l + Δl ) = β b (l )

(4.37)

or for small offsets Δl

β f (l ) +

d β f (l )
dl

⋅ Δl − β b (l ) = 0

(4.38)

For erroneous data and for Δl = 2 ⋅ v0 ⋅ TR , (4.38) can be written as

β f (li ) + 2 ⋅

d β f (li )
dl

⋅ v0 ⋅ TR − β b (li ) = vi

(4.39)

Since for flat ramps the response time cannot be determined, the data were weighted counting
for the current derivative. For the weight evaluation, (4.39) is solved for TR and the total differential is formed. With the classical weight definition pii = σ 02 σ i2 , the weight of a particular response time observation equation is
⎛ d β f (l ) ⎞
pii ∼ ⎜
⎟
⎝ dl ⎠

2

(4.40)
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The residuals vi of (4.39) are minimised according to the least-squares principle. The cant
rates can be obtained easily by deriving the spline curve for the forward run with respect to
the chainage. The least-squares adjustment provided for the data set of Figure 4-14 a response
time TR = 0.29 s with a standard deviation of σTR = 0.01 s. This result confirms the abovementioned theoretical findings.
4.4.6 Transformation of the Inclination Angles into the Body-System
The angles in formulae 3.8 for the transformation of sensor measurements from the b-system
into the g-system are referred to Euler orientation angles. For the track-surveying trolley,
Euler angles are not directly measured. Instead, the trolley inclination with respect to a local
horizontal system is determined. This requires a transformation from the inclination angles to
the attitude angles. The dependency of the Euler angles of the order of the rotation has to be
considered. It holds for the evaluation of the pitch and roll angle by longitudinal and transversal inclinations

tan ω =

sin β
1 − sin 2 α − sin 2 β

ϕ = −α

(4.41)
(4.42)

where ω is the roll angle, ϕ is the pitch angle, α the longitudinal inclination and β the transversal inclination. A derivation of (4.41) and (4.42) is given in the appendix A.1. The difference between the roll angle and the transversal inclination amounts to 1 mrad for a 200 mm
cant curve and a 50 per mil slope.

4.5 Track Gauge Measuring System
4.5.1 Characteristics and Measuring Principle of the Track Gauge Measuring System
As mentioned above, the track gauge measuring system consists of two angular transducers
measuring the deflection of two levers (Figure 4-15). Both levers are pressed by springs to the
running edges of both rails. Two angular transducers Contelec GL60 are used (Table 4-1).
The measuring range from 0° − 45° allows for covering all possible deflections. The 0.03°
resolution corresponds to a deflection of 0.08 mm for the 15 cm long lever. The mechanical
adaptation of the levers allows for a rail edge scanning 14 mm below the upper edge of the
rails (see 2.2.3). Further, the track gauge levers and the prism (or the APC) form a plane being
perpendicular to the track axis.
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Figure 4-15 Angular transducer with shaft and blocking pole in enclosure
The measuring principle is drafted in Figure 4-16. The track gauge is obtained by the sum of
both lever deflection determinations and the base between the two stop positions of the levers.
For the determination of the horizontal component of the track axis or the centre line, the trolley wobble with respect to the rails can be assessed by means of the lever deflections. The
running edge of the left rail in the body frame is obtained by
rl = pl0 + pl

(4.43)

where pl0 is the position vector of the left lever stop position and pl is the lever deflection.
The lever deflection can be found by
pl = s ⋅ sin ς l ⋅ ey .

(4.44)

ζl is the angular deflection of the lever, s the lever length and ey the unity vector in ydirection in the b-frame. Analogously, the running edge of the right rail renders
rr = pr0 + pr

(4.45)

with the corresponding vector position vector pr0 and the lever deflection
pr = s ⋅ sin ς r ⋅ ey .

(4.46)

Note that ζr is negative. If the origin of the body system is the mid point between the two stop
positions, the x-components of pl and pr vanish. If a skew of the trolley is excluded then the
centre line of the track in the body system is found by
c=

1
1
( rl + rr ) = pl0 + pl + pr0 + pr
2
2

(

)

(4.47)

With the above-made stipulation of the body system origin, it holds further
p0l = − p0r

(4.48)
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and (4.47) is simplified to
c=

1
( pl + pr )
2

(4.49)

The track axis is quoted by the declaration of the reference rail. For the left rail as reference, it
holds
al = rl −

1
1
1
g 0 ⋅ e y = pl0 + pl − g 0 ⋅ ey = ( b − g 0 ) ⋅ ey + pl
2
2
2

(4.50)

where g0 is the nominal gauge. b is the base between the two stop positions and is obtained by
b ⋅ ey = p0l − p0r = 2 ⋅ p0l = 2 ⋅ p0r

(4.51)

Analogously, for the right rail as reference rail, one finds
ar = rr +

1
1
1
g0 ⋅ ey = pr0 + pr + g 0 ⋅ ey = − ( b − g0 ) ⋅ ey + pr
2
2
2

(4.52)

For results, track centreline or track axis vectors are transformed from the b-frame into the gframe applying a spatial similarity transformation (equation (3.39)).
The current track gauge can be obtained for a skew-free ride by
g = rl − rr = pl0 + pl − pr0 − pr = b + pl − pr

(4.53)
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Figure 4-16 Track gauge determination by the lever deflections pl and pr
From a measuring technique point of view, the track centreline determination outmatches the
track axis determination. Track centreline determination does not need any knowledge about
the base b. Further, angular transducer accuracy is improved by a factor of 2 .
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As an additional error source, temperature dilatation of the aluminium trolley bond bridge has
to be taken into account. The longitudinal dilatation coefficient amounts to 23 ppm / °C. A
temperature difference of 30°C with respect to the calibration ambient temperature causes a
longitudinal dilatation of 1 mm. Thus, the absolute value of b is ideally determined immediately before a survey. Residual dilatations can be corrected numerically since the ambient
temperature is acquired by a PT100 sensor (see 4.1.2).
Due to the free wheel guidance of the front wheels, the trolley can be skewed within the rails.
This disagrees with the above-made assumptions of a skew-free run. Therefore, an error estimation due to a disregarded trolley skew is given here. The guiding rolls are 1.4 m from each
other. The wheelbase between the right front wheel and the back wheel is 1.5 m. If a nominal
gauge is assumed, the trolley is skewed by 26 mrad at most leading to a track gauge error of
0.4 mm. Due to the eventual skew, the measured track gauge is always too long. In practice,
this should not be of concern. Due to inertia, the trolley tends to travel along a rail.
4.5.2 Calibration
For the track gauge measuring system, zero point offsets and gain factors have to be known
for both angular transducers. Nominal values can be obtained by measuring the deflection by
means of a calliper with 0.05 mm accuracy. Again, an orthogonal regression is applied for
finding both parameters. For field measurements, the zero point offsets of both sensors have
to be known with respect to their stop position. This just corresponds to a translation of the
characteristic curve in ordinate direction. The zero point offsets can be verified in situ by
measuring the deflections at both stop positions.

Apart of the characteristic curve, the base length between the two lever stop positions has to
be known for track gauge and for track axis determination. The base length b is obtained by
comparing the track gauge with an independently measured track gauge gn. According to
(4.53), b is obtained by
b = g n − pl − pr

(4.54)

0.1 mm accuracy can be reached if calibrated measuring rods are used.

4.6 Odometers
4.6.1 Characteristics and Calibration
Two incremental encoders Baumer BHL16.24K2000-B4-4 are used for path measurements.
The incremental encoders generate 2000 pulses per rotation. By means of a grid shutter, a
second 90° phase-shifted signal is generated. The difference of both signals is squared resulting in four flanks per pulse period. Thus, the resolution is enhanced to 8000 steps per revolution. Expressed in units of the covered path, these are 0.08 mm for a 200 mm diameter wheel.
As a further effect of the phase-shifted signals, the direction of motion could be derived.
However, due to limitations of the electronic assembly only two signals for both odometers
can be acquired. Channel one yields the sum of the forward pulses, channel two the sum of
the backward pulses. Therefore, no use can be made of the pulse differences carrying bearing
information. The covered path is obtained by
l=

2 ⋅ π ⋅ r ⎛ N f + Nb
⋅⎜
8000 ⎝
2

⎞
⎟ + l0
⎠

(4.55)
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where r is the wheel radius, Nf the sum of the forward pulses of both odometers and Nb the
sum of the backward pulses. The obtained chainage l is referred to the centreline of the track,
since both odometer readings are averaged. The start chainage l0 can be chosen arbitrary. A
radius error acts as scale factor in the path measurement. An error for the radius determination
of 0.05 mm results in a scale factor of 250 ppm or 25 cm per kilometre. A more accurate estimation of the radius can be obtained by comparing the odometer path with the path derived
from GPS or total station measurements. Section 5.4 deals with a model where the odometer
scale is introduced as an adaptive parameter into a Kalman filter.
Further error sources are collected dirt on the wheel or wheel slippage. The first error source
always leads to an apparent shortening of the covered path. The latter error source acts as
blunder. Slippage can be perceived in the time-path chart as jumps with an equivalent behaviour as GPS phase cycle slips. Odometer cycle slips can be repaired by studying the progression of the time-path chart or by comparing it with GPS or total station derived path information. Well-defined “milestones” of balises help to monitor the odometer scale and the odometer slippage.

4.7 Integration of Tracking Total Stations
4.7.1 Characteristics
For the trolley kinematic mode, a Trimble ATS600 optical tracking total station is used. Apart,
there exist interfaces for the Leica-Geocom protocol [LEICA, 2000] for the stop-and-go
mode. For stop-and-go surveys with submillimetric accuracies, a Leica TCA2003 or similar
total stations can be used. The reason for the choice on the ATS600 optical station is its favourable properties with respect to kinematic surveying. The latency between angle and distance measurement of the Trimble ATS600 can be held in small limits. This is affected by
means of internal interpolation algorithms. However, remaining latencies still can influence
the positioning. The consequence of residual latencies for coordinate evaluation is given subsequently.

The ATS600 is equipped with a tracking unit. The tracker controls the servomotors of the total
station as a function of the received infrared light generated by an active prism. The infrared
light is emitted by ten annularly arranged diodes and deflected by a conically shaped mirror
(Figure 4-17). Offsets from a nominal telescope alignment can be obtained by evaluating the
received signal on a four-quadrant semi-conductor cell sensor (position sensitive detector).
Thereby, the intensity differences between diametric quadrants serve as a measure for the
misalignment [INGENSAND et al., 1997]. Signals of the active prism are coded. In contrast
to passive systems where the light for track control is emitted by the tacheometer, the ATS600
only accepts signals emitted by the infrared diodes on the active prism. Therefore, the instrument cannot be locked on retro-reflective targets like those that passive systems occasionally
do. Further, different servo modes are available. Servo modes for fast tracking improve prism
locking by extrapolating the telescope orientation. The instrument can switch between two
different servo modes depending on the angular velocity of the telescope.
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Figure 4-17 Trimble ATS600 and miniprism RMT
For electronic distance measurements, seven singular reflectors are arranged concentrically
above the active unit. EDM and tracking unit are not coaxial. Thus, measurements in the opposite face are not possible.
By means of the telemetry unit, the instrument can be controlled from the trolley. A detailed
command set allows for the programming of the ATS600. General ATS600 information made
by the manufacturer is listed in Table 4-5 [TRIMBLE, 2001b]. The indicated accuracies are
referred to an object moving with constant speed. During acceleration or retarding, the accuracy will decrease.
Category
Maximum acceleration of target
Maximum velocity of target
Timing of data

Accuracy (standard deviation) of
constant speed 1 m/s at 300 m

Parameter
Radial acceleration
Radial speed
Axial speed
Rate
Latency
Synchronised
measurement data
Horizontal

Value
10 gon/s2
25 gon/s
6 m/s
1-6 Hz
183 ms (incl. radio modem)
< 5 ms

Vertical

2 mm + 14 ppm

2 mm + 14 ppm

Table 4-5 Technical specifications Trimble ATS600 according to manufacturer [TRIMBLE, 2001b]
Rigorous strategies for testing tacheometers are specified by ISO regulations [RÜEGER et al.,
2001]. However, an investigation of all possible systematic error sources is neither meaningful nor economical because not all biases affect kinematic track surveys. Therefore, an incomplete catalogue is given here focussing on most significant error budget portions with
regard to kinematic track surveying. The error treatment is separated into stationary and nonstationary errors. Non-stationary errors are limited to time synchronisation aspects.
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Difference [mm]

4.7.2 Common Total Station Biases
Since only one-face measurements are carried out, the common instrument errors of the
tacheometer has to be calibrated. A critical parameter is the index error resulting from a zero
point offset of the vertical angle encoder. An index error pretends jigsaw patterns of the vertical component with the period of instrument set-ups and the amplitude of the index error
scaled by the maximum measured distance. Figure 4-18 shows the difference induced by an
index error of 1 mgon from a nominal profile. Instrument positions are each 200 metres starting at chainage 100 m. As a remedy, the index error is checked and calibrated by a two-face
measurement to a reference marker before a track survey.
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Figure 4-18 Difference from a nominal vertical layout due to a disregarded index error of
1 mgon

Difference [mm]

Further components affecting the vertical layout are zero point offsets of the two-axis compensator. Disregarded zero point offsets pretend an inclined horizon. Figure 4-19 shows the
difference from a nominal layout induced by the along-track component of a zero point offset
error. At the transitions at 200 m and their multiples, discontinuities of 3 mm are caused by a
1 mgon error. Again, two face measurements at the survey begin have to be carried out for
calibration.
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Figure 4-19 Difference from a nominal vertical layout due to a disregarded compensator zero
point offset error of 1 mgon
For high-accurate applications, the total station is set up on the track axis. Surveys or alignments are carried out with similar azimuths. Thus, systematic EDM errors do not affect the
relevant component across to the track axis. However, in practice, set-ups on the track axis are
not desired due to a derogated workflow. By set-ups on the track axis, work efficiency is diminished by a factor of almost two. As a consequence, an EDM-based determination of the
cross component becomes dominant for passings. Thus, additive EDM constants can be perceived with the frequency of the setting-ups affecting the horizontal component across the
track axis. Maximal deviations are pretended to the base point of the plumb-line from the instrument position to the track axis. Figure 4-21 shows the influence of an ignored additive
EDM constant of 2 mm. The network layout is identical to the above-mentioned index error
example. Again, apparent periodic patterns with the frequency of the set-ups are pretended.
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However, maximum differences occur at the total station position. The decay of the peaks
depends on the offset of the instrument position from the track axis. In this example, the instrument was placed 3.5 m next to the track axis.
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Figure 4-20 Difference from a nominal horizontal layout due to a disregarded additive constant of 2 mm
It is obvious that periodic track errors coming from surveys must be avoided. Such patterns
can activate circulating trains with corresponding travel speed and eigenfrequencies evoking
undesired side effects as accelerated rail wastage.
Less critical are horizontal collimation errors, trunnion axis errors and horizontal zero point
offsets of the tracking device. These types of errors are compensated by the orientation determination by means of reference points. Since horizontal lines of sight are predominant, the
influences of collimation and trunnion axis errors are equal and do not affect the angle measurements.
As a further error source, the changing prism orientation with respect to total station telescope
has to be considered. Target eccentricities cause errors of different magnitudes depending on
the prism orientation [FAVRE et al., 2000]. Again, these errors carry weight if trolley passings are admitted. [GROSSE-HÜNDFELD et al., 2004] studied the influence of different
prism orientations on positioning. For that purpose, the RMT prism was mounted on a
theodolite. The nominal directional orientation of the prism was determined by the theodolite
angle reading. Figure 4-21 shows the differences from a mean prism position for the horizontal directions, the vertical angles and the horizontal distances and their corresponding spectra
for a ten metre base line. Directional effects can be studied best at short distances due to the
narrow light bundle. The found amplitudes in the order of 0.5 mm do not cause concern for
kinematic applications. The seven singular EDM reflectors cause the 57 gon period in the
distance chart. This is implied by two aliasing frequencies in the corresponding distance spectrum. Predominant frequencies in the horizontal angle spectrum can be found at 200 gon and
at 100 gon. The 200 gon period can most likely be attributed to a residual central bubble
graduation of the prism. No further effort was undertaken to trace back the 100 gon period.
Then, no predominant frequencies can be found for the vertical component.
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Figure 4-21 Differences from mean Trimble RMT prism position for horizontal direction,
vertical angle and horizontal distance as a function of the prism orientation with corresponding frequency contents.
4.7.3 Deflections of the Vertical
In mountainous regions, the deflections of the vertical mainly affect vertical angle readings.
Horizontal directions are almost not influenced since horizontal lines of sight particularly occur for railway surveying tasks. In Figure 4-22, the effect of a disregarded deflection of the
vertical on a vertical layout is shown. A deflection of the vertical of 1 mgon for the alongtrack component is assumed. The set-up corresponds to the set-up chosen for the index error,
the compensator zero point offset error and the additive constant scenarios. The resulting periodic patterns matches the compensator zero point offset error plot of Figure 4-19. From this,
it follows that deflections of the vertical have to be considered for high-accurate surveys in
mountainous regions.
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Figure 4-22 Difference from a nominal vertical layout due to disregarded deflections of vertical of 1 mgon
4.7.4 Surveys in Canted Sections
Due to the non-coaxial layout of the EDM and the tracking subsystem, geometrical eccentricities between both systems have to be considered. Eccentricities concerning the vertical angular readings are considered by the manufacturer. However, in canted track sections with inclined prisms, these eccentricities also affect horizontal angular readings [GLAUS, 2003]. An
observer using the telescope perceives a horizontal offset of the reticule from the EDM prism
rosette (Figure 4-23). This means that the horizontal angular reading does not correspond with
the prism reference point. Biases from the nominal position of up to 5 mm can be observed
mainly depending on the prism inclination.

b

Figure 4-23 Tracking of ATS600 prism in canted section. The EDM rosette and the diode ring
offset are separated by the offset b.
For the evaluation of this bias, the angle ray SR is projected to the distance ray SD (Figure
4-24). Then, the azimuthal correction ΔτSR with respect to the angular ray can be expressed as
sin Δτ SR ≅

bhc
d SR

(4.56)

with
bhc = bh ⋅ sin (τ Tr − τ SR + ϑb )

(4.57)

bh ≅ b ⋅ α 2 + β 2

(4.58)
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tan ϑb ≅

β
α

(4.59)

bh is the projection of the offset b between the prism and diode ring onto a horizontal plane. b
amounts to 4.7 cm for the ATS600. bhc represents the component of bh across to the distance
ray. ϑb is the orientation angle of bh in the body system. τSR corresponds to the measured orientation angle from the station S to the diode ring R. τTr is the current azimuth of the track
axis. α and β are the longitudinal and transversal inclinations, respectively. Here, the inclinations are positive for left curves and declines. Since α and β are small, Euclidian geometry
can be applied. Note also that ϑb is taken counter-clockwise.
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Figure 4-24 Reduction due to inclined prism in canted section

Longitudinal inclinations differing form zero just contribute for corrections along the track
and become dominant for trolley pass-bys. Due to maximal track gradients of 50 per mil, the
longitudinal component contributes 2.5 mm at most to the azimuthal correction. However, if
the alignment principle is followed, longitudinal inclinations do not affect the angular readings. Therefore, for the sake of simplicity, ϑb is set to π2 and (4.56) becomes
sin Δτ SR ≅

b ⋅ β ⋅ cos (τ SR − τ Tr )
d SR

(4.60)

Easting and northing of the EDM reflector rosette in the global system are obtained by
YD ≅ YR − b ⋅ β ⋅ cos (τ SR − τ Tr ) ⋅ cos τ Tr
X D ≅ X R + b ⋅ β ⋅ cos (τ SR − τ Tr ) ⋅ sin τ Tr

(4.61)

4.7.5 Synchronisation of Distances and Angles
For kinematic positioning, the components of a tacheometer have to provide synchronised or
time-tagged data. Non-considered latencies between angle and distance measurements lead to
systematic coordinate errors [KUHLMANN, 1999]. A model for correcting 3D-positions due
to such latencies gives [STEMPFHUBER et al., 2000]. Here, a derivation for the twodimensional case is given. The two-dimensional approach covers the demands for track surveying. It will be shown subsequently that the trolley velocity is an acting parameter evaluating the magnitudes of latency-induced coordinate offsets. For trolley surveys, the vertical
component of the velocity vector is small compared to the horizontal component. Its impact
on height determination is not followed up.
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Latencies between the different subsystems of a tacheometer are caused by their different operation principles. In general, it is not possible to trigger angle and distance measurements at
one common epoch. The angle encoders can be read out and corrected for calibration parameters (e.g. axis anomalies) within a few milliseconds; similar but not equal time spans are required for electronic distance measurements. Latest generation tacheometers yield 60 Hz
sampling rates for angular encoders and 80 Hz readouts for EDM components
[STEMPFHUBER et al., 2004]. The used ATS600 probably updates angles and distances with
similar frequencies. For the user, 6 Hz data at most are available at the interface (Table 4-5).
The EDM subsystem of the ATS600 works according to the phase difference measurement
principle. In contrary to the static case, not a signal-to-noise ratio has to be kept within a predefined threshold. In doing so, this would result in varying time intervals not allowing for the
assignment of accurate time tags. In fact, the total time of distance measurement is held constantly. Modern EDM components acquire a distance within 0.1 ms but distances are integrated during a certain minimal time span to ensure a certain quality. Typically, 10 ms (corresponding approximately to the above-mentioned 80 Hz) are required for a representative distance measurement. The assigned time tag has to be attributed to any point in time of the corresponding interval. By means of a further subsystem, the compensator components for corrections due to an inclined vertical axis of the total station are measured. The read out of the
fluid compensators in motion is a delicate task. In place of raw compensator measurements,
which are adulterated by the accelerated fluid surface, an adequate inclination model with
occasional measurement updates provides in general results that are more reliable.
Figure 4-25 gives more information about the total latency and its portions. Apart of the mentioned EDM latency, the delay from the deliverance of the data package to the arrival at the
data acquisition unit has to be known, unless the tacheometer provides individual time tags in
a known time system for each data record. The knowledge of ATS internal, radio and interface latencies is essential, since total station data are correlated on the trolley with secondary
sensors like track gauge angular transducers or laser scanners. Interface latencies on the data
acquisition computer have to be minimised by using a real-time extension for the corresponding operating system in order to control interrupts. Subsequently, the influence of the EDM
delay is discussed on positioning.
Time taken to
measure distance
Coarse

Fine

Time taken to
measure direction

EDM
latency

t

Internal
latency

Radio
latency

Interface
latency

Total latency
Figure 4-25 Latency portions of a tracking tacheometer (partly from [TRIMBLE, 2001b])

Now, the question is raised of how latencies between angle and distance measurements (EDM
latency) act on coordinate evaluation. First, the progression of the polar elements as a function
of time is studied. Therefore, a run on a straight line is considered. The polar measuring elements slope distance D, direction r and zenith angle z are expressed as a function of time. Let
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the trolley run on a constant level H. The tacheometer is to be placed at chainage l0. Its offset
from the track is a0. Its transverse axis is at the elevation H0. Then, the polar elements and
their time derivatives are given by (4.62) to (4.67).
D (t ) =

( v ⋅ t − l0 )

2

+ a02 + ( H − H 0 )

2

(4.62)

dD v ⋅ t − l0
=
⋅v
dt
D

(4.63)

v ⋅ t − l0
a0

(4.64)

tan r ( t ) =

a0 ⋅ v
dr
= 2
dt a0 + ( v ⋅ t − l0 )2

(4.65)

H − H0
D (t )

(4.66)

H − H 0 dD
dz
= 2
⋅
dt D ⋅ sin z dt

(4.67)

cos z ( t ) =

Figure 4-26 shows the corresponding plots. In the example, the total station was set up at
chainage l0 = 100 m, 2.5 m and 10 m next to the track axis. The transverse axis is 1.6 metres
above the track axis. The trolley is moved with a constant speed of 1 m/s. The resulting angular variations (horizontal component) show that even for a moderate speed and typical set-ups
for track surveying, limits are reached for prism locking (25 gon/s according to manufacturer).
For surveys at walking speed, distance variations are not of concern. Similarly, zenith angle
variations are not critical with regard to prism locking for track surveys.
Formulae (4.62) to (4.67) shed light on the impact of a latency on the polar elements. Thus, at
chainage l0 a distance lagged by dt does not have any consequence on a combined treatment
of distance and angular measurements. In contrast, if r(t) is delayed by dt at t=0, then a
maximal positioning error in the direction of motion results.
Further, variations of measuring elements have certain relevance if coordinates have to be
interpolated for the assignment of cants and track gauges, for instance. If the trolley speed is
not constant or the nominal track is not a straight line, the functional relations between time
and the polar measuring elements do not hold any longer. Instead, dependencies that are more
complex take place. If the polar measuring elements are transformed to Cartesian coordinates
linear relations are obtained for the three components x, y, z for a straight line and a constant
velocity. Variations from a constant speed and a straight line just give rise for minor deviations from these linear functions. The interpolation of these curves remains good-natured.
Low-order polynomials suffice for interpolation.
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Figure 4-26 Angle and distance variations for a trolley passing. Adapted from [HENNES, 1999]

The previous considerations revealed directional dependencies for kinematic coordinate
evaluation. Now, the effect of a latency on positioning is studied. The distances are to be
lagged by dt with respect to the directions. In order to estimate the components along and
across a track, again a trolley run on a straight, horizontal line is considered again. For convenience, the zenith angle variation is supposed to be zero. Figure 4-27 elucidates that a particular direction r is measured at the time tr. A distance measurement is available at the time
td. However, the total station stores both elements at an arbitrary time with the time tag tr.
During the time span Δt = tD – tr, the trolley covers the distance Pr PD . For a constant velocity
and a constant latency, it holds
Pr PD = v ⋅ Δt

(4.68)
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Figure 4-27 Influence of latency on horizontal component
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Then, the law of cosine in the triangle

renders

d D2 = d r2 + ( vΔt ) − 2 ⋅ d r ⋅ vΔt ⋅ cos ( π2 + r ) .

(4.69)

d r = d D2 − ( vΔt ) cos 2 r − vΔt ⋅ sin r .

(4.70)

2

A solution of (4.69) is
2

The second solution is not of interest here. In general, it is d D2

( Δt ⋅ v )

2

cos 2 r . Thus, it fol-

lows
d r ≅ ( d D − vΔt ⋅ sin r )

(4.71)

The displacements of the nominal trajectory can now be evaluated by
dY ≅ ( d D − d r ) ⋅ sin r

(4.72)

dX ≅ ( d D − d r ) ⋅ cos r

(4.73)

dY ≅ vΔt ⋅ sin 2 r

(4.74)

and

Using (4.71), one finds
and
dX ≅

1
⋅ vΔt ⋅ sin 2r
2

(4.75)

(4.74) and (4.75) give the relation between a constant latency Δt between angle and distance
measurements and the influence of Cartesian coordinate evaluation. Conceptually, the findings correspond to the model given by [STEMPFHUBER et al., 2000] linearised and reduced
to the two-dimensional case. (4.74) and (4.75) are independent from the offset a0 of the total
station from the track and therefore also from the angular velocity of the total station telescope. (4.74) has its maximum at r = ± π2 , (4.75) at r = ± π4 . Both components vanish at r = 0
(Figure 4-28). The absolute value of the components dY and dX tends to vΔt for r → ± π2 .
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Contrariwise, if a run on a straight trajectory can be assumed, the latency Δt between angle
and distance measurement can be estimated. The magnitude of the latency can be quickly
evaluated by looking at the two maxima of (4.75). For the maximal deviations from the nominal track at r = ± π4 , it holds
Δt ≅ 2 ⋅

dX max
v

(4.76)
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Figure 4-28 Displacements from a nominal trajectory due to a latency between the angle and
the distance measurement of 0.2 s (velocity 1 m/s). The total station is placed at chainage
100 m with the distance a0 next to the track axis.

In the so-called robotic mode, the ATS600 internally assumes constant sampling intervals for
both, the direction measurements and the distance measurements. Further, a constant latency
between distance and angle measurements is arranged. These assumptions allow for an internal correction due to EDM latency. For this purpose, two adjacent direction measurements are
linearly interpolated to the time tag of the distance measurement:
rt ,di = rt ,ri +

Δr
⋅ Δtr ,d .
Δtr

(4.77)

rt,di is the direction at the time when the distance was taken, Δr is the difference of the two
adjacent directions, Δtr is the sampling interval of the direction measurements and Δtr,d is the
latency between the direction and the distance measurement. By means of this interpolation
step, the synchronisation uncertainty can be significantly reduced. For the ATS600, a synchronisation error of 5 ms is given (Table 4-5).
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S
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Figure 4-29 Principle of direction and distance synchronisation carried out by the robotic
mode of the ATS600 (from [TRIMBLE, 2001b])

On the calibration track of the Institute of Geodesy and Photogrammetry of the Swiss Federal
Institute of Technology of Zürich, measurements particularly with regard to the verification of
the latency between direction and distance measurements were carried out. A Trimble RMT
mini prism mounted on a moving platform was tracked by the ATS600. The tacheometer was
placed on a pillar at station 20 m 2.25 metres next to the calibration track. Runs with different
platform velocities, servo modes and prism orientation were carried out. Comprehensive results are compiled in [GROSSE-HÜNDFELD et al., 2004]. Here, only a representative plot is
given illustrating the findings of this section.
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Figure 4-30 Forward and backward run on a calibration track carried out at a velocity of
0.45 m/s

Figure 4-30 shows a forward and a backward run carried out at a velocity of 0.45 m/s. Displacements from the nominal straight line of up to 8 millimetres occurred in the regions of
r = ± π4 . According to (4.76), a latency of 35 ms has to be taken into account. A more reliable
model fits (4.75) to the pattern of the forward run and the backward run, respectively. This
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approach yields a latency of 20 ms. Nominal curves for this latency are given for the forward
and the backward run in Figure 4-30. Residual errors between the actual and nominal curves
can be attributed to the changing prism alignment and deviations from a constant latency. The
specified 5 ms synchronisation error could not be confirmed for the used instrument.
Both runs were contaminated by outliers. Outliers in the order of magnitude of several centimetres occurred at the 57 gon direction interval whenever the laser beam hit the interspace
between two singular prisms.
4.7.6 Internal Tacheometer and Radio Latencies
ATS600 data are sent to the Swiss Trolley laptop by a radio link. To accelerate data transmission, BCD (binary coded decimal) coding is used. Thus, only 15 bytes are used for a complete
tacheometer data record. For a 9600 baud rate, data transmission can be realised within 16 ms.
However, internal delays of the tacheometer and the radio exceed data transmission latency
by one magnitude and have to be considered if the ATS600 positioning is combined with other
data. A latency of 183 ms is specified by the manufacturer.

In general, not the absolute latency is of interest but the relative latency between two sensors.
Latency is not critical for almost steady parameters such as the track gauge or the cant. However, latency becomes important for laser scanners acquiring data with a high dynamic range.
A calibration approach for the determination of the latency between a laser scanner and a positioning sensor is given in section 4.10.6.

4.8 Integration of GPS
4.8.1 Characteristics
In addition to total stations, GPS-RTK can be applied for absolute positioning. Preferably, a
Trimble 5700 two frequency receiver with 1PPS output is used [TRIMBLE, 2001a]. The
Trimble 5700 receiver resolves the carrier phase ambiguities on-the-fly (OTF) typically within
10 seconds whereby base line length, multipath and prevailing atmospheric conditions are
acting parameters. 10 Hz position updates are available. However, the more accurate synchronised mode only supports 1 Hz position fixes. The synchronised RTK solution yields the
highest position accuracy and suits the Swiss Trolley application. With the synchronised option, the trolley receiver waits until the reference station measurements are received before
computing a baseline vector. Specified accuracies given by the manufacturer are for the horizontal component 1 cm + 1 ppm and for the vertical component 2 cm + 2 ppm. The rover receiver handles different GPS data output formats. The Swiss Trolley data acquisition software
makes use of the NMEA protocol.
4.8.2 NMEA Data
Geodetic GPS receivers provide a data string on the serial interface. The most common format
of these data is the NMEA-1083 format, proposed by the U.S. National Marine Electronics
Association. The NMEA format is an eight-bit ASCII format. NMEA data are sent in the form
of strings denoted as sentences starting with the dollar sign delimiter and with a maximal
length of 82 characters. The sentences are subdivided into several fields including an address
field (two characters identifying one of around 40 approved talkers and three characters identifying one of about 60 approved sentence types), a variable number of data field and a checksum field, followed by a carriage return and line feed terminator.
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The Swiss Trolley data acquisition software takes advantage of existing mapping tools on the
receiver. Therefore, the Trimble proprietary PTNL,PJK message is used [TRIMBLE, 2001a],
providing position fixes in a local projection system. An example of the PTNL,PJK message
string is shown below.
$PTNL,PJK,172814.00,290604,+716671.692,N,+112366.391,E,3,07,2.
1,EHT216.033M,*7C

The meaning of the data fields is explained in Table 4-6.
Field

Meaning

Example

1

UTC of position fix

2

Date

3

Northing, in metres

4

Direction of northing (always N)

5

Easting, in metres

6

Direction of easting (always E)

E

7

3

8

GPS quality indicator:
0: Fix not available or invalid
1: Autonomous GPS fix
2: Differential, floating carrier phase integerbased solution, RTK (float)
3: Differential, fixed carrier integer-based
solution, RTK (fixed)
4: Differential, code phase only solution
(DGPS)
Number of satellites in fix

9

DOP of fix

10

Ellipsoidal height of fix

11

M: ellipsoidal height is measured in metres

12

Checksum

172814.00
290604
+716671.692
N
+112366.391

07
2.1
EHT216.033
M
7C

Table 4-6 NMEA-0183 Trimble PTNL, PJK message fields (from [TRIMBLE, 2001a])

The NMEA string contains the time tag in UTC. The offset between GPS time and UTC is
considered. DOP stands for dilution of precision and is a simple function of the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix of the adjusted single point position [e.g. LEICK, 1995]. Here,
the GDOP is meant. The GDOP reflects the geometry on the position and the time estimates.
One serious drawback of the available NMEA format is the lack of an orthometric height output. Differential geoid undulations between the base station and the rover receiver have to be
evaluated separately.

4.9 Boresight Calibration of Prism and Antenna Phase Centre
Section 3.8 introduces for the exterior orientation problem a similarity transformation between the b-frame and the g-frame. Coordinates of an arbitrary point in the g-frame are obtained by
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xQg = xRg + R bg ( xQb − xRb )

(4.78)

where xRg and xRb are the position vectors of the antenna phase centre or the active prism in
the g-frame and the b-frame, respectively. The rotational matrix is given by the current trolley
attitude. The position vector xQb provides the position of the surveyed object in the b-frame.
xQb is determined by the track gauge measuring system or by a laser scanner, for instance. For

an unambiguous transformation from the b-frame into the g-frame the components of the position vector xRb have to be known. The determination of this vector is commonly called boresight calibration [e.g. EL-SHEIMY et al., 2002]. This section explains the boresight calibration of the position vector xRb by means of a forward and a backward trolley run. Identical
points are measured in forward and backward direction by means of the stop-and-go method.
Thus, accelerations affecting the inclination sensors do not occur. This procedure does not
allow for the determination of the vertical component of the xRb vector. However, the vertical
component can be easily obtained by levelling the height difference between the top edges of
both rails and the prism centre or the antenna phase centre, respectively.
For the calibration of the horizontal components of the xRb vector, the centreline of a track is
established by

(

xCg f = xRgf + R bg
xCb f − xRb
f

)

(4.79)

where xCb f is the track centreline forward run fixing in the body frame realised by the two
track gauge levers (section 4.5.1). Correspondingly, we find for the backward run centreline
fixing

(

xCgb = xRgb + Rbbg xCbb − xRb

)

(4.80)

For an identical point on the track, it holds
xCg f = xCgb

(4.81)

or

(R

bg
b

b
g
g
bg b
bg b
− R bg
f ) ⋅ xR = xRb − xR f + Rb xcb − R f xc f

(4.82)

If a non-skewed trolley in forward and backward position is assumed, then it yields further
R bg
f = Rτ Rϕ Rω

(4.83)

Rbbg = Rτ +π R−ϕ R−ω = Rτ +π RϕT RωT

Pitch and roll angles are derived from the inclination sensor measurements. The yaw angle
has to be derived from a nominal azimuth. For the difference Rbbg − R bg
f , we find for small
pitch and roll angles
⎛ − cos τ
⎜
Rbbg − R bg
f = 2 ⋅ ⎜ − sin τ
⎜ ϕ
⎝

sin τ

− cos τ
−ω

0⎞
⎟
0⎟
0 ⎟⎠

(4.84)
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whereas second order terms containing small angles were dropped. (4.84) is singular and does
not allow for the determination of all components of the vector xRb . Like stated before, the zcomponent of the vector xRb cannot be obtained by this set-up. Therefore, the third component
of (4.82) is cancelled for the benefit of the evaluation of the planimetric components. Then,
(4.82) can be solved for xRb′ :
⎛
′⎞
xRb′ = ⎜ ( Rbbg − R bg
f ) ⎟
⎝
⎠

−1

(x

g
Rb

b
− xRgf + Rbbg xcbb − R bg
f xc f

)′

(4.85)

The apostrophe ( ′ ) indicates the reduced two-dimensional vectors and the reduced two-bytwo difference matrix, respectively.
From an economical point of view, this procedure outmatches a direct tacheometric determination of the vector xRb . A tacheometric determination of xRb with respect to the lever zero
positions is in general more time-consuming than the proposed procedure. Metrologically
speaking, a direct tacheometric determination is more accurate since the trolley attitude does
not have to be known. However, (4.85) provides for most applications a sufficiently accurate
vector xRb , since the relative accuracy of track surveys is not affected by the accuracy of xRb .

4.10 Laser Scanners
4.10.1 Characteristics
The S configuration of the Swiss Trolley (Figure 4-3) allows for the adaptation of laser scanners. SICK LMS200-30106 laser scanners are used (Figure 4-31). SICK laser scanners are
widespread within the mobile robotics community [e.g. ARRAS et al., 2003; JENSEN et al.,
2005; REIMER et al., 2005]. The competitive price of the SICK LMS200, its weight (5 kg)
and its integration flexibility compared to geodetic scanners make it also applicable for the
Swiss Trolley.

Figure 4-31 SICK Laser scanner LMS200-30106

The SICK LMS200 bases on the time-of-flight principle. A rotating mirror deflects the laser
beam in a regular interval between 0° and 180° within a plane. The frequency of the rotating
mirror is 75 Hz. 13500 distance measurements per second are carried out. Thus, the angular
resolution in the 180° interval is 1°. Angular step width can be improved by interlacing the
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laser fan by steps of 0.25°. Four consecutive scans provide a complete profile with an angular
resolution of 0.25° or 4.5 mrad. Two distance resolution modes are available. The nominal
range of the 1 centimetre mode is 80 metres. For the 1 millimetre mode, the range is limited to
the 15-bit width of the distance coding (32 metres). This mode is mainly used for Swiss Trolley applications. Due to beam widening, the spot diameter increases as a function of the distance. The spot diameter at 30 metres amounts to 15 centimetres. Figure 4-32 gives and idea
of the angular resolution and reveals that even a five-millimetre overhead line wire separated
about five metres from the moving laser scanner can be recognized. Here, laser beams perpendicularly hit the wire with the used arrangement of the scanners. The velocity in the example was approximately 1 m/s resulting in a resolution in the direction of motion of
1.3 centimetres. The stripe close to the right rail originates from a denser resolution induced
by the overlapping sector of two scanners.

Figure 4-32 Kinematic scan of an overhead line. The overhead wire has a diameter of about
6 mm and is 5.7 m above the track axis.

Further, the SICK scanner supports a synchronised mode. This means for two parallel operating scanners, that they do not interfere. Laser beams emitted by the first scanner are not received by the second scanner. This is realised by timely shifted scans.
Time tags are given by the data acquisition software. Due to large data load on the interface
and the requirements concerning time resolution, the Linux data acquisition software (section
4.2.3) with the adapted Linux real time application interface is used.
4.10.2 Model
The polar measurands provided by the laser scanners are expressed as Cartesian coordinates
in the measuring frame of the scanner. The origin of the measuring system is defined by the
projection centre of the scanner. The y-z-plane is spanned by the laser fan. The y-axis corresponds with a measurement carried out at 0°. The x-axis is perpendicular to the y-z-plane in
such way that a right-handed system is formed (Figure 4-33). If the measuring system is defined in such a manner, roll angles from the measuring system to the body system around 90°
can be excluded for most reasonable scanner mounts. Like stated in section 3.4, roll angles of
90° would lead to singularities for the calibration of the attitude angles.
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Figure 4-33 Definition of the laser scanner measuring system

According to the measuring principle of the SICK scanner, the following sequence is scanned
in the interlaced mode:
0.0 …
13.3 …
26.6…
40.0 …
53.3 …
…

6.7 ms
20.0 ms
33.3 ms
46.7 ms
60.0 ms

0.00°
0.25°
0.50°
0.75°
0.00°

1.00°
1.25°
1.50°
1.75°
1.00°

2.00°
2.25°
2.50°
2.75°
2.00°

…
…
…
…
…

180.00°
179.25°
179.50°
179.75°
180.00°

(181 distances)
(180 distances)
(180 distances)
(180 distances)
(181 distances)

The time tag ti of the k-th beam of a particular scan j is
ti = t j +

( k − 1)
75 ⋅ 360

( j ∈ [1, 2, 3, 4] ; k ∈ [1, 2, 3...180 |181])

(4.86)

where tj is the time tag of the first beam within a particular scan. The corresponding angle is

α i = α j + ( k − 1) ⋅ Δα

( j ∈ [1, 2, 3, 4] ; k ∈ [1, 2, 3...180 |181])

(4.87)

with α j = 0.25° ⋅ ( ( j − 1) mod 4 ) and Δα = 1° . The mirror of the scanner rotates in the counter
clock sense viewed from the origin to the positive x-axis.
Hence, a pixel in the Cartesian measuring frame is obtained by
0
⎛
⎞
⎜
⎟
xm = ⎜ di cos α i ⎟
⎜ d sin α ⎟
i ⎠
⎝ i

(4.88)

where d is the distance measured by the laser scanner and α the angle obtained by (4.87). The
same pixel in the g-frame is expressed by

(

xgP ( t ) = xbg ( t ) + Rbg ( t ) xmb + Rmb ⋅ xmP ( t )

)

(4.89)

Rmb and xmb have to be determined by means of a calibration. Since xbg cannot directly be

determined, it has to make use of an additional vector known in the b- and the g-frame. By
means of (3.39), (4.89) can be written as
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(

xgP ( t ) = xgQ ( t ) + Rbg ( t ) ⋅ xmb − xbQ + Rmb ⋅ xmP ( t )

)

(4.90)

xgQ ( t ) and Rbg ( t ) are obtained by linear interpolation between two position and attitude

fixes.
4.10.3 Yaw Angle Correction

Yaw angles of the Rbg ( t ) -matrix are derived from the trajectory course. For small radii, the
trajectory yaw angle (bearing) is not identical to the platform yaw angle (heading). A small
offset has to be considered. Figure 4-34 shows the situation for a run in a narrow curve. The
trolley is represented by the wheelbase d. The positioning sensor is situated over the front axle
and yields the tangent vector τ tr . The platform tangent vector τ pl is skewed with respect to
the trajectory depending on the track radius.
d

·

dτ

τ pl
τ tr

R

dτ

Figure 4-34 Yaw angle correction

Figure 4-34 reveals that the yaw angle obtained from the trajectory has to be corrected by
dτ = arcsin

d ⋅κ
2

(4.91)

where κ is the curvature of the track. Figure 4-35 shows the yaw angle correction as a function of the radius. For smallest prevailing radii of 150 metres (section 2.1.2) and a wheelbase
of 1.5 metres, the yaw correction angle amounts to five mrad. The determination of the yaw
angle correction is connected with the assessment of the track curvature. If nominal geometry
data are available, the track curvature as a function of the chainage can easily be obtained.
However, in the case of missing nominal geometries, the track curvature has to be derived
from the trajectory. In general, this cannot be done with a sufficient precision since the noisy
trajectory data are amplified by double differentiating the curve. For absolute surveys,
smoothed curvatures derived from the absolute model (section 5.4.3) have to be applied.
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Figure 4-35 Yaw angle correction as a function of the track radius
4.10.4 Evaluation of the Laser Scanner Precision
The manufacturer specifies an overall precision of 5 mm. The error budget is not separated by
portions depending on the distance measuring system and portions depending on the angular
measuring system. [YE et al., 2002] carried out extensive calibration work studying effects of
target surface properties and the influence of the incident angle. They report 3σ -errors of
17 mm for most cases.

For the Swiss Trolley, the given overall precision value was verified by kinematic scans passing five 17.8 cm diameter spheres (Figure 4-36). A SICK scanner was mounted on the Swiss
Trolley profiling perpendicularly to the track axis. Totally, four scans were carried out on a
stretch of 37 metres whereas two scans took place at a velocity of 0.5 m/s and two scans at a
velocity of 1 m/s. Referencing was done with respect to the track chainage. The track chainage was recorded by the odometers. The trolley attitude does not have to be considered. The
attitude as a function of the chainage remains constant for all four trolley runs and is removed
by comparing two individual runs. The five spheres act as control points. The sphere point
clouds were extracted in a 3D point cloud software. Their sphere centres were evaluated by
fitting a sphere with the known radius through each point cloud. The least-squares fits yielded
standard deviations for one pixel in the order of 5 mm. The ranges measured to the spheres
varied between 3.3 m and 11.0 metres. Between 10 and 80 points per sphere could be used for
the fit depending on the distance and the velocity of the scan. A weak decrease of precision
could be noticed with increasing distance. Faster scans provide fewer pixels on the sphere
surface and result in a less reliable fit.
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Figure 4-36 Swiss Trolley scanning five spheres for precision evaluation of the SICK laser
scanner

For the evaluation of the laser scanner precision, the component in the direction of motion is
not of interest. The precision of this component is dominated by the odometer precision.
Therefore, only two-dimensional Helmert transformations in the plane perpendicular to the
track axis were carried out. The standard deviation of one transformed coordinate amounts
again to 5 mm. Distance precision and angular precision can be evaluated by analysing the
orientation of the residuals with respect to the scanner projection centre (Figure 4-37). Radial
residual patterns were found for any run indicating an inferior distance precision compared to
the angular component. The angular component is dominated by the constancy of the rotating
frequency of the mirror and the time tag of a particular beam. In the investigated range up to
12 m, uncertainties of both acting parameters cause marginal radial errors. It can be concluded
that the angular precision must be better than 0.2 mrad.
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Figure 4-37 Residuals of Helmert transformation between scanned spheres and total station
sphere centre coordinates
4.10.5 Variance Propagation for a Given Scanner Arrangement
A frequently used Swiss Trolley set-up uses two scanners whose fans are yawed by ±45° with
respect to the track axis (Figure 4-38). This allows for gathering information of structures
facing towards the direction of motion (see section 3.5.2). The variance propagation for this
particular set-up is expanded in the following starting from the individual variance contributions of the involved subsystems making use of the findings of section 3.8. A tunnel survey
situation is simulated by beams hitting a cylindrical surface. The trolley is supposed to progress on the cylinder axis. The scanner precision for both, the radial and the angular component, were verified in the previous section. A mapping function counting for the resulting incident angles on the cylinder is considered. The Lambertian behaviour leads to

m (ϑ ) =

1
cos ϑ

(4.92)

for distance precision attenuation where ϑ is the incident angle taken to the perpendicular of
the cylinder surface. Figure 4-39 shows the incident angle and the resulting distance precision
as a function of the beam number. For the beams #0 and #180, optimal hits occur. For the
beam #90, distance precision is diminished by a factor of 1.4.
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Figure 4-38 Scanner arrangement on the Swiss Trolley
Distance precision [mm]
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Figure 4-39 Incident angle and distance precision on a cylinder for a 45° yawed laser scanner. The cylinder axis is parallel to the track axis.

The resulting variances for coordinates in the superordinated reference frame are obtained
expanding the covariance matrix (3.41) by the influence of the similarity transformation from
the scanner system to the body system.
Σ xg xg = ( E

Kb

− R bg

R bg

R bg ⋅ K m

Q Q

(E

Kb

− R bg

R bg

R bg ⋅ K m

R bg ⋅ R mb ⋅ Lm ) ⋅ Σ xx ⋅
R bg ⋅ R mb ⋅ Lm )

T

(4.93)

Rmb·Lm propagates the variances of the scanner distances and angles into the body system. Lm
contains the partial derivatives with respect to the scan elements d and α:
⎛ 0
⎜
L = ⎜ cos α
⎜ sin α
⎝
m

The covariance matrix of d and α is

⎞
⎟
−d sin α ⎟
d cos α ⎟⎠
0

(4.94)
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⎛ σ d2 0 ⎞
Σ ss = ⎜
2 ⎟
⎝ 0 σα ⎠

(4.95)

σ d2 is the distance variance amplified by the squared mapping function (4.92).
The overall covariance matrix Σ xx contains the variances of the positioning, the attitude determination, the calibration parameters between the scanning system and the body system, the
scan angle and the scan distance. Positioning and attitude determination are commonly denoted as extrinsic orientation parameters. In turn, the calibration parameters between the
body system and the scanning system are designated as intrinsic orientation parameters. Σ xx
is supposed to be diagonal. Correlations between the singular parameters are excluded. Figure
4-40 shows the 1σ a priori confidence ellipsoids for cylindrical surfaces that are 5 m and 10 m
separated from the track axis. The following assumptions were made for an a priori simulation
with a total station positioning (Table 4-7):
Parameter

Precision

Positioning

3.0 mm

Attitude (pitch, yaw)

1.0 mrad

Attitude (roll)

0.3 mrad

Calibration ( xmb )

1.0 mm

Calibration (orientation angles)

1.0 mrad

Laser scanner distance

5.0 mm

Laser scanner angle

0.2 mrad

Table 4-7 Standard deviations of involved parameters for precision simulation

The attitude roll angle can be determined by almost and order of magnitude better than the
pitch and yaw angle. This is due to the inclination measurements which are almost not affected by nuisance accelerations. In contrast, longitudinal inclinations almost do not contribute to the attitude determination since pitch information can be deduced more precisely from
the total station measurements. Figure 4-40 reveals a readily inhomogeneous progression of
the ellipsoids from the boundaries towards the two central points. The different precisions for
the attitude angles cause a skew of the ellipsoids. Further, ellipsoids grow towards the central
points due to the extension of the distances acting as levers and the flattening of the incidence
angles. 15 mm semi major axes for ellipsoids are found for the worst case.
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Figure 4-40 Variance propagation for a 45° yawed scanner on cylindrical surfaces which are
5 m and 10 m away from the scanner projection centre.
4.10.6 Kinematic Calibration of Rmb , xmb and the Latency

A static calibration of the six degrees of freedom requires a visualisation of the laser fan. Laser detectors of rotation construction levels can be used. However, tests yielded that a representative mapping of the fan is hard to realise. Further, the body frame has to be represented
by discrete points on the trolley that have to be linked with the laser fan. These issues prevented from a static calibration. Therefore, a simultaneous calibration of Rmb , xmb and the
latency between the scanner and the positioning sensor is aimed for. As a drawback, the calibration parameters are degenerated by the current uncertainty of the trolley position and the
attitude. This is accepted in favour of better pixel recognition and more effectiveness. In contrast to the track axis determination, the latency assessment becomes here relevant due to the
high dynamics of laser scans. A simultaneous calibration scenario of all acting parameters
includes kinematic scans of control points in a global frame. A scanned control point in the
global reference frame is expressed as
xg ( t0 ) = xbg ( t0 + Δt1 ) + Rbg ( t0 + Δt2 ) ⋅ ( xmb + Rmb ⋅ xm ( t0 ) )

(4.96)

where Δt1 is the latency between the positioning system and the scanner. Δt2 is the latency
between the attitude angles and the scanner. A linearisation around t0 yields
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⎛
⎞
∂Rbg
⋅ Δt1 + ⎜ Rbg ( t0 ) +
⋅ Δt2 ⎟ ⋅ ( xmb + Rmb ⋅ xm ( t0 ) ) (4.97)
⎜
⎟
∂t 0
∂t 0
⎝
⎠

∂xbg

In general, Rbg shows a smooth progression with moderate rates. Therefore, a determination
of Δt2 is not considered here. Further, a calibration run on a straight line is to be carried out
where the derivative of Rbg nominally disappears.
A simultaneous calibration of the six degrees of freedom and the latency will not work in
practice since counteracting demands with respect to a precise estimation of the sought parameters are inherent to (4.97). A precise determination of Δt1 asks for fast calibration runs.
On the other, a fast run generates badly resolved scans regarding the direction of motion. Target point recognition becomes less reliable. Therefore, an accurate determination of xmb and
Rmb requires a slow run. Due to these conflictive stipulations, a two-step calibration procedure is proposed here.
Calibration of Rmb and xmb

A slow run minimises the influence of the latency on the calibration of Rmb and xmb . Latency depending terms in (4.97) are dropped. The calibration is realised by control point
measurements in the global frame and comparisons with laser scanner measurements in the
measuring frame. For the evaluation of the rotational matrix Rmb and the translation vector xmb , the position xbg (t ) and the attitude Rbg (t ) have to be known at every epoch t. Linear
interpolation between position fixes for calibration runs on a straight line are acceptable.
Then, control points in the global frame are transformed into the body frame and compared
with the actual scanner coordinates by means of a redundant similarity transformation:

(

)

Rbg−1 ( t ) ⋅ xg0 − xbg ( t ) + vb = xmb + Rmb ⋅ ( xm + vm )

(4.98)

xg0 represents the nominal global coordinates of the control points. Coordinate residuals vb

and vm are admitted in the b- and in the m-frame. (4.98) corresponds to a general leastsquares model (Gauss-Helmert model, see also section 4.4.4).
The manufacturer delivers the projection centre coordinates of the scanner with respect to the
enclosure. Thus, a direct determination of the vector xmb with millimetre accuracy in the body
frame can be carried out a priori. Hence, the three attitude angles in (4.98) remain unknown.
The main difficulty of the proposed calibration approach is the selection of identical control
points in the g-frame and the m-frame. White rectangular targets were used as control points.
The coordinates in the g-frame are determined by total station measurements. The trolley run
is referenced to the same frame by means of connecting ATS600 measurements. As a next
step, the closest pixel to the target centre has to be identified in the preliminary referenced
point cloud. The time tag of the identified pixel allows for the evaluation of the trolley position and attitude. Linear interpolation between adjacent waypoints is acceptable if the calibration stretch is a straight line. Pixel identification is occasionally cumbersome. For a target
10 m separated from the scanner, a maximal error of 2 cm for point identification has to be
taken into account if the correct pixel was chosen. Further, attention has to be paid to the control point configuration. Since the control points are transformed into the laser plane, a good
distribution also concerning the height component has to be aimed for. Control points laying
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in a plane perpendicular to the laser fan in the g-frame are projected onto a line in the b-frame.
This would result in a bad conditioned normal equation matrix.
A calibration was carried out using the described procedure. A good control point distribution
could be realised by incorporating additional points as well-defined structures on overhead
line stanchions. The attitude determination provided a standard deviation for one coordinate
of 8 mm. Attitude angle precision was in the order of 1 mrad.
A more flexible concept provides for a dense, statically acquired scan of the calibration area.
The control point selection is not only restricted to well-defined targets. Every recognisable
object in both scans can serve as a control point.
Latency Calibration

For latency calibration, a well detectable structure is scanned in forward and backward direction. In order to reduce the influence of attitude errors, the structure has to be as close as possible to the scanner. Sleepers in general provide too bad contrast for element extraction and
are not suitable. Good recognisable structures are catenary yokes (Figure 4-41). Here, pitch
errors affect the latency calibration. Pitch angles have to be carefully assessed.

Figure 4-41 Top view of catenary yoke scanned by a forward run (light) and a backward run
(dark)

Figure 4-41 shows a small systematic offset between both scans in chainage direction. This
offset Δl is attributed to a non-considered latency Δt. Figure 4-42 clarifies the latency impact
of one particular edge recognized in a forward and a backward run.
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Figure 4-42 Latency calibration

The position correction due to a non-considered latency is
Δl f = v f ⋅ Δt

(4.99)

where Δl f is the offset due to the latency in forward direction and vf the velocity of the forward run. The corresponding position in the backward scan is
Δl f = Δl + vb ⋅ Δt

(4.100)

with the backward velocity vb. Note that runs against the chainage direction render negative
velocities.
From (4.99) and (4.100), it results for the sought latency
Δt =

Δl
v f − vb

(4.101)

Δl is the offset between the corresponding edges in both scans. (4.101) points out again the
need of fast runs for precise latency determination.
For GPS runs, small latencies can be expected. The real-time data acquisition with synchronised clocks provides for hardly noticeable offsets. However, for the optical total station latency only is a priori known from the technical specifications of the manufacturer. For an
ATS600, a latency of 0.128 s with a standard deviation of 0.009 s was found applying the proposed approach.
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5 Data Processing
5.1 Introduction
This chapter deals with the mutual data treatment of all available information. The geometrical reduction of the sensor data to a common body frame was partly matter of the previous
chapter. In the sequel, a model is given dealing with the reduction of positioning data to the
track centre line. The track centre line acts then as a basis for trajectory filtering, smoothing,
merging and linking laser scan vectors.
For stop-and-go applications such as the alignment of the slab track, data are not submitted to
trajectory filtering modules presented subsequently. Consequently, no assumptions about the
filter behaviour have to be made. In general, the stop-and-go mode provides results that are
more accurate since motion model uncertainties are not introduced. However, work efficiency
is affected dramatically.
Primarily, data processing includes integrity checks and blunder detection for each data channel. Since not all channels are referred to an identical time tag, synchronisation has to be carried out in a second step. Synchronisation to common epochs is not a stringent condition for
the subsequent filtering algorithms. However, data processing becomes less cumbersome.
Great importance is attached to data filtering and smoothing. A kinematic model is introduced
allowing for the functional and stochastic description of the trolley motion. Thus, the inherent
low redundancy of single point trajectory determination can be increased significantly. This
results in a considerable accuracy gain. In order to benefit from the past and future correlations of adjacent measurements, data are post-mission processed by means of a Kalman Filter
working in forward and backward direction. A final smoother step provides an optimal solution incorporating all available information. A scheme of the filter data processing is given in
Figure 5-1.
Figure 5-1 reveals that the chosen model uses a cascading or a loosely coupled filter concept.
In contrast to a tightly coupled filter, kinematic data are pre-processed for each channel separately. This allows for a more flexible and modular treatment. On the other hand, a tightly
coupled or centralised filter just uses one error state model and would lead to an optimal solution. However, filter formulation becomes more complex. Large size of error state models
result. For a detailed discussion about the degree of coupling, see [SKALOUD, 1999].
As an alternative to Kalman filtering, a smoothing splines approach is presented here. In contrary to common smoothing splines [e.g. DE BOOR, 2001], the proposed approach allows for
the introduction of first derivatives as additional observations.
The typical workflow of a kinematic track survey contains several track runs with overlapping
sections. To improve accuracy, a track is normally surveyed in both directions. A further postprocessing step allows for merging data from all runs and takes into consideration the eventual remaining biases. The merge process accounts for the covariance matrix of the single
filtered solutions. Sections with poor GPS receptions or with GPS outages (tunnels, bridges)
are supplemented by total station measurements in combination with the trolley. The total
station data are tied up to the GPS reference frame. If laser scans were carried out, the transformed vectors are attached to the merged trajectory (Figure 5-2).

Odometers
(centerline path)

Transducer left

Transducer right

GPS/RTK and/or tracking total stations

Corrected
gradients

Track
gauge

Results (Steering file for tamping machines,
charts, 3D-point clouds and so forth)

Inclination sensor
(gradient)

Forward / backward filter and smoother

Inclination sensor
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Synchronisation, reduction to reference rail and
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Attach laser scan vectors

Results
Linking laser scan vectors
•
•

Merged trajectory

…

Figure 5-1 Post-processing concept [GLAUS, 2004]

Attach laser scan vectors

Figure 5-2 Merging several filter runs
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5.2 Post-Processing Software Concept
All modules are written in the Delphi programming language for the Windows operating system. For matrix and vector operations, the MtxVec library is used. MtxVec makes extensive
use of Lapack. Lapack is short for Linear Algebra Package. Lapack is today de-facto standard
for linear algebra and is free.
rmpAnalysis unifies the introductorily mentioned filter and merging strategies in one programme. The acronym rmp stands for real-time multisensor platform and elucidates the fact
that not only Swiss Trolley data but also data acquired by the platform mounted on any vehicle can be processed. Data filtering for several runs and the final merging step can be realised
by batch processing (Figure 5-4). Results of each filter and the final merge step can be visualised by floating charts (Figure 5-3). Each filter or merge step is divided into several so-called
subsystems. Each subsystem owns an input and an output interface. Input and output can be a
single data channel represented by a vector or multiple data channels represented by an array
of vectors or a matrix. Some algorithms were developed and tested by Matlab and Simulinkprocedures before implementing them in the Delphi environment.

Figure 5-3 Graphical user interface of the post-processing software rmpAnalysis
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Figure 5-4 Batch-processing with rmpAnalysis

5.3 Data Preprocessing
5.3.1 Blunder Labelling
We consider a signal xi (t ) that is corrupted by additive Gaussian noise ni (t ) and impulsive
noise ii (t )

xi (t ) = si (t ) + ni (t ) + ii (t )

(5.1)

The impulsive noise is assumed to take a large value relative to the other components in (5.1).
For the track-surveying trolley, such high-frequent spikes can be noticed for the angular transducers if welding seams are passed or for accelerations affecting the gradient inclination sensor. Further, the total station ATS600 occasionally provides wrong phase ambiguities which
results in 10 m errors. The signal of interest si (t ) here is found by two steps. Firstly, the impulsive noise is labelled as an outlier in the observed signal xi (t ) . The applied strategy is
stated below. Secondly, the remaining Gaussian noise is reduced by low-pass filters.
Extremely high or low values within a data series can be removed by the classical median
filter [e.g. TUKEY, 1977]. The median filter removes high frequent dither spikes from data
supposed to proceed constantly within a data window whose size has to be defined. The median filter has the property of not affecting step functions or ramp functions. Pulse functions
whose periods are less than one-half the window width, are suppressed. However, the peak of
the triangle is flattened. Due to the awkward property of flattening peaks, a modified filter is
used for outlier detection. A robust estimate of the scale of the input data window is obtained
by calculating the median absolute deviation from the median (MAD) [e.g. SACHS, 1984] of
the data window

{

madi = median x j − median { x j }

Then,

}

(5.2)
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di ≤ k ⋅ madi
⎧⎪ xi ,
xˆi = ⎨
⎪⎩ median { x j } , d i > k ⋅ madi

(5.3)

di = xi − median { x j }

(5.4)

where

k is an arbitrary chosen factor.

Figure 5-5 charts the differences between the MAD and the median filter. The data stem from
one angular transducer of the track gauge measuring system of a trolley survey. The sampling
rate is 20 Hz. The window width is 21. The factor k was set to 4. The MAD filter leaves signals as they are. Spikes are labelled. In contrast, the median filter acts as low-pass filter and
flattens the signal.
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Figure 5-5 Comparison of MAD and median filter
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MAD filtering is applied to the track gauge, the transversal inclination and the longitudinal
inclination channels. In general, these data channels provide slow-changing values. Locally, a
constant can be used to describe the data representatively.
5.3.2 Reduction, Model
Figure 5-6 outlines data preprocessing after blunder labelling. The data preprocessing is compiled in a module called PrePreFilter. Six channels from the data acquisition card are processed here. Each channel provides a vector of the length n where n is the number of epochs.
Thus, a 30 minutes run with a sampling rate of 20 Hz provides 36000 samples for each channel. An additional vector contains the time tags.

The heading of the run is assessed by comparing the first and the last odometer record:
l0 < ln −1 : run in chainage direction
l0 > ln −1 : run against chainage direction

As a next step, the borders of the run are clipped by a user-defined amount. In this manner,
data at the run borders potentially affected by nuisance accelerations are not considered.
The clipped odometer readings are used as a first input for the next data processing module.
Further, odometer readings have to be derived with respect to time for velocity and acceleration evaluation. This is done by means of a local polynomial approximation acting as a FIR
low-pass filters. More information is given in the next section. Cross inclinations, gradients
and the readings of both angular transducers for the track measuring system are low-pass filtered first. Again, polynomials are used. Cross inclinations and gradients are corrected for the
response time TR. Translatory accelerations affecting the gradients are corrected for using
equation (4.36). Centripetal accelerations affecting the cross inclinations are not considered.
Their magnitudes are marginal (see section 4.4.5 for an estimation). The angular transducer
readings are scaled by means of the lever length and processed further according to equation
(4.49) for the track centreline determination. The track gauge evaluation is carried out according to equation (4.53). As it is indicated in Figure 5-6, the longitudinal temperature dilation is
considered using the corresponding dilation coefficient and calibration temperature.
As Figure 5-6 outlines, total station data and GPS data are treated completely independently
from the remaining data channels on this stage of processing. For total station data, EDM latency can be applied (equation (4.77)). Total station data are reduced into the projection plane.
As a result, the coordinates of the prism centre in the reference frame are obtained.
GPS-NMEA strings directly provide coordinates in the reference frame. However, the used
Trimble receivers do not yield orthometric heights but ellipsoidal heights. NMEA strings cannot be connected to a geoid model. Therefore, at this stage of data evaluation, the geoid undulation is evaluated by the post-processing software. Control points with known ellipsoidal and
orthometric heights along the railway track define a geoid model. If nominal geometry data
are available, these control points are mapped to the corresponding chainage axis. For tracks
without nominal geometries, a traverse is defined by chaining the geoid control points. For the
trolley trajectory, the corresponding trajectory points are then mapped to the chainage axis.
The geoid undulations are linearly interpolated. Operators have to be sure to utilise ellipsoidal
heights on GPS base stations. If they do not so, differential geoid undulations between the
base station and the current trolley position have to be applied.
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5.3.3 Linear Filters
This section describes the design of a low pass filter which is most suitable for the preprocessing of A/D converted raw data. A low pass filter is selected which reduces the short-term
noise in the A/D output while not altering the underlying signal. The filter should attenuate all
frequency components which are not due to track induced signals. Digital filters are classified
into to major subclasses: recursive, Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) filters, and non-recursive,
Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filters. The main difference is that the coefficients of the FIR
filters operate only on the input data while the IIR filters feed also back their own output.
Since post-mission processing is applied here, a symmetric FIR filter can be applied. A general form of such an FIR filter is
yi =

q

∑α

k =− p

(5.5)

x

k i−k

where αk are the filter coefficient. A symmetric FIR filter is characterised by p = q and
∑ ak = 1 . Further, (5.5) implies that data are equidistant. For p > 0, the filter is non-causal.
This means that x-values of the future are needed to evaluate the filtered value at epoch i. On
the other hand, the output of the symmetric filter leaves the phase of the original data unchanged. An ideal filter response in the frequency domain has a maximum magnitude response in the pass band and zero elsewhere. By means of a finite number of filter coefficients,
the mentioned criterion is not realisable. Due to the Gibbs phenomenon, overshoots at the cutoff frequency take place. The corresponding coefficients in the time domain can be found by
means of a Fourier transform. For more details, see the extensive literature on this topic [e.g.
OPPENHEIM et al., 1999]. Here, a least-squares approach in the time domain is followed
[CASPARY, 2000]. As an example, a third order polynomial can be adapted to the time series
at five equidistant base points:
xk + vk = b0 + b1k + b2 k 2 + b3k 3

(5.6)

k = -2, -1, 0, 1, 2

k determines the number of time intervals
k=

ti + k − ti
Δt

(5.7)

x
t+2Δt
t+Δt
t-2Δt

t-Δt

t

t

Figure 5-7 Smoothing by adjusting a polynomial at five equidistant base points

The adjusted coefficients are just needed for k = 0. Thus, one finds for the filtered value yi:
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yi = b0 / i

(5.8)

The least squares solution yields the required coefficient b0
b0 =

1
( −3x−2 + 12 x−1 + 17 x0 + 12 x1 − 3x2 )
35

(5.9)

The frequency characteristics can be obtained by applying a digital Fourier transform on the
filter coefficients.
The precision of the filtered values can be estimated by studying their variance propagation. If
a single value x owns the variance σx, then the variance for the filtered value is
2

σ y2 = σ x2 ⋅ ∑ α k = 0.49 ⋅ σ x2

(5.10)

k =−2

For the correction of the inclination measurements, the first and second derivatives with respect to time of (5.6) are needed. The filtered velocity and acceleration can be obtained by
∂x ∂k
1
⋅ = b1 ⋅
∂k ∂t
Δt

(5.11)

∂ ⎛ ∂x ∂k ⎞
1
⎜ ⋅ ⎟ = 2b2 ⋅ 2
∂t ⎝ ∂k ∂t ⎠
Δt

(5.12)

1
( x−2 − 8 x−1 + 8 x1 − x2 )
12

(5.13)

1
( 2 x−2 − x−1 − 2 x0 − x1 + 2 x2 )
14

(5.14)

v=

and
a=

with the least squares solutions
b1 =

and
b2 =

The corresponding noise gains are

σ =
2
v

σ a2 =

σ x2
Δt 2

σ x2
Δt

2

⋅ ∑ α = 0.90 ⋅
k =−2

v
k

2

⋅ α ka = 0.29 ⋅
4 ∑
k =−2

σ x2
Δt 2

σ x2
Δt 4

(5.15)
(5.16)

In comparison with an unfiltered series, noise can be significantly reduced. The unfiltered
series of the actual value, its first and second derivative owns noise gains of 1, 2 and 6.
The complete filtered series can be obtained by means of a convolution of the raw values with
the filter coefficients
y =α ∗x

(5.17)

For a symmetric filter, values of the epochs [0..p-1] and [n-1-p..n-1] cannot be convolved.
The PrePreFilter module discards these values after convolution.
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5.3.4 Synchronisation
As explained in section 4.2.3, two concepts of synchronisation have to be applied. Firstly, the
DAQ card is triggered by the 1PPS pulse. Secondly, if no 1PPS pulse is available, each sensor
stores data with a time tag given in a unique time frame.

In the first case, data are normalised to an equidistant one-dimensional grid defined by the
GPS sampling interval. This is realised again by means of a convolution using a symmetric
smoothing filter
z =α ∗ y

(5.18)

Thus, the sampling interval of the synchronised data corresponds to the GPS sampling interval.
In the second case, the positioning sensor epochs do not coincide with the DAQ card epochs.
For synchronisation, smoothing polynomials are used. In contrary to the FIR filter approach,
all coefficients of the polynomial have to be known, since k in (5.6) does not vanish for the
sought epoch. In general, k will be a floating-point number. The polynomial fit leads to a
Vandermonde system. Vandermonde systems tend to be ill conditioned. Solving for the coefficients asks for specialised routines (e.g. [PRESS et. al., 1994]).
Third order polynomials are used for time synchronisation. Due to the smooth progression of
all involved parameters, third order polynomials accurately interpolate unsynchronised data.
This does not hold for the acquired polar elements of tacheometric runs passing by the total
station. As it can be seen in Figure 4-26, rates are maximal, if the trolley passes the total station. In order to rid these pseudo-accelerations of the total station measurements, the polar
elements are transformed to Cartesian coordinates. If the trolley runs are straight lines and the
motion is uniform, then the Cartesian coordinates are linear functions of the covered path. The
local Cartesian coordinates are rotated against a primary reference frame by the unknown orientation of the graduated circle.
5.3.5 Reduction to the Centre Line of the Track
For track survey smoothing, two approaches are conceivable. If the track axis is not of interest, trajectory smoothing is applied. However, if the track axis is sought, the centre line track
axis vector can be attached at every epoch to the actual trajectory. The points of these arrows
tend to form a curve to be smooth. For smoothing of the centre line, the track centre line
measurements have to be transformed first into the global reference frame by

xcg (t ) = xPg (t ) + R bg (t ) ⋅ ( xcb (t ) − xPb )

(5.19)

xPb is the vector of the positioning sensor within the body frame. Its coordinates are found by

a calibration. xcb (t ) is the measured track centre line in the body system xPg (t ) is the vector
given by the positioning sensor and R bg (t ) the rotation matrix between the two frames.
R bg (t ) contains the Euler angles. The roll and pitch angles can be obtained by the inclination
measurements by means of equations (4.41) and (4.42). One difficulty consists in the azimuth
of the track centre line which is not known at this state of data processing. Here, two approaches are applied:
If a nominal geometry is available, nominal azimuths can be easily obtained as a function of
the chainage.
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In case of missing geometric base data, initial azimuths have to be computed. Initial azimuth
can be obtained by
tan τ =

Y
X

(5.20)

Y and X denotes easting and northing, respectively. With regard to the extended Kalman filter
formulation, initial values for the curvature are evaluated in the same step

κ=

YX − YX

(Y

2

+X

3
2 2

)

(5.21)

using again polynomials for low pass filtering, (5.20) and (5.21) become
tan τ =

κ=

b1
a1

(5.22)

2a1b2 − 2a2b1

(a

2
1

3
2 2
1

+b

)

(5.21)

5.4 Trajectory Smoothing by a Kalman Filter
5.4.1 Discrete Kalman Filter
The preprocessed data are for optimal trajectory estimation processed by a discrete Kalman
filter. This algorithm estimates the state of a system at the time tk based on observations at this
time as well as all prior information that is captured in the state at time tk-1. Then, an estimation at a subsequent time tk+1 is obtained recursively using the estimate at time tk and new information up to the new time. Theoretical background of the algorithm can be found in many
textbooks (e.g. [GELB, 1974]).

The nature of the Kalman filter is the combination of measurement and system dynamics
equations for an optimal estimate of the current system state by means of the minimisation of
the error variances. Optimal also means that all available deterministic and stochastic information is incorporated into the filter. The system equations can be put up by the use of a priori knowledge about railway tracks and the mass point kinematics derived in section 2.3. The
expansion of the filter equations leads to a representation which can be considered as a leastsquares adjustment problem [HEUNECKE, 1995].
The adaptation to the real situation, the parameter identification, is realised by the observations. System identification on the other hand denotes the mathematical description between
the transfer behaviour of input and output parameters. The incompatibility between theory and
the real situation is expressed in the filter innovation.
In contrast to the symmetric smoothing filter of section 5.3.3, the Kalman filter is a recursive
filter or an IIR filter. The filter uses filtered values dating back. There is no need to store past
measurements for computing present estimates. This makes the Kalman filter especially suitable for real-time applications. A self-contained processing would require too many computation time and memory.
The set-up of the Kalman filter algorithm starts with the state-space notation of a dynamic
system. The state-space notation allows for the computation of the state of any epoch if the
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state vector at a particular time and a description of the system forcing and control behaviour
are given:
x (t ) = F (t ) ⋅ x (t ) + G (t ) ⋅ w (t ) + L (t ) ⋅ u (t )

(5.23)

x(t) is the state vector, F, G and L are well defined matrices and are in general time dependent.
The non-homogenous, forcing part of the equation consists of a deterministic component u(t)
and a stochastic component w(t). u(t) can be used to model a deterministic forcing part.
The discrete, stationary solution of (5.23) neglecting deterministic forcing parts is described
by the vector difference equation (ahead propagation of the state):

xk = Φ k −1 ⋅ xk −1 + Γ k −1 ⋅ wk −1

xk ∈ℜ p , wk ∈ℜq , Φ k −1 ∈ ℜ p× p , Γ k −1 ∈ℜ p×q (5.24)

Φk-1 is the transition matrix for p state parameters to be taken between the epoch tk-1 and tk.
Γk-1 is the disturbance input matrix for p state parameters and q process noise parameters wk.
Measurements are taken at every epoch k and are incorporated as linear functions of the state.
An additive noise contribution vk is admitted

zk , vk ∈ℜr , H k ∈ ℜr× p

zk = H k xk + vk

(5.25)

In contrast to the classical geodetic observation model, the residual vk is introduced here with
opposite sign. This does not have any consequences for the further considerations.
Assumptions about the behaviour of the stochastic components have to be made. wk consists
of a Gaussian, zero-mean, white noise process

wk ∼ N ( 0, Qk )
cov ( wk , wl ) = 0

∀k ≠l

(5.26)

Similar assumptions are made for vk:
vk ∼ N ( 0, Rk )

(5.27)

Qk and Rk are the covariance matrices of the process noise and the measurement noise. Furthermore, the initial state ξ is a random vector with the stochastic property

ξ ∼ N ( x0 , P0 )

(5.28)

x0 is the expectation value. P0 is the initial covariance of the process. Assumptions about x0
and P0 have to be made in order to initiate the filter. Further, it is assumed that the random
variables xk, wk, vk are mutually independent. These presumptions about the stochastic behaviour are not mandatory. Even for coloured noise between the stochastic parameters, almost
optimal states can be obtained. However, this results in a more complex filter formulation
[SCHRICK, 1977].
All findings given yet are valid for a discrete-time controlled process that is governed by linear stochastic difference equations. The more general case of a non-linear process or measurement relationships leads to the formulation of the so-called extended Kalman filter (EKF)
[JAZWINSKI, 1970]. The EKF expands the non-linear process and measurement relations in
Taylor series around initial state vectors xk0 that are close to xk . Transition, disturbance input
and measurement matrices are replaced by Jacobian matrices of partial derivatives with respect to the state and the process noise, respectively. The estimates xˆk are then repeatedly
improved, each time linearising around the most recent estimate. The non-linearities of the
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EKF appear in the state propagation and in the measurement update. The truncation of higher
order terms result in propagation errors and in biased estimates [JULIER et al., 2004]. The
kinematic model of the Swiss Trolley makes use of non-linear process and measurement dependencies. Due to the good-natured, almost linear state propagation along railway tracks of
all involved parameters, convergence emerges rapidly.
Figure 5-8 shows the filter loops. The equations of the Kalman filter can be assigned to two
groups. The prediction equations propagate the current state and its covariance forward in
time. In Figure 5-8, a (-) is used to denote a state and its covariance just prior to the inclusion
of a measurement zk. The measurement update equations incorporate new information. By the
Kalman gain matrix K, this new information is weighted in relation to the expected values.
This difference zk − h( xˆk ) is the before mentioned filter innovation. It is up to the filter user
how much of the innovation should be added to the a priori estimate. If the measurements are
not precise, i.e. Rk is large, the Kalman gain will be small and the filter “relies” on the process. Note that in Figure 5-8 non-linear functions have taken the place of the linear state propagation (5.24) and linear measurement update (5.25).

Time-Update

Measurement-Update
(1) Computation of the Kalman gain

(

)

−1

(1) Ahead propagation of state

K k = Pk− H kT H k Pk− H kT + Rk

xˆk− = f ( xˆk −1 )

(2) State update with measurement zk

(2) Ahead propagation of error covariance

xˆk = xˆk− + K k ( zk − h( xˆk− ) )
(3) Update of error covariance matrix

Pk− = Φ k −1 Pk −1Φ Tk −1 + Γk −1Qk −1ΓkT−1

Pk = ( I − K k H k ) Pk− ( I − K k H k ) + K k Rk K kT
T

k:= k+1
Initial estimates for xˆk −1 and Pk −1

Figure 5-8 Extended Kalman filter loops (adapted from [WELCH, 1997])
The form of

Pk = ( I − K k H k ) Pk− ( I − K k H k ) + K k Rk K kT
T

(5.29)

ensures the symmetry and positive definiteness of the computed matrices. However, it is prudent to replace the computed covariance matrices by [JEKELI, 2001]

Pk− :=

(

T
1 −
Pk + ( Pk− )
2

)

(5.30)
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Pk :=

1
( Pk + PkT )
2

(5.31)

5.4.2 Backward Filter and Smoother
A forward filtered solution for an epoch k is obtained by operating on all the data before the
epoch k. For post-mission data, a filtered state for epoch k can also be obtained by processing
all the data after the epoch k. The combination of this backward and forward filtered solution
provides an optimal smoother. All available information is used by the two filters. The lags
inherent to a causal filter can be minimised. In literature, different types of smoothing can be
found [JEKELI, 2001]. For post-mission trolley data, a so-called fixed-interval smoother can
be applied. Fixed-interval smoothing means that the initial and the final time are fixed and the
estimate is sought, where the time varies from the initial to the final time. There exist several
versions of the fixed-interval smoothing algorithm. Here, a combination of a forward-in-time
and a backward-in-time filter is given [FRASER, 1967]. The forward-in-time filter corresponds to the Kalman filter already discussed in 5.4.1. The backward-in-time filter can be
derived from the forward filter by careful implementation of time indices. The advantage of
such a derivation is the re-use of the scheme exposed in Figure 5-8. According to this, the
state transition matrix and the disturbance input matrix are adapted. We set

tk := T − tk

(5.32)

Δtk −1 k := −Δtk k −1

(5.33)

and

where T is the time tag of the last epoch n. Then, the transition matrix Φ and the disturbance
input matrix Γ becomes

Φ := Φ −1

(5.34)

Γ := −Φ −1 ⋅ Γ

(5.35)

The state transition backward in time corresponds to an inversion of the non-linear forward
transition in Figure 5-8. For this, consider the time axis with an intermediate time index j used
for the backward filter. j increases backward in time.

backward

...

k −2

k −1

k

...

...

j

j −1

j−2

...

forward
t

Figure 5-9 Forward and backward propagation of the state
The ahead propagation of the state in backward-direction is described by

( )

xˆb−j = f −1 xˆb j−1

(5.36)

where f are the governing equations of the forward transition. In general, the solution of the
non-linear equation system (5.36) can only be obtained by iterative methods. Instead, almost
linearity is assumed yielding similar state variations Δxb for adjacent epochs underlying identical time intervals. Therefore, the forward-in-time-propagation of xˆb j−1 is considered
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( )

xˆb−j−2 = f xˆb j−1

(5.37)

xˆb−j−2 = xˆb j−1 + Δxb j−1 j−2

(5.38)

or

Then, the backward propagation derived from the forward propagation can be approximated
by

xˆb−j ≅ xˆb−j−2 − 2 ⋅ Δxb j−1 j−2

(5.39)

xˆb−j ≅ − xˆb−j−2 + 2 ⋅ xˆb j−1

(5.40)

or

Here, the assumption is made that the state rate Δx remains constant for two adjacent epochs.
This is acceptable if time intervals are small and the state progression is almost linear. This
notation outmatches a complete derivation of the backward filter equations since the nonlinear state transition can be derived from the forward-filter formulation.
The backward filter provides for each time tag a state vector with a corresponding covariance
matrix. A smoothed state vector is obtained by combining the forward and the backward filtered solution [FRASER, 1967]:

xˆk / N = Pk / N ( Pk−1 xˆk + Pbk−1 xˆbk )

(5.41)

Pk / N = ( Pk−1 + Pbk−1 )

(5.42)

−1

where xˆk / N and Pk / N are the smoothed mean vector and the corresponding covariance matrix.
xˆk and xˆbk are the a posteriori forward and backward mean vectors, respectively. Pk, Pbk denominate the corresponding covariance matrices. The subscript N notifies that all information
up to epoch N is used for the final estimate. (5.41) and (5.42) represent the general weighted
mean of the two vectors x and xb.
5.4.3 Absolute Model
The scheme of Figure 5-8 can be used to set up process models for the Swiss Trolley. Two
models were developed. The model presented in the sequel describes the trolley motion in an
absolute Cartesian reference frame. This model is denoted as the absolute model. Frequently,
nominal geometry data of axes are a priori known and can be used for data processing. The
corresponding model refers the data to a chainage axis. It is denominated as the relative
model. The relative model is explained in section 5.4.4.

For the description of the trolley trajectory, it can be reverted to a priori knowledge of track
axes even if no nominal track data are available. The trolley motion is split up into a horizontal and a vertical component. Generally, for the horizontal track layouts straight lines, circles
and transition curves are used. For vertical geometries, only straight lines and circles are
common. This information can be applied while formulating the state equations. For the horizontal description, a circular motion is supposed. A circle model for vehicle tracking is common in navigation applications. For example, [BAGNASCHI, 1993], [STERNBERG, 2000]
or [RAMM et al., 2004] use circle models in order to describe trajectories of road vehicles.
Deviations from circular trajectories not only in transition curves but also due to track errors
are compensated by stochastic disturbance terms. For vertical modelling, a uniform motion on
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a straight line which is inclined by an angle α against the horizontal plane is assumed. Compared to the horizontal component, small radii almost do not occur. Therefore, a linear model
is acceptable.
For the trolley case, equidistant data are available. Typical update rates are 1 Hz or 5 Hz. A
thirteen state model is set up describing the trolley motion on a track. The state model includes the modelling of the trajectory, the cant and the gauge. All states to be estimated are
compiled in the state vector:
xT = ( Y

Y, X:
l:
v:
τ:
κ:
β:
n':
μ:
s:
H:
α:
α0:

X

l v τ

κ

β

n′ μ

s

H α α0 )

(5.43)

easting and northing of track centre line
track chainage
tangential velocity of trolley
azimuth of track centre line
curvature of track centre line
transversal inclination
change of transversal inclination
odometer scale
track gauge
height of track centre line
gradient of track centre line
gradient zero point offset

For the state transition, it can be reverted to the findings of chapter 2.3.2. Starting from the
canonical representation of a circle with vanishing tangential accelerations and radial jerks,
one finds
⎛ sin τ ⎞ 1 2
2 ⎛ cos τ ⎞
R (t + Δt ) = R (t ) + v Δt ⎜
⎟ + v κ Δt ⎜
⎟
⎝ cos τ ⎠ 2
⎝ − sin τ ⎠

(5.44)

1
2
Yk = Yk −1 + vk −1 sin τ k −1 ( tk − tk −1 ) + vk2−1κ k −1 cos τ k −1 ( tk − tk −1 )
2

(5.45)

1
2
X k = X k −1 + vk −1 cos τ k −1 ( tk − tk −1 ) − vk2−1κ k −1 sin τ k −1 ( tk − tk −1 )
2

(5.46)

or explicitly

Deviations from this model can be described by disturbance terms, as it will be shown below.
For a uniform circular motion, it holds further
lk = lk −1 + vk −1 ( tk − tk −1 )

(5.47)

vk = vk −1

(5.48)

τ k = τ k −1 + κ k −1vk −1 ( tk − tk −1 )

(5.49)

κ k = κ k −1

(5.50)

β k = β k −1 + nk′ −1vk −1 ( tk − tk −1 )

(5.51)

nk′ = nk′ −1

(5.52)

μk = μk −1

(5.53)
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sk = sk −1

(5.54)

H k = H k −1 + vk −1 sin α k −1 ( tk − tk −1 )

(5.55)

α k = α k −1

(5.56)

α 0 / k = α 0 / k −1

(5.57)

Cant and twist can easily be obtained by scaling (5.51) and (5.52) to the nominal rail offset. A
correlation between the cant and the curvature is not considered here (equation (2.4)). Due to
the limited accuracy of the inclination sensor, a corresponding state equation only contributes
in much canted sections. Further, an additional parameter is required for describing this dependency resulting in a less reliable model.
Odometry is subject to systematic errors caused by factors such as unequal wheel-diameters,
imprecisely measured wheel diameters, or an uneven tread. This is compensated by the introduction of an odometer scale factor μk. The odometer scale contains also contributions due to
the height above the reference plane and due to the projection system. This parameter tends to
vary slowly if the stretch ascends or descends. As a further parameter, the zero point offset of
the gradient inclination sensor is introduced as a random constant. For sections with no GPS
coverage, a poor calibrated inclination sensor would cause height drifts. This effect can be
absorbed by estimating a bias for the inclination sensor. The user can hold the adaptive parameters μk and α0 constant in consecutive filter runs. This results in a reliability gain.
The transition matrix results from the linearisation of the state equations (5.45) to (5.56) with
respect to the parameters of the state vector (5.43):

⎛1
⎜
⎜0
⎜0
⎜
⎜0
⎜0
⎜
⎜0
Φ k −1 = ⎜ 0
⎜
⎜0
⎜0
⎜
⎜0
⎜
⎜0
⎜0
⎜
⎝0

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
Φ k −1,14
Φ k −1,15
Φ k −1,24
Φ k −1,25
0
Δt
1
0
0
1
0
κ k −1Δt
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
nk′ −1Δt
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 sin α k −1Δt
0
0
0
0
0
0

Φ k −1,16
Φ k −1,26
0
0
vk −1Δt
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
(5.58)

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1 vk −1Δt
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1 vk −1 cos α k −1Δt
0
1
0
0

0⎞
⎟
0⎟
0⎟
⎟
0⎟
0⎟
⎟
0⎟
0⎟
⎟
0⎟
0 ⎟⎟
0⎟
⎟
0⎟
0⎟
⎟
1⎠

Φ k −1,14 = sin τ k −1Δt + vk −1κ k −1 cos τ k −1Δt 2

(5.59)

1
Φ k −1,15 = vk −1 cos τ k −1Δt − vk2−1κ k −1 sin τ k −1Δt 2
2

(5.60)

1
Φ k −1,16 = vk2−1 cos τ k −1Δt 2
2

(5.61)
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Φ k −1,24 = cos τ k −1Δt − vk −1κ k −1 sin τ k −1Δt 2

(5.62)

1
Φ k −1,25 = −vk −1 sin τ k −1Δt − vk2−1κ k −1 cos τ k −1Δt 2
2

(5.63)

1
Φ k −1,26 = − vk2−1 sin τ k −1Δt 2
2

(5.64)

For the measurement update, position vector, transversal inclination, gradient, gauge and
odometer chainage observations are available. Except for the odometer chainages and the gradients, all observations are contained in the state vector and are directly observable. The relation between the odometer chainage and the actual track chainage is not linear in terms of the
state parameters. The following observation equations are obtained:

YPos / k = Yk + vY / k

(5.65)

X Pos / k = X k + v X / k

(5.66)

lOdometer / k = l0 + μk (lk − l0 ) + vl / k

(5.67)

β Inclinometer / k = β k + vβ / k

(5.68)

sGauge / k = sk + vs / k

(5.69)

H Pos / k = H k + vH / k

(5.70)

α Inclino / k = α k − α 0 / k + vα / k

(5.71)

The observation matrix results from the linearisation of the observation equations with respect
to the parameters of the state vector:

⎛1
⎜
⎜0
⎜0
⎜
Hk = ⎜ 0
⎜0
⎜
⎜0
⎜0
⎝

0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 μ 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

0
0
0
0
0 lk − l0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
1
0

0 0⎞
⎟
0 0⎟
0 0⎟
⎟
0 0⎟
0 0⎟
⎟
0 0⎟
1 −1⎟⎠

(5.72)

α Inclinometer )

(5.73)

with the observation vector

z T = (YGPS

X GPS

and its covariance matrix

lOdometer

β Inclinometer

sGauge

H GPS
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⎛ σ Y2
⎜
⎜ σ Y |X
⎜ 0
⎜
Rk = ⎜ 0
⎜ 0
⎜
⎜ σ Y |H
⎜ 0
⎝

σ Y |X
σ X2

σ Y |H
σ X |H

0

0

0

0

0
0

0
0

σβ

0

0

0
0

σ

0

σ X |H

0
0

0

σ H2

0

0

0

0

0

0

σ

0

2
odo

2

0

0

0

2
s

0 ⎞
⎟
0 ⎟
0 ⎟
⎟
0 ⎟
0 ⎟
⎟
0 ⎟
σ α2 ⎟⎠

(5.74)

with

σ Y2 , σ X2 :
2
:
σ odo
2
σβ :

GPS or total station variance for easting and northing

σ s2 :
σ H2 :
σ α2 :
σ Y | X , σ Y |H , σ X |H :

gauge variance

odometer variance
transversal inclination variance
GPS or total station variance of height
longitudinal inclination variance
covariances between components of GPS or total station coor-

dinates
(5.58) and (5.72) reveal that the track gauge s is decoupled from the remaining states. Horizontal, vertical components and cant parameters are loosely coupled by the velocity v.
Covariances between the components of the Cartesian coordinates have to be considered. In
the case of topocentric GPS data, covariances between both horizontal components predominate whereas the correlation between the horizontal and the vertical components tend to be
weak. In the case of total station measurements, covariances of the coordinate components are
a result of the variance propagation of the transformation of the polar measurands into the
Cartesian frame. Due to non-inclined lines of sight, the covariances σY|H and σX|H do not carry
weight.
The stochastic model makes use of the presumptions given in section 5.4.1. This means that
the process noise w and the observation noise v are not correlated. Further, process noise and
observation noise act as Gaussian, white noise with corresponding covariance matrices. In
reality, this assumption is not justified mainly for fast sampled GPS data. Autocorrelations are
present due to slowly changing multipath, troposphere and other affecting parameters
[KUHLMANN, 2003]. However, effects as multipath can be drastically altered for kinematic
surveys. Thus, a suddenly obstructed satellite evokes inhomogeneities in the autocovariance
function. Due to such problems in assessing autocovariances, coloured noise models are not
followed up here. Then, correlations between disturbance terms and observations are excluded.
The neglected higher order terms of the state model are set up as model errors. They are compiled in the disturbance input vector w
wT = ( at

with its covariance matrix

dκ

o ν

ζ

κv η )

(5.75)
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⎛ σ at2
⎜
⎜ 0
⎜ 0
⎜
Qk = ⎜ 0
⎜ 0
⎜
⎜ 0
⎜ 0
⎝

0

σ

2
dκ

0
0

0

σ ο2

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

σν2

0

0
0
0

σζ

0
0

2

0
0

σ κ2v
0

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
0 ⎟
0 ⎟
⎟
0 ⎟
σ η2 ⎟⎠
0
0
0

(5.76)

with
at:
dκ :
ο:
ν:
ζ:
κv:
η:

tangential acceleration
normal modified jerk
twist rate
rate of odometer scale
gauge rate
curvature in vertical section
gradient zero point offset rate

The disturbance input vector compiles deviations from the nominal circular motion with constant velocity.
Parameters depending on the track condition are dκ, o, ζ and κv. dκ counts for transition
curves and for horizontal track errors. o counts for second derivatives of the cant with respect
to the chainage. ζ compensates deviations from the nominal constant track gauge. κv counts
for fillets in the vertical section. Deviations from the uniformity of motion are described by at.
ν and η model deviations from the trolley model.
In order to emphasise the geometric impact of the normal jerk jn, a modified jerk parameter dκ
is used in the w vector:
dκ =

jn
v3

(5.77)

where jn is the normal jerk of section 2.3.2. In the case of a uniform motion, the modified
normal jerk corresponds to the curvature rate c in equation (2.16). The factor 1 v3 is compensated in the disturbance input matrix Γ.
In contrast to the observation covariance matrix, the magnitudes of the Qk elements are not
known a priori. The assessment of the standard deviations has to be done by a tuning step. In
the case of track surveying, the trajectory can be reproduced. Filter runs with varying parameters of two independent surveys carried out in up and down direction can be compared. An
example for filter tuning can be found in section 6.2.2.
The disturbance vector is amplified by the disturbance input matrix. Its elements are obtained
by expanding the states to higher order terms.
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⎛1
2
⎜ 2 sin τ k −1Δt
⎜
⎜ 1 cos τ Δt 2
k −1
⎜2
⎜
1 2
⎜
Δt
⎜
2
⎜
Δt
⎜
⎜ 1
2
⎜ 2 κ k −1Δt
⎜
0
Γ k −1 = ⎜
⎜
0
⎜
⎜
⎜
0
⎜
0
⎜
⎜
0
⎜
⎜ 1 sin α Δt 2
k −1
⎜2
⎜
0
⎜
⎜
0
⎝
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1
cosτ k −1vk3−1Δt 3
6
1
− sin τ k −1vk3−1Δt 3
6

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

0
0

1 2
vk −1Δt 2
2
vk −1Δt

0
0

1 2
vk −1Δt 2
2
vk −1Δt
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1 2
vk −1 cos α k −1Δt 2
2
vk −1Δt

0

0
(5.78)

0

0

0

0

vk −1Δt
0
vk −1Δt

0

⎞
0 ⎟
⎟
0 ⎟
⎟
⎟
0 ⎟
⎟
0 ⎟
⎟
⎟
0 ⎟
⎟
0 ⎟
⎟
0 ⎟
⎟
0 ⎟
⎟
0 ⎟
0 ⎟
⎟
0 ⎟
⎟
⎟
0 ⎟
vk −1Δt ⎟⎠

The absolute model is applied in forward and backward-in-time direction. States and covariance matrices have to be stored for each time batch. Then, a smoothed solution can be found
by (5.41) resulting in a smoothed state vector and a corresponding covariance matrix for each
batch.
The presented matrices own a relatively small number of matrix elements which are nonzero.
Sparse matrix operations can be applied to save computational time and memory. Both issues
are not very critical since time and memory proportionally increase to the number of time
batches. The rmpAnalysis programme does not make use of sparse matrix operations.
5.4.4 Relative Model
In many cases, a nominal geometry of the stretch to be surveyed is available. For that case, an
additional relative filter model was developed. Instead of the estimation of the absolute position and the trolley attitude, offsets with respect to a nominal trajectory are estimated. Thus,
known systematic portions can be removed previously. Consequently, only displacements
from the nominal geometry are filtered. After filtering, the previously removed systematic
portions are added to the filtered values. The Remove-Restore method has the advantage of
filtering a smoother progression. A more accurate motion model can be set up. Thus, transition curves no longer are compensated by the disturbance terms. For the horizontal component, azimuthal rates are admitted. This counts for drifting horizontal track errors. Thanks to
the introduction of yaw rates in the state vector, the model can be easily expanded in the presence of yaw rate measurements coming from e.g. differential odometry. Due to the removal of
the systematic geometric contributions, filter equations become simpler.
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For the evaluation of slew and lift parameters of the most common curves see e.g.
[KRASZNAI, 1989]. An algorithm for the slew evaluation for arbitrary curves is given in the
appendix A.2.
In the relative model, eleven states are introduced. The state vector is
xT = ( dh l v dτ

dh:
l:
v:
dτ:
κ:
dβ :
dn′ :
μ:
s:
dv:
dα:
α0:

dβ

dn′ μ

s dv dα α 0 )

(5.79)

horizontal displacement from nominal geometry (slew)
track chainage
tangential velocity of trolley
residual azimuth of track centre line
curvature of track centre line
residual transversal inclination
residual rate of transversal inclination
odometer scale
track gauge
vertical displacement from nominal geometry (lift)
residual gradient
zero point offset of gradient inclination sensor

For the state propagation, it holds
dhk = dhk −1 + dτ k −1vk −1 ( tk − tk −1 )

(5.80)

lk = lk −1 + vk −1 ( tk − tk −1 )

(5.81)

vk = vk −1

(5.82)

dτ k = dτ k −1

(5.83)

d β k = d β k −1 + dnk′ −1vk −1 ( tk − tk −1 )

(5.84)

dnk′ = dnk′ −1

(5.85)

μk = μk −1

(5.86)

sk = sk −1

(5.87)

dvk = dvk −1 + dα k −1vk −1 ( tk − tk −1 )

(5.88)

dα k = dα k −1

(5.89)

α 0 / k = α 0 / k −1

(5.90)

The linearisation of the state equations yields the transition matrix:
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⎛1
⎜
⎜0
⎜0
⎜
⎜0
⎜0
⎜
Φ k −1 = ⎜ 0
⎜0
⎜
⎜0
⎜0
⎜
⎜0
⎜
⎝0
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0
1
0

dτ k −1Δt
Δt
1

0
0

0
dnk′ −1Δt

1
0

0
0
0 0 0
1 vk −1Δt 0 0 0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

1
0
0

0 0 0
1 0 0
0 1 0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0 0 1
0 0 0
0 0 0

vk −1Δt 0
0
0
0
0

0 dα k −1Δt
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

0⎞
⎟
0⎟
0⎟
⎟
0
0⎟
0
0⎟
⎟
0
0⎟
0
0⎟
⎟
0
0⎟
vk −1Δt 0 ⎟⎟
1
0⎟
⎟
0
1⎠
0
0
0

(5.91)

The observations are compiled in the observation vector
z T = ( dhPos

lPos

β Inclinometer

lOdometer

sGauge

dvPos α Inclinometer )

(5.92)

Except for the odometers and the gradients, the observations correspond to the filter states.
For the odometers, the following non-linear relation holds
lodo / k = l0 + μk ( lk − l0 ) + vodo / k

(5.93)

Gradient observations with an additional bias yield
dα Inclinometer / k = dα k − α 0 / k + vα / k

(5.94)

The observation matrix results from the linearisation of the observation equations with respect
to the parameters of the state vector:
⎛1 0
⎜
⎜0 1
⎜ 0 μk
⎜
Hk = ⎜ 0 0
⎜0 0
⎜
⎜0 0
⎜0 0
⎝

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0 lk − l0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
1
0
0

0 0⎞
⎟
0 0⎟
0 0⎟
⎟
0 0⎟
0 0⎟
⎟
0 1⎟
1 −1⎟⎠

0
0
0
0
0
1
0

(5.95)

The measurement covariance matrix is
⎛ σ dh2 Pos
⎜
⎜ σ dhPos |lPos
⎜
0
⎜
Rk = ⎜
0
⎜
0
⎜
⎜σ
⎜ dhPos |dvPos
⎜
0
⎝

σ dh

Pos |lPos

σ l2

Pos

0
0
0

σl

Pos |dvPos

0

σ

0

0

0

σ dh

0

0

0

σl

2
odo

0

Pos |dvPos

Pos |dvPos

0
0

σ β2

0
0

0

σ

0

0

0

σ dv2

0

0

0

0

2
s

0
0
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(5.96)
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σ dh2 , σ l2 and σ dv2
Pos

Pos

Pos

correspond to the GPS or the optical total station precision for the hori-

zontal and the vertical component, respectively. Between the components, covariances according to (5.74) are introduced. The remarks considering the covariance information of the
absolute model also hold for the relative model. In addition, if the alignment principle is followed for total station measurements, dhPos and lPos are almost decorrelated. The remaining
variances in (5.96) are in accordance with the measurement covariance matrix (5.74).
Concerning the stochastic properties of the relative model, the stipulation of section 5.4.1 can
be adapted. Equivalent to the absolute model a disturbance vector is set up:
wT = ( at

dκ

o ν

dκ v η )

ζ

(5.97)

Its covariance matrix is
⎛ σ at2
⎜
⎜ 0
⎜ 0
⎜
Qk = ⎜ 0
⎜ 0
⎜
⎜ 0
⎜ 0
⎝

0

σ

2
dκ

0
0

0

σ ο2

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

σν2

0

0
0
0

σζ

0
0

2

0
0

σ d2κ v
0

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
0 ⎟
0 ⎟
⎟
0 ⎟
σ η2 ⎟⎠
0
0
0

with
at:
dκ :
ο:
ν:
ζ:
dκv:
η:

tangential acceleration
curvature rate
second derivative of differential cant
rate of odometer scale
gauge rate
curvature rate in vertical section
gradient zero point offset rate

and the disturbance input matrix

(5.98)
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(5.99)

In contrast to the absolute model, eleven state parameters suffice for an adequate description
of the trolley motion. This results in a reliability gain. Further, almost linear state transition
and observation equations are obtained. In general, the relative model should converge more
rapidly than the absolute model. Thus, whenever a nominal geometry of a track is available,
the relative model is to be applied for trajectory smoothing.

5.5 Smoothing Splines
5.5.1 Smoothing Splines with First Derivatives
An interesting alternative to trajectory smoothing by means of a Kalman filter, represents the
use of smoothing cubic splines. Cubic splines have the property, that curvatures along the
whole trajectory are minimised which is equivalent to a minimisation of the deformation energy. In turn, this roughly corresponds to the rail situation. In contrary to the classical interpolation splines [e.g. GEIGER, 2004], which exactly contain the base points, smoothing splines,
admit residuals [REINSCH, 1967; DE BOOR, 2001]. Thus, they are appropriate for the approximation of a trajectory by uncertain measurements.

Here, a variety is presented where derivatives of the trajectory can be incorporated as measurements. For n base points with corresponding first derivatives, n-1 cubic parabolas are considered:
yk = Ak ( x − xk ) + Bk ( x − xk ) + Ck ( x − xk ) + Dk
3

2

(5.100)

If a fixed interval [xk, xk+1] is regarded, we find for the function, its first and second derivative
in the edge points
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yk = Dk
yk +1 = Ak Δxk3 + Bk Δxk2 + Ck Δxk + Dk
yk′ = Ck
yk′ +1 = 3 Ak Δxk2 + 2 Bk Δxk + Ck
yk′′ = 2 Bk
yk′′+1 = 6 Ak Δxk + 2 Bk Δxk

(5.101)

For the sought coefficients as a function of y and y ′ , we obtain

Ak =

1
2
y′ + yk′ ) − 3 ( yk +1 + yk )
2 ( k +1
Δxk
Δxk

1
3
( yk′ +1 − 2 yk′ ) + 2 ( yk +1 − yk )
Δxk
Δxk
Ck = yk′
Bk =

Dk = yk

(5.102)

The stipulation on continuity of the second derivative
yk′′−1 ( xk ) = yk′′ ( xk )

(k = 2, … , n − 1)

(5.103)

renders the coupling condition
6 Ak −1Δxk −1 + 2 Bk −1Δxk −1 = 2 Bk

(5.104)

Inserting (5.102) in (5.104) yields
⎛
⎛ 4
3
3
3 ⎞
3
1
2
+
yk −1 + ⎜ − 2 + 2 ⎟ yk − 2 yk +1 +
yk′ −1 + ⎜
2
Δxk −1
Δxk
Δxk −1
⎝ Δxk −1 Δxk ⎠
⎝ Δxk −1 Δxk
(5.105)

⎞
1
yk′ +1 = 0
⎟ yk′ −
Δxk
⎠

These are n-2 condition equations for the observations yk −1 , yk , yk +1 , yk′ −1 , yk′ , yk′ +1 . (5.105) is a
linear system of the form
Ay = 0

(5.106)

with
⎛… …
⎜
3
A = ⎜…
⎜
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⎜⎜
⎝… …

…

−
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+

…
3
Δxk2

…

yT = (… yk −1

−

3
Δxk2
…
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…
…
…

…
1

4

Δxk −1

Δxk −1
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yk +1 … yk′ −1
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…
+

2
Δxk

−

1
Δxk

…

yk′

yk′ +1 …)

⎟
… ⎟ (5.107)
⎟
⎟
… ⎟⎠

(5.108)

For noisy base points and derivatives, y is set to y:= y + v in (5.106). It results
− Ay = w
with

(5.109)
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w = Av

(5.110)

The vector v under consideration of the side condition (5.109) has to be minimised in the
least-squares sense. For the Lagrangeian vector k, one finds [SCHMID, 1977]

(

k = APll−1 AT

)

−1

w

(5.111)

An (n-2)·(n-2) matrix has to be inverted. This corresponds to the number of knots incorporated into the adjustment. The residual vector is

v = Pll−1 AT k

(5.112)

Pll denominates the weight matrix of the observations yk , yk′ .
By means of the residuals and the observations, the adjusted observations can be computed
straightforward. The spline coefficients are obtained by (5.102).
5.5.2 Comparison between Kalman Filter and Smoothing Splines
Kalman filtering outmatches smoothing splines in terms of computational efficiency. The
complexity of a Kalman filter including backward filtering and smoothing is proportional to
the number of time batches. The smoothing splines approach leads to a least-squares problem
with a (n-2)·(n-2) normal matrix. The involved matrix multiplications and the matrix inversion leads to a complexity of O(k·n3) where k is about 3 using conventional Gauss elimination
for matrix inversion. A comparable Kalman filter using a state and its derivative as model
parameters and observations requires O(l·n) operations where l is about 176. A comparison
concerning computational complexity for this example can be found in Figure 5-10. It is evident that the smoothing splines approach is inferior in terms of computational complexity
even for less than 10 time batches.

Similar deficiencies can be perceived for the memory usage of smoothing splines. The memory needed quadratically increases with the number of time batches. Except of the observation
variance matrix all matrices are fully populated. In contrast to the Kalman filter approach,
sparse techniques cannot be applied.
On the other hand, the proposed smoothing spline algorithm is easy to implement. Thank to
its descriptive characteristics, no assumptions regarding the kinematic model have to be made.
The stochastic model just incorporates the weighting of the observations and their derivatives.
If only observations are present, then the smoothing splines have to be tuned by a smoothing
parameter λ.
In conclusion, smoothing splines can be an alternative for short stretches as they can occur for
deformation networks on construction sites.
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Figure 5-10 Computational complexity of Kalman filter / smoother and splines with derivatives

5.6 Merging Trajectories
5.6.1 Strategies for Merging
The typical workflow of a kinematic track survey contains several track runs with overlapping
sections. For accuracy reasons, a stretch is often surveyed in forward and backward direction.
Due to random errors, incomplete models and remaining systematic biases, the smoothed trajectories do not coincide in the overlapping zones. Subsequently, an algorithm is given for
adjusting such inconsistencies. The proposed algorithm can be applied to data acquired just in
one direction or to forward and backward runs. In the former case, a smooth as possible progression is aimed for. In the latter case, remaining systematic biases are estimated and a
weighted mean between the involved trajectories is evaluated. The merge step requires state
vectors and corresponding variances of the filter/smoother step. Thus, sections with GPS ambiguity fix losses can be improved by incorporating the corresponding run in the opposite
direction. Gap completion of a GPS run by Swiss Trolley total station measurements is another frequent merge strategy.
5.6.2 Chaining the Pieces
If data of several runs are to be merged, they have to be linked first to a common chainage
axis. The relative model already provides smoothed data runs that can be compared by the
chainage. In contrast, the chainage provided by the absolute smoother model is arbitrary and
is not consistent for different runs. Subsequently, an algorithm is presented which allows for
chaining all incorporated runs of an absolute model survey. Figure 5-11 outlines a typical
situation encountered for absolute surveys. A certain number of runs are carried out. Each run
is referenced to its own chainage frame lk. The individual chainages have to be shifted with
respect to an arbitrary selected run in order to obtain a unique chainage frame where the differences between the parameters of interest can be compared.
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Rhk,ik ( l k )

Rh0,i0 ( l 0 )
Rhk,+i k1+1 ( l k +1 )
Figure 5-11 Chaining the smoothed series
Consider now n runs to be chained. An arbitrary run is selected and assigned to a still empty
list of chained series. This arbitrary run defines the chainage axis. The remaining n-1 runs are
linked to the chained series as follows:
By means of the tangent vectors et0,i0 and et0,i0 +1 , the criterion (A.13) of the appendix A.2 can
be applied to decide whether a data point Rhk,ik of a neighbouring series lays within the sector
spanned by the perpendiculars to et0,i0 and et0,i0 +1 . Rhk,ik is the horizontal component of the position vector of the i k -th data point of the kth run. The criterion (A.13) only holds for continuous
curves. In the present case, continuity is given within the filter uncertainty of the azimuth state
transition. The tangent vectors et 00 and et 00 can be easily obtained by
i +1

i

0
t ,i 0

e

⎛ sin τ i00 ⎞
=⎜
⎜ cos τ 00 ⎟⎟
i ⎠
⎝

(5.113)

and

⎛ sin τ i00 +1 ⎞
et0,i0 +1 = ⎜
⎜ cos τ 00 ⎟⎟
i +1 ⎠
⎝

(5.114)

where τ i00 and τ i00 +1 are the adjacent azimuths of the first arbitrary selected filtered run.
As a further criterion, the length of the plumb line to the chord of two adjacent points is
checked. The length of the plumb line has to coincide within the measurement uncertainty. An
additional criterion checks the special case for helical tunnels. Height differences between a
possible candidate and the base series may not exceed a certain amount. If all three criteria are
fulfilled, the selected series is shifted by the chainage difference.
The strategy of how to link an arbitrary series with a list of chained series is sketched in detail
in Figure 5-12.
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Select first point of series to chain;
repeat
Select first chained series;
repeat
Select first two tangents of selected chained series;
repeat
PointFound:= ((condition (A.13) = true) and
(slew < MAX_SLEW)) and
(DH < MAX_DH);
Select next two tangents of chained series;
until PointFound or (no potential tangents left) ;
Select next chained series;
until PointFound or (Maximum number of chained series reached)
select next point of series to chain;
until PointFound or (no potential points left);

Figure 5-12 Algorithm for chaining trajectories of different runs
In order to accelerate the algorithm, binary search strategies are used for the selection of the
base series tangents and to select candidates Rhk,ik . Typical thresholds for MAX_SLEW and
MAX_DH for a GPS survey are 2.5 cm and 7.5 cm, respectively.
If a series can be assigned by the above algorithm, then the chainage of the assigned series is
shifted by

l k := l k + ( lF0 − lFk )

(5.115)

lF0 and lFk are the chainages of the base point of the found candidate expressed in the final
chainage frame and the individual chainage frame, respectively. As a next step, the corrected
series is added to the list of chained series. This procedure is repeated until all series are
chained with respect to the initial run. It can occur that no connection is possible between two
individual series due to survey gaps. In that case, a new chainage frame is defined for the respective series and its eventual successors.
5.6.3 Merging
Once all data are referenced to a coherent chainage frame, parameters can be averaged and
accuracies can be evaluated. For measurements carried out only in forward direction, as
smooth as possible transitions between subsequent runs are sought. Linear interpolation of the
differences between both curves fulfils this requirement as a first approximation. For measurements in forward and backward direction, remaining systematic biases can be eliminated
by averaging. Instead of an interpolation, a weighted mean between both curves provides results that are more representative.

For the merge process, track parameters are considered as a function of the chainage. The
chainage is supposed to be free of errors. Then, the software accounts for overlapping sections
and evaluates the averaged track parameters. A particular parameter yli of the state vector xli
of the i-th trajectory at chainage l is compared with an interpolated track parameter ylj of an
adjacent trajectory j (Figure 5-13). State transition here is assumed to be linear. Thus, the
merge step does not need any deterministic information from the filter/smoother step.
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Figure 5-13 Merging of two curves: linear interpolation in overlapping section
For a linear interpolation of the track parameter ylj , a linear decay within the overlapping
section and a weighted mean between two parameters at chainage l, it holds

ylm = W ⋅ L ⋅ D ⋅ y

(5.116)

⎛ yli ⎞
⎜
⎟
y = ⎜ ykj−1 ⎟
⎜ ykj ⎟
⎝
⎠
0
⎛1
⎜
D=⎜
lk − l
⎜0 l −l
k
k −1
⎝

(5.117)

0 ⎞
⎟
l − lk −1 ⎟
lk − lk −1 ⎟⎠

(5.118)

⎞
0 ⎟
⎟
dlli , j ⎟
⎟
dl i , j ⎠

(5.119)

⎛ dl i , j − dlli , j
⎜
dl i , j
L=⎜
⎜
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⎜
⎝

⎛ σ y2 j
W =⎜ 2 l 2
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l

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

(5.120)

with the variance
C ym ym = W ⋅ L ⋅ D ⋅ C yy ⋅ DT ⋅ LT ⋅W T

(5.121)

where

⎛ σ 2i
⎜ yl
C yy = ⎜ 0
⎜
⎜ 0
⎝

0
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j
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j
j
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j
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⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

(5.122)
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ylm is the averaged track parameter of the merged series (easting, northing, slew, cant, twist,
etc.) at chainage l. As input data, the track parameters yli , ykj and ykj−1 with their corresponding covariance information are required. The interpolation matrix D yields the interpolated
track parameter ylj . Then, L distributes the inconsistencies between the trajectories i and j
proportionally to the progression dlli , j within the overlapping section dl i , j . Finally, the weight
matrix W counts for the variances coming from the individual smoother solutions.
A difficulty consists in the evaluation of the variance σ y2 j for the trajectory j at chainage l
l

since the two track parameters ykj−1 and ykj are highly correlated. Here, the covariance propagation between two adjacent smoother states is evaluated. For this, consider
0 ⎞ ⎛ xk −1 ⎞
⎛ xk −1 ⎞ ⎛ E
⎜
⎟=⎜
⎟ ⋅⎜
⎟
⎝ xk ⎠ ⎝ Φ k −1 Γ k −1 ⎠ ⎝ wk −1 ⎠

(5.123)

with the associated covariance matrix
0 ⎞
⎛P
Ck −1 = ⎜ k −1
⎟
⎝ 0 Qk −1 ⎠

(5.124)

Then, the variance propagation of (5.123) yields
⎛ Pk −1
⎞
Pk −1 ⋅ ΦTk −1
Ck −1|k = ⎜
T
T ⎟
⎝ Φ k −1 ⋅ Pk −1 Φ k −1 ⋅ Pk −1 ⋅ Φ k −1 + Γ k −1 ⋅ Qk −1 ⋅ Γ k −1 ⎠

(5.125)

Ck-1|k contains the covariance matrices of the epochs k and k-1. The covariance matrices are in
correspondence with the Kalman filter scheme given in Figure 5-8. In addition, (5.125) contains covariance information between the two epochs k and k-1. In order to study the decay of
correlation between two adjacent states, correlation coefficients derived from (5.125) for a
particular run were studied. The survey features a run on a straight line towards north with a
velocity of 1 m/s. Figure 5-14 shows correlation coefficients for selected track parameters as a
function of the covered chainage. Apart of the time (or chainage) dependency, there is an influence of the dynamics of the individual parameters. If more stochastic uncertainty is admitted, the correlation decays faster. Here, this is the case for the northing component mainly
depending on the uncertainty of the translatory acceleration for this specific run. Further, the
correlation of higher order modelled parameters decays faster.
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Figure 5-14 Correlations between two adjacent states for selected track parameters as a
function of distance
The covariance matrix (5.125) allows for the evaluation of the variance of the interpolated
parameter ylj :

σ y2 = D′ ⋅ Ckj−1|k ⋅ D′T
j

(5.126)

l

with
⎛ l −l
D′ = ⎜ k
⎝ lk − lk −1

l − lk −1 ⎞
⎟
lk − lk −1 ⎠

(5.127)

Ckj−1|k corresponds to (5.125) for the j-th trajectory. For the evaluation of Ckj−1|k , smoother co-

variance matrices have to be known for each time batch. At this processing step, not all
smoother covariance information is available. Non-diagonal elements of the smoother covariance matrices are not saved for the benefit of computing time and saving disk space. However, correlation coefficients between adjacent states were assessed a priori. As shown above,
the correlation between adjacent states highly depends on the time interval (or chainage interval). Typical sampling rates for trolley runs are 1 second for GPS surveys and 0.2 seconds for
total station surveys. An overall correlation coefficient of 0.8 is assumed for surveys with
0.2 seconds sampling interval. For GPS surveys, a correlation coefficient of 0.5 is considered.
Both coefficients appropriately de-weight the interpolated track parameters.
The above procedure is applicable if a smooth progression between two overlapping trajectories is wanted. For averaging forward and backward runs, the decay of inconsistencies in the
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overlapping section is not required (Figure 5-15). Thus, the linear propagator L in (5.116) can
be dropped:

ylm = W ⋅ D ⋅ y

(5.128)
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Figure 5-15 Merging of two curves: weighted average
A special treatment requires sections with only one run for the forward-backward case since a
remaining bias is not known a priori. In this case, the biases for each data channel are evaluated first. In a subsequent step, a mean bias is applied to sections surveyed in only one direction. At transitions from double runs to single runs, inconsistencies can emerge. However, for
questions of reliability, a complete coverage in forward and backward direction is aimed for.
5.6.4 Linking Scans to Merged Trajectories
Like stated in 4.10.2, laser scanner vectors are linked to the trajectory by correlating time tags.
However, time tags become useless for merged series. Consequently, they are dropped. In
order to link laser scan vectors associated with a particular run of a merged series, chainages
are evaluated for each laser pixel in the consistent chainage frame after the chaining step.
Thus, laser scan vectors can be linked to the improved merged series by the use of the chainage information after the merge step.
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6.1 Slab Track Alignment
Recently, a considerable number of slab tracks has been installed on new railway stretches.
Mainly in tunnel sections, slab track technology has been widely accepted. The Swiss Trolley
was applied for slab track alignment in the Zürich-Thalwil tunnel [GLAUS et al., 2003]. The
Zürich-Thalwil tunnel is part of the Rail 2000 project of the Swiss Federal Railways
[EISENEGGER, 2000]. Eighteen kilometres of slab track alignment took place during six
weeks between August 2002 and March 2003. Due to the operational speed of 200 km/h and
the fact that once installed tracks can only be corrected within small ranges, rigorous tolerances were defined by the awarding authority. These tolerances are listed in Table 6-1.
Parameter
Absolute alignment (horizontal and vertical)
Versine (horizontal and vertical)
Differential versine
Cant
Twist
Track gauge
Rail inclination

Value
±3 mm
±2 mm
±2 mm
±2 mm
±0.05%
±2 mm
1:35/1:45

Base
20 m chord
5m
1.5 m
1m
1.436 m
1:40

Table 6-1 Tolerances for the slab track alignment in the Zürich-Thalwil tunnel
The main difficulty for polar measuring systems is the fulfilment of the differential versine
error. A 0.6 mm one-σ error is required translating the corresponding tolerance on a onedimensional 98.8% confidence interval to standard deviations for a single point determination.
From this, it follows that only high precision total stations can be applied. Lines of sight must
not exceed forty metres.
In the Zürich-Thalwil tunnel, the Euroblock track adjustment system was installed [ABLINGER, 2001]. A particularity of this system is the use of two-block sleepers. Both rail lines
were attached by accurately manufactured track gauges. The track gauges were removed after
paving over. The alignment requires several work steps. The up to 108 metres long rails are
placed on concrete pillars. Cotters allow for correcting the rails in a coarse and in a fine
alignment step. Coarse and fine alignment were carried out by means of the Swiss Trolley.
The reference frame provided by the awarding authority was defined by markers in the tunnel
wall with thirty-five metres intervals. The awarding authority specified the accuracy of such a
marker as one millimetre. The staking out of the rails was done from free stations incorporating eight reference points per set-up. Adjacent stations had six common reference points
(Figure 6-1). Stations were placed in the track. Thus, the alignment is dominated by the direction transfer, which exceeds a distance transfer in this range in terms of accuracy. The use of
heavy industrial tripods guaranteed stable set-ups. Further, the orientation of the graduated
circle and eventual index error variations were occasionally checked by automatic measurements to a reference point. The maximal lines of sight did not exceed thirty-five metres. The
smooth geoid did not ask for a consideration of deflections of the vertical for vertical angle
correction.
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Figure 6-1 Layout of free stations for track alignment. The distance between two stations is
thirty-five metres.
An a priori error simulation was carried out for the given layout. Direction angle precision
was set to 0.7 mgon. This rather conservative value also counts for refraction uncertainties.
Reference points were introduced into the analysis with a standard deviation of one millimetre. A priori confidence regions are obtained by the evaluation of the covariance matrix of the
unknown parameters. Figure 6-2 shows the one-σ confidence ellipses of realisations of the
track points. The required 0.6 millimetres standard deviation can be achieved by the given setup. Due to the station changes, small accuracy inhomogeneities are inevitable. Longer lines of
sight could be realised by a more accurate orientation transfer. [MÖHLENBRINK et al.,
2002] used pillars with known coordinates in the reference frame for stationing. This resulted
in an accuracy gain compared to the free station approach and allowed for lines of sight up to
seventy metres. For the Zürich-Thalwil tunnel, this approach was not followed. In most projects, the use of free stations excels a pillar approach in terms of flexibility. The accuracy loss
was taken into account by choosing lines of sight up to maximal thirty-five metres.
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Figure 6-2 Error propagation with free stations
For the Zürich-Thalwil project, the alignment software GriPos was written taking into account the particularities of the Euroblock system. Figure 6-3 explains the alignment principle
by means of GriPos. The telescope of the high precision total station Leica TCA2003 is
pointed toward the trolley prism. After a first initialisation measurement, the telescope is
autonomously aligned to the prism. This is enabled by the comparison of the odometer readings with the nominal geometry data and the evaluation of a coarse prism position. The use of
odometers for the prism search has the advantage of a very fast, unambiguous locating of the
prism. Then, the telescope is locked on the prism by the TCA2003 automatic target recognition. If the system is working in the precision mode, total station data are updated every three
seconds. The total station readings are sent by a radio link to the laptop computer on the trolley. There, they are combined with the gauge and the cant measurements for the current axis
position evaluation. The actual position is compared with the nominal geometry and correc-
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tion parameters are derived. The displacements are shown on the laptop display and can be
used for the rail correction. For the Euroblock system, the nominal rail inclination has to be
adjusted. The alignment software evaluates inclinations for both rails as a function of the cant.
The rail inclinations are adjusted by electronic spirit levels.

Trolley

Odometer
Gauge, cant

Alignment software
GriPos

Calibration data

τ, z, d, X TCA 2003

τ 0 , z0

TCA2003

Nominal geometry

Figure 6-3 Principle of the track alignment
Figure 6-4 gives an impression of the alignment. A Leica TCRA1101 total station was used
for the coarse alignment. Two operators aligned the rails according to the displacement given
by the Swiss Trolley. A surveyor was responsible for the establishment of the free stations.

Figure 6-4 TCRA1101 on an industrial tripod used for the coarse alignment in interaction
with the Swiss Trolley
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After paving over, a Swiss Trolley run for quality control took place. Every five metres, a
static measurement was carried out. Histograms of the residuals of a three kilometres long
stretch are shown in Figure 6-5 for the relative slew, the relative lift, the cant and the gauge
component. Nine hundred samples are considered here. Non-biased normal distributed histograms are found for the horizontal and the vertical component. The root mean square errors
for both components are 0.8 mm and 0.6 mm, respectively. An explanation for the better vertical accuracy gives [DÜNISCH et al., 2001]. Track stability in the vertical direction is higher
than for the horizontal component. Extraneous impacts on the construction sites mainly affect
the horizontal component. The cant component shows a slightly biased distribution. This can
most likely be attributed to an alternating zero point offset. For completeness, the track gauge
histogram is given here. The alignment process had no influence on the track gauge quality
due to the predefined constant distance between both rails. It will be shown subsequently that
typical Swiss Trolley precisions for track gauge determination are better than 0.5 mm. The
obtained accuracies by the Swiss Trolley fulfil the given tolerances. Notice that for the slew
and lift components relative displacements are given. [DÜNISCH et al., 2001] report slightly
better accuracies for the slab track alignment on the Frankfurt-Cologne stretch. There, the
specialised Hergie slab track trolley (section 2.5.4.4) was used for the alignment.
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Figure 6-5 Histograms of differential slew, differential lift, cant error and gauge error after
paving over
As an additional quality control measure, the Swiss Federal Railways carried out several track
recording coach runs. The track recording coach runs allow for the verification of relative
track geometry parameters. A qualitative record is given in Figure 6-6. The transition between
ballast track and slab track is clearly seen at chainage 850 m. Noisy curves of the recorded
parameters level off to a smooth progression after the transition to the slab track.
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Figure 6-6 Qualitative record of track recording coach run [SBB, 2003]
Slab track alignment requires a perfect team play with the other contractors on the site. The
workflow must not be interrupted by delays coming from the alignment. On the other hand,
the alignment has to take place directly before paving over with concrete. Otherwise, the
probability of rail displacements due to exterior impacts increases. The given shift performance of 250 metres of coarse and fine alignment could easily be fulfilled by the surveyors.

6.2 Kinematic Track Axis Surveys
Section 5.4 introduces Kalman filtering and smoothing for kinematically acquired data. This
subsection gives reasons for the use of the presented non-causal smoother by means of several
examples. In order to emphasise the generality of the developed smoother, GPS and total station data acquired on track of different grades of quality are discussed.
6.2.1 Comparison between Forward Filter, Backward Filter and Smoother
For post-mission data, a non-causal filtering of data is possible (section 5.4.2). In Figure 6-7,
the cant and the twist estimated by the forward filter, the backward filter and the smoother are
compared on a section containing a clothoid and consequently a cant ramp with inherent twist
values differing from zero. Clearly, the causality of the forward filter introduces a shift in
chainage direction. This shift appears in the opposite direction by the backward filter. The
smoother eliminates these lags because this procedure uses all measurements in order to compute the estimated state at each time.
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Figure 6-7 Forward filtered, backward filtered and smoothed cant and twist
6.2.2 Filter Tuning
For the assessment of the Rk-1 matrix, the precisions of the involved sensors have to be known
a priori. The orders of magnitudes are known from the manufacturers’ specifications. In addition, the static error behaviour of the involved sensor was partly shown in section 6.1. The
values of the sensors used on the trolley are listed in Table 6-2.

Parameter
σY , σX
σY , σX
σY , σX
σY , σX

σodo
σβ
σs
σH
σH
σH
σH
σα

σ
8.0
5.0
30.0
5.0
10.0
1.0
0.5
20.0
15.0
150.0
5.0
5.0

Unit
mm
m
m
mm
mm
mrad
mm
mm
m
m
mm
mrad

Remark
GPS horizontal component, fixed ambiguities
GPS horizontal component, floating ambiguities
GPS horizontal component, single point solution
Optical total station, horizontal component
Odometer
Cant
Track gauge
GPS vertical component, fixed ambiguities
GPS vertical component, floating ambiguities
GPS vertical component, fixed ambiguities
Optical total station, vertical component
Gradients

Table 6-2 Used values for weighting observations
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For GPS observations, the GDOP value is not considered for refining the weighting. However, GPS observations exceeding a DOP value of eight are de-weighted.
The definition of the covariance matrix Qk-1 describing the uncertainty of the disturbance input terms is more delicate. In general, the process noise has to be set up very carefully. For
questions of track axis determination, the track errors deviating from a nominal track design
are of interest and must not be filtered. In other words, the filter dynamics has to be fast; the
reality must not be adapted to the model. The process noise for the absolute model (section
5.4.3) depends on the track condition, the uniformity of motion and the accordance of the trolley model. Applicable values for the matrix Qk-1 were found by comparing the filter dynamics
of different realisations varying the Qk-1 covariance matrix. Different filter realisations also
were compared with statically acquired measurements. The following standard deviations
(Table 6-3) guarantee a conservative filtering with high filter dynamics.
Parameter

σat
σd κ
σο
σν
σζ
σκv
ση

Value
0.01
0.001
0.0001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.0001

Unit
m/s2
1/m2
rad/m2
1/m
m/m
1/m
rad/m

Remark
Tangential acceleration
Modified normal jerk, curvature rate
Second derivative of cant
Rate of odometer scale
Gauge rate
Curvature in vertical section
Gradient zero point offset

Table 6-3 Used values for kinematic model
Figure 6-8 shows a comparison between the slew values estimated by different realisations of
the absolute filter. Absolute positioning was done here by GPS-RTK. The 1 Hz sampling interval and the velocity of 1.5 m/s provided every 1.5 metres a data point on the chainage axis.
The curvature plot contains two clothoids in the considered section. Clothoids represent an
alteration from the nominal circular motion. Additionally, the available track features exceptionally great slew values and is appropriate for filter fine-tuning. A significantly smoother
progression compared to the unfiltered solution is obtained by σdκ = 10-3 1/m2. By reducing
the σdκ -value the filter assumes slower dynamics, and therefore the estimated slews are more
damped. Wanted signals in the track are smoothed. Such a realisation represents the
σdκ = 10-5 1/m2-solution. Between chainages 400 m and 450 m occasionally only four satellites were tracked. The resulting GDOP value exceeded the threshold for de-weighting. The
low-dynamics filter apparently provides more realistic results. However, standard deviations
of the smoothed slew values considerably increase in the corresponding section. Such a gap
has to be filled with a backward GPS run or with a total station run.
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Figure 6-8 Comparison between different realisations of the absolute filter and curvature plot
Different filter realisations are further compared with a static survey realised on a slab track
section. Track quality here is excellent. The independently gathered static data revealed absolute slew values better than two millimetres. The static sampling interval is ten metres expressed in chainage units. The kinematic survey was done with a total station providing 5 Hz
data or thirty centimetres positioning updates on the track axis. Passings next to the station
were avoided in order to suppress the effect of synchronisation errors coming from the distance meter and the angular encoders (section 4.7.5). Figure 6-9 shows a comparison between
different Qk-1 realisations and the static reference data. Again, a fast dynamic filter realisation
is wanted. The σdκ = 10-3 1/m2 realisation best fits the static reference data. The accuracy derived from the differences of this realisation with respect to the static data is 0.5 millimetres in
the mentioned section.
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Figure 6-9 Comparison between different realisations of the relative filter
6.2.3 Comparison between Absolute and Relative Model
The relative model represents the covered trajectory more accurately since transition curves
and track errors are part of the model. In the absolute model, these parameters appear as inconsistencies. In fact, the differences between both models are small. Figure 6-10 reveals
these differences. The data from the filter-tuning step were used here. The acting σdκ parameter was set to σdκ = 10-3 1/m2. A comparison with the backward run for each model
yields a slightly better accuracy for the relative model. This is in accordance with the level of
detail of the corresponding models.
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Figure 6-10 Comparison between absolute and relative model
6.2.4 The Influence of Inclinometer Measurement on GPS Heights
Inclinations integrated along the track locally provide more precise heights than GPS (see
3.3.4). A mandatory condition for the use of longitudinal inclinations is the separation of
translatory accelerations from the raw data (section 4.4.5). Translatory accelerations are obtained from the odometer measurements by a low pass filter (section 5.3.3). Figure 6-11
shows the raw and the from accelerations freed gradient data. The nominal gradient in the
considered section is -3 mrad.
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Figure 6-12 reveals the influence of the gradient measurements on the GPS heights. Inclination measurements smooth a pure GPS solution with a consequent improvement in accuracy
by a factor of up to 1.5 compared to the GPS-only solution (Table 6-4). Accuracy was assessed by means of the merge tool of section 5.6. 220 differences between both runs were
available. In the given example, an a priori standard deviation of twenty millimetres was chosen for the GPS heights, while the gradient a priori standard deviation was set to five mrad.
However, gradients have to be weighed carefully, since residual nuisance accelerations can
result in local trajectory tilts.
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Figure 6-11 Gradients removed from translatory accelerations
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Figure 6-12 Influence of the inclination sensor on the lift parameter
Mean [mm] σ [mm] Minimum [mm] Maximum [mm]
GPS and inclinations
7.7
-18.5
17.3
0.4
GPS only
11.0
-27.0
27.1
0.4

Table 6-4 The mean, standard deviation, minimum and maximum in lift parameters between
the forward and the backward run.
6.2.5 The Smoother in Action – GPS Example
The performance of the Swiss Trolley in GPS mode was evaluated by comparing a forward
and a backward run on a 250-metre-long track section. Trimble 5700 GPS receivers were used
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on the trolley and on the reference station. The baseline lengths did not exceed five kilometres. The survey was done at walking speed of 1.2 m/s, with all GPS phase ambiguities solved
for both runs. Apart from an accuracy assessment, forward and backward runs allow for a
determination of most sensor biases and for a boresight calibration. The data were processed
according to the previously described scheme. The relative model was applied.
Table 6-5 summarises the differences between the forward and the backward run in slew, lift,
cant, track gauge, gradient, and twist, showing very small mean values as the result of first
removing the remaining biases. For the comparison, backward points were interpolated on the
corresponding forward chainage using the merging algorithm of section 5.6. The covariance
information of the smoothed solutions was used for the evaluation of the differences.
Slew
Lift
Cant
Track gauge
Gradient
Twist

Mean
0.1
0.6
0.0
-0.4
0.0
0.0

σ
3.9
8.1
0.3
0.3
1.8
0.1

Min
-9.9
-22.6
-0.9
-1.1
-4.8
-0.5

Max
9.4
19.8
1.0
0.6
8.0
0.4

Units
mm
mm
mm
mm
mrad
mm/m

Table 6-5 The mean, standard deviation, minimum and maximum in track parameters between the forward and the backward run. The cant is referred to a 1.5-metre base.
Figure 6-13 shows the progression of the slew parameter. A standard deviation better than
four millimetres results for the differences. Cyclic patterns with wavelengths greater than seventy-five metres can be perceived. Most of these cycles can be assigned to previous relative
track alignments and resulting track wastage.
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Figure 6-13 Slew of a forward and a backward run
Figure 6-14 shows the inclination sensor smoothed GPS heights. The area below the curve
with respect to the cross section gives an idea of the missing ballast. If lift parameters reach
such high magnitudes, operators might well consider a local adaptation of the nominal geometry.
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Figure 6-14 Lift of a forward and a backward run
Further, the Swiss Trolley provides cant, twist and track gauge charts (Figure 6-15 – Figure
6-17). Typical accuracies are in the sub-millimetre range. In the given example, the comparison of the forward and the backward run yielded standard deviations of 0.3 mm for the cant
taken on a 1.5-metre base. The twist parameter is only observed within the Kalman filter as
the derivative of the cant. The noise gain can be considerable due to the derivation of the
(noisy) cant measurements. By means of the Kalman filter, smooth estimates for the twist are
obtained as seen in Figure 6-16. Figure 6-17 shows the track gauge. It reveals a typical precision of 0.3 mm. Further, a slightly significant offset of 0.4 mm can be observed between the
forward and backward run. Gain errors of the angular transducers are one possible explanation for this bias. For a run in one direction, the trolley tends to travel along one rail due to
inertia. This results in almost constant readings for both gauge levers. Therefore, gain errors
of the gauge levers act as a remaining bias. For a forward and a backward run, this bias is different due to aberrant lever deflections.
The accuracies demonstrated here fulfil most track alignment requirements. Long periodic
track position errors, such as the ones induced by relative chord techniques, do not occur using a GPS reference frame. Thanks to the GPS-based approach, homogenous accuracies are
obtained along a railway track.
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Figure 6-15 Cant of a forward and a backward run
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Figure 6-16 Twist of a forward and a backward run
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Figure 6-17 Gauge of a forward and a backward run
6.2.6 The Smoother in Action – Total Station Example
In the sequel, a total station example is given. In contrast to the above-mentioned GPS approach, accuracies in the millimetre range are obtained here. However, this goes on the expense of work efficiency. The survey, presented here, was carried out on a curved slab track
section in a tunnel. The cant on the considered stretch nominally was 68 mm taken on a 1.5metre base. A total station Trimble ATS600 was set-up next to the track axis. Lines of sight up
to 200 metres were observed. Trolley passings next to the total station were admitted. A velocity of 1.8 m/s was chosen in order to study the behaviour of the synchronisation offset between distance and angle measurements of the ATS600 (section 4.7.5). The relative model
was used for filtering.

Table 6-6 compiles the statistics of the comparison between the forward and the backward
survey. For all observed parameters, precisions in the millimetre range were obtained. Slew
and lift are bias-free indicating an adequate boresight calibration. Likewise, no significant
bias was found for the cant parameter. Track gauges are slightly biased. Reasons are most
likely remaining gain errors (see above).
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Slew
Lift
Cant
Track gauge
Gradient
Twist

Mean
0.5
0.5
-0.6
-0.3
0.0
0.0

σ
1.3
0.5
0.5
0.1
0.3
0.2

Min
-3.2
-1.2
-1.8
-0.6
-1.4
-0.3

Max
8.2
1.9
0.3
-0.1
0.9
0.3

Applications

Units
mm
mm
mm
mm
mrad
mm/m

Table 6-6 The mean, standard deviation, minimum and maximum in track parameters between the forward and the backward run. The cant is referred to a 1.5-metre base.
Figure 6-18 shows the slew component as a function of the chainage. The pattern known from
section 4.7.5 can be identified. Local maxima and minima for the forward and backward
curve are around the direction angles ±50 gon taken from the total station with respect to the
perpendicular to the trajectory. Figure 6-18 also contains the slew progression of the reference
data. A small remaining bias between the kinematic data and the static data can be found on
the left side of the peaks. Due to the canted stretch, the correction of section 4.7.4 affects horizontal angle measurements and consequently the slew component. Residual errors of the
boresight calibration and the calibration of the offset b between the prism and the diode ring
explain this bias.
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Figure 6-18 Slew of a forward run, a backward run and a static survey
As revealed by Figure 6-19, the ATS600 synchronisation error affects the lift parameter far
less. This is due to the negligible vertical component of the trolley velocity vector. With respect to the static reference data, forward and backward run seem to be slightly distorted. The
edge of the roof shaped curve being symmetric to the total station chainage indicates a residual index error smaller than 0.5 mgon.
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Figure 6-19 Lift of a forward run, a backward run and a static survey
For both runs, accuracy can be assessed with respect to the static reference data. Table 6-7
and Table 6-8 compile statistics for the forward run and the backward run, respectively. As it
can be seen from both tables, the root mean square errors remain in the millimetre range. Evidently, trolley calibration procedures explained in section 4, are appropriate. This does not
hold for the cant parameter. A slightly significant bias with respect to the static data was
found. A zero point offset can be excluded since the comparison between the forward and
backward run did not yield a systematic contribution. The offset can be attributed to an inappropriate gain factor affecting inclination measurements on canted tracks.
Slew
Lift
Cant
Track gauge

Mean
0.7
-1.7
1.1
-0.1

RMS
0.9
1.3
0.4
0.2

Min
-1.1
-4.0
0.4
-0.4

Max
2.9
0.9
1.8
0.5

Units
mm
mm
mm
mm

Table 6-7 The mean, root mean square error, minimum and maximum in track parameters
between the forward run and the reference data. The cant is referred to a 1.5-metre base.
Slew
Lift
Cant
Track gauge

Mean
0.3
-2.1
1.7
-0.2

RMS
1.3
1.2
0.5
0.2

Min
-2.9
-3.8
0.6
-0.8

Max
3.3
0.3
1.6
0.2

Units
mm
mm
mm
mm

Table 6-8 The mean, root mean square error, minimum and maximum in track parameters
between the backward run and the reference data. The cant is referred to a 1.5-metre base.

6.3 Kinematic Scanning
The Swiss Trolley S-option allows for kinematic scans. Here, an example is given of an assignment carried out for the Siemens CargoMover division. The CargoMover [HERBST et
al., 2002] is an autonomous train designed for freight shipping on e.g. harbour terminals. The
guideless train asks for several safety measures. As an example, laser scanners are used to
monitor the environment for obstacle recognition. The generated three dimensional point
clouds are compared with accurate vectorised nominal sceneries. If differences between both
models exceed thresholds, the CargoMover slows down. Base data for the vectorised nominal
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sceneries for the Siemens Wegberg-Wildenrath test centre in Germany were acquired by the
Swiss Trolley in kinematic laser scanning mode (Figure 6-20). GPS was used for positioning.
All data were referenced to the DB-REF reference frame.

Figure 6-20 CargoMover on the way. Nominal scenery used for obstacle recognition
The CargoMover obstacle recognition software requires track data and the track environment
data in a node-section model. Nodes are defined by switches and buffers. A first prototype
model contains five kilometres of tracks (Figure 6-21).
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Figure 6-21 Node-section model for CargoMover. The mapped model contains five kilometres
of railway lines.
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In addition, images by the integrated industrial camera BASLER A102f were generated. The
images were triggered by 1PPS pulse. Corresponding time tags were stored. The images support operators during point cloud vectorisation. Further, the images allow for texture mapping
of the point clouds. Curvature evaluation by the approach presented in section 3.3.2 is possible since time tags are available. The feasibility of both, texture mapping and the curvature
evaluation approach studied [HOHL, 2005]. An image sequence is given in Figure 6-22.

Figure 6-22 Image sequence with a ten seconds interval
For the surveys, one SICK scanner LMS200 was available. Four scans with yaw angles of 45°,
135°, 225° and 315° render an almost complete geometrical description of the surrounding.
These cardinal directions can also be generated by forward and backward runs with 45° and
135° scanner mounts. As a benefit, systematic biases can be monitored. Thus, scanner latency
can be verified. The procedure required four runs for each section resulting in twenty kilometres of track data. Two per cent of the GPS positions did not yield a solution with fixed ambiguities. In most cases, the corresponding backward run allowed for a gap fix. The merge algorithm of section 5.6 was used for combining forward and backward runs. After merging, scan
vectors were attached to the trajectories. The generated three-dimensional point cloud contained 120 million pixels.
Sections S07 and S08 were used for a quality assessment of the processed data. Table 6-9
contains the standard deviations for the six degrees of freedom of the trolley as well as for the
track gauge. Precision here comes from the comparison of the forward with the backward run.
The description S07N03N06_A designates the run on section seven coming from node three
going to node six. The A denominates the 45°-yaw-angle position of the scanner; B is the
135° position.
Section
Y [mm] X [mm] β [mrad] s [mm] h [mm] α [mrad] Az [mrad]
S07N03N06_A 2.7
5.4
0.5
0.3
9.8
2.2
1.2
S07N06N03_B 2.2
5.0
0.4
0.3 10.9
2.3
1.1
S08N06N07_A 1.0
4.1
0.4
0.3
7.1
1.9
0.8
S08N07N06_B 1.0
3.2
0.4
0.2
9.5
2.8
1.2

Table 6-9 Standard deviations from forward and backward run (Y: easting, X: northing, β:
transversal inclination, s: track gauge, h: ellipsoidal height, α: longitudinal inclination, Az:
azimuth).
Intrinsic orientation parameter calibration as well as latency calibration took place before the
assignment according to the procedure proposed in section 4.10.6. Overall scan quality containing uncertainties coming from intrinsic orientation parameter and latency calibration was
verified by three steps.
Firstly, a qualitative inspection of models linked to different trajectories was carried out.
Figure 6-23 shows point clouds of two independently processed scans for a switch. The seam
covers the area scanned by both survey. A good accordance between both scans can be found
in the area of the crossing nose. The corresponding pattern of the sleepers points at a reasonable fit in the direction of motion and, consequently, to an adequate calibration of latency.
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Note that the sleeper-ballast patterns appear with opposite signs depending on the direction of
the survey.

Figure 6-23 Point clouds of two independently processed scans
Secondly, scan precision was quantified by looking at the scan patterns of the overhead contact line over section S08. The overhead line scans of the runs S08N06N07_A and
S08N07N06_B were considered between two pantographs on a twenty-metre long stretch.
Nominally, the overhead contact line must be a straight line in the plan view and a catenary
line in the vertical section. Figure 6-24 sketches the top view of an overhead wire scan. The
laser fans (dashed lines) are yawed by 45° with respect to the track axis (dash-dotted line).
The wire (solid grey line) has a diameter of 5 millimetres. It is skewed with respect to the
track axis. The circles represent the widened laser beam at 4.8 metres above the projection
centre of the laser scanner. A quantisation error perpendicular to the track axis has to be considered resulting in a zigzagged representation of the wire. Apart of the interlaced laser dots,
the quantisation error depends on the yaw angle of the fans, the skew of the wire and the trolley velocity. As Figure 6-24 reveals, every second laser fan hits the wire on average for the
given set-up.
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Figure 6-24 LMS200 scan of overhead line

For the horizontal component, orthogonal regressions were computed. For the sake of simplicity, this was also done for the vertical component taking into account deviations from the
theoretically correct catenary line. The residuals are shown in Figure 6-25. The left column
plots are attributed to the horizontal component. The jigsaw pattern of Figure 6-24 reappears.
The slope of the saw tooth depends on the mutual skew between the scan grid and the overhead wire. The thickness of the pattern corresponds to the given resolution perpendicular to
the overhead wire. Slow varying trends superposed by the quantisation noise can be perceived
for both runs indicating positioning and attitude angle errors. Systematic portions in the DOF
elements can be obtained by looking at the residuals of the backward run with respect to the
forward regression line (lower left plot of Figure 6-25). A root mean square error of seventeen
millimetres was found for the horizontal component. Main acting parameters for this bias are
slew errors and roll angle errors.
The right column plots of Figure 6-25 show the residuals for the vertical component. Here,
the found standard deviation mainly contains uncertainty portions of the LMS200 EDM and
the height component. Quantisation errors are smaller than the measurement noise. Compared
to the root mean square error of the horizontal component, the vertical root mean square error
of 14.8 millimetres insignificantly exceeds the vertical precision. This indicates that the height
components are almost bias-free (lower right plot Figure 6-25). Acting levers amplifying attitude errors are much smaller than for the horizontal component.
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Figure 6-25 Overhead line: residuals from the orthogonal regression
Thirdly, scan accuracy was verified on a test field established next to the sections S07 and
S08 (Figure 6-21). Checkpoint coordinates were determined by a total station and attached to
the DB-REF reference frame. The distribution of totally five checkpoints can be seen in
Figure 6-26. Points 2001 – 2003 are target marks on tripods. Scan distances up to fifteen metres occurred. The targets were aligned with respect to the track axis in such way that optimal
incident angles for the laser beam resulted. In addition, two accidentally chosen points on a
catenary mast were incorporated. The checkpoint 2004 is nine meters above the track axis.
Scans from the merged runs S07N03N06, S07N06N03, S08N06N07 and S08N0706 were
considered for the accuracy assessment.
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2004
2005

2001

2002

2003

Figure 6-26 Checkpoints for quality control
Table 6-10 shows the checkpoint residuals. The residuals contain uncertainties coming from
the intrinsic orientation, the extrinsic orientation and the scanner (see 4.10.5). In addition, the
assignment of a pixel to a checkpoint is limited due to the limited angular resolution of the
scanner and the limited resolution in the direction of motion depending on the velocity. A
maximal quantisation error of 2.3 centimetres in roll direction has to be taken into account for
a checkpoint ten metres away. In the direction of motion, this error amounts to about five millimetres. Hence, the obtained root mean square error of thirty-three millimetres is rather pessimistic since quantisation noise is superposed.
Id
2001
2002
2003
2001
2002
2003
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2005
2004

dY [mm]
13
-17
-24
-4
-48
-48
-6
-30
-3
-6
2
-73
-29

dX [mm]
-68
-15
-27
-2
2
27
-12
23
35
-18
18
14
9

dH [mm]
1
-4
21
-1
13
2
58
50
5
-96
-6
7
-70

Table 6-10 Checkpoint residuals

Run
S07N03N06_A
S07N03N06_A
S07N03N06_B
S07N06N03_B
S07N06N03_A
S07N06N03_A
S08N06N07_B
S08N06N07_B
S08N06N07_B
S08N06N07_B
S08N06N07_B
S08N07N06_A
S08N07N06_A
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7 Conclusions
The track-surveying vehicle Swiss Trolley features absolute, kinematic track inventory surveys. This work compiles behaviour, calibration and fusion of the involved sensors and points
out applications for absolute railway surveys by means of examples.
For the realisation of the data acquisition and data-processing components, importance was
attached to a modular design. Depending on the task, configurations with different levels of
sensor assemblies can be used. The integration of additional sensors should not cause any
concern. Likewise, data-processing components can be expanded by additional sensor models.
A stringent condition for reliable kinematic surveys is an accurate spatial and timely mapping
of all involved sensors. Timely correlation was solved for the Swiss Trolley project by the
University of Applied Sciences of Burgdorf. For high dynamics applications like kinematic
laser scanning, accurate time-tags are provided by a data acquisition programme running under Linux with the real time application interface (RTAI-Linux). Time-tags for the involved
sensors with jitters better than one millisecond are obtained.
Trolley yaw rates are determined by the trajectory course. Roll and pitch angles are obtained
from inclination sensors. The given inclination sensor model counts for nuisance accelerations
affecting inclinations and considers the transient behaviour. Accuracies in the range of
0.5 mrad for the transversal inclinations and in the range of 5 mrad for the longitudinal inclinations were found for kinematic surveys at walking speed. In the case of total station surveys, pitch angles derived from the trajectory yield more accurate information for the attitude
determination. Calibration procedures for inclinometers are given, counting for crosscollimation biases. Such biases can be of certain relevance for high-accuracy surveys.
For absolute positioning, total stations or GPS are used. The suitability of Trimble ATS600 for
kinematic track surveys was evaluated. Biases coming from the special network layout along
railway tracks were assessed. A bias coming from the inclined prism in curved sections was
pointed out. Errors up to five millimetres for the slew component occur if this offset is not
considered. The synchronisation error between angle and distance measurements of the used
Trimble ATS600 is acceptable for kinematic track surveying. The influence on the slew component can be minimised for trolley passings next to the total station by slowing down. For
higher accuracy requirements, a procedure is given which allows for the calibration of the
latency between angle and distance measurements.
The integration of GPS-RTK is based on time-tagged NMEA strings. NMEA strings come by
default with ellipsoidal heights. Geoid undulations can be submitted in a post-processing step.
A mechanical track gauge measuring system allows for the assessment of the track gauge and
the trolley wobble by levers dragging along the running edges of the rails. This simple but
reliable realisation provides submillimetre accuracies.
For track inventory surveys, SICK LMS200 laser scanners are used. The given angular resolution yields reasonable data amounts, which can be handled by state-of-the-art post-processing
software. Sufficiently dense information is acquired for 3D modelling in a corridor of up to
ten metres, next to the track axis. The presented calibration procedure allows for the determination of the attitude angles in the b-frame in the order of 1 mrad. For scanner latency calibration, scans of identical structures in a forward and backward run are used. Then, scanner latency is a function of the shift in the direction of the trolley motion and the trolley velocity.
A cascading, loosely coupled post-processing strategy is introduced. Here, post-processing is
preferred, owing to the ability to formulate non-causal filters, which in turn results in an accu-
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racy gain. The post-processing strategy contains a pre-processing, a synchronisation and a
smoother step. Two filter models are given. The absolute model prevails if no nominal track
axis data are available. The relative model determines displacements from the nominal axis.
The use of the relative model is preferable, since it models the trajectory more accurately. The
smoother model renders accuracies for total station surveys better than five millimetres. Subcentimetre accuracy is obtained for the horizontal GPS components. Vertical GPS heights can
be slightly improved by incorporating longitudinal inclination measurements. However, subcentimetre accuracy is difficult to achieve.
For Swiss Trolley surveys with required centimetre accuracy, the following working method
has become accepted. GPS surveys are carried out in the up and down direction. Then, GPS
outage gap filling is completed by total station runs with overlapping zones. Inconsistencies in
the overlapping zones are adjusted by the presented merge technique. In addition to a smooth
progression of the surveyed track, the proposed merge tool represents an efficient way to assess measurement quality.
The Swiss Trolley has proven its operational readiness in various assignments. Eighteen kilometres of slab track surveys have been carried out offering an optimal integration in the workflow on the sites. The sensor layout on the trolley is not optimised for slab track alignment.
Nevertheless, the given tolerances were fulfilled. Besides, the odometer-aided prism search
favoured an uninterrupted workflow on construction sites with obstructed lines of sight.
In the meantime, kinematic track geometry surveys have taken place for through alignments
for more than five hundred kilometres. The dense and accurate track information, captured on
the runs, enabled engineers to guarantee a precise description of the actual physical track.
Data evaluated by the absolute model can serve as a basis for a regression analysis of the track
axis. By means of the relative model, slew and lift parameters can be generated directly which
are used by tamping machines for rail corrections. A kinematic track axis survey outmatches a
traditional static approach mainly for two reasons: Firstly, the much denser track information
of kinematic surveys holds in every case Nyquist theorem applied to track element regression.
By contrast, static surveys with a five-metre sampling rate can fail for short elements. Secondly, mainly for GPS surveys, work efficiency can be significantly increased. The typical
survey performance is four kilometres per hour.
Operational readiness was also proven for the Swiss Trolley with the scanning extension.
Pixel accuracies of three centimetres were demonstrated for kinematic scans. The relative
precision between two pixels is better than 1.5 centimetres. As an example, a survey providing ground truth data for a scanning obstacle recognition system was presented. Further applications are manifold. Overhead line inspection can easily be performed with no need to interrupt the traction current. This is still the case for traditional inspections. Another application
points at the determination of ballast deficiencies. The generated 3D point cloud allows for
the generation of high-resolution digital terrain models. Furthermore, Swiss Trolley scans
serve as a basis for clearance inspections. Scans can also serve for contact-free track gauge
determinations with inferior accuracy. Tests with least squares matching of known rail profiles into the acquired point clouds yielded accuracies in the range of three millimetres.
The above-mentioned modularity of the Swiss Trolley allows for various extensions. Thus, the
integration of differential odometry is foreseen. Differential odometry helps to bypass GPS
outages. As a consequence, gap completion by total station trolley runs could be avoided.
Then, the integration of ground penetration radar (GPR) completes a comprehensive description of the track surroundings with regard to track bed inspection. Conceptually, a GPR module can be included. Moreover, the scanners and positioning sensors are not rail-bound. Promising trials are being carried out with the platform installed on a road-vehicle.
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A.1 Transformation of Inclinations into Euler Angles
z2
z1

x1

y2

y1

ω
ϕ

x2

α

β

Figure A-1 Transformation from inclination angles to Euler angles
Let 1 be a coordinate frame whose z-axis points towards local zenith. The orientation of the xaxis may be arbitrary. The body frame is defined by the 2 coordinate frame. Two inclination
sensors in the body frame are installed corresponding with the x2-axis and the y2-axis, respectively. The alignment of both sensors can be described by the corresponding unity vectors:
⎛1⎞
⎜ ⎟
ex2 = ⎜ 0 ⎟
⎜ 0⎟
⎝ ⎠

(A.1)

⎛0⎞
⎜ ⎟
e y2 = ⎜ 1 ⎟
⎜0⎟
⎝ ⎠

(A.2)

and

The unity vectors expressed in the global 1 frame can be obtained by two elementary rotations
around the x2 and y2 axis (Figure A-1):
ex1 = Ry (ϕ ) ⋅ Rx (ω ) ⋅ ex2

and

(A.3)
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ey1 = Ry (ϕ ) ⋅ Rx (ω ) ⋅ e y2 .

(A.4)

0
0 ⎞
⎛1
⎜
⎟
Rx = ⎜ 0 cos ω sin ω ⎟
⎜ 0 − sin ω cos ω ⎟
⎝
⎠

(A.5)

⎛ cos ϕ
⎜
Ry = ⎜ 0
⎜ sin ϕ
⎝

(A.6)

With

and
0 − sin ϕ ⎞
⎟
1
0 ⎟
0 cos ϕ ⎟⎠

the unity vectors become
⎛ cos ϕ ⎞
⎜
⎟
ex1 = ⎜ 0 ⎟
⎜ sin ϕ ⎟
⎝
⎠

(A.7)

⎛ sin ω sin ϕ ⎞
⎜
⎟
ey1 = ⎜ cos ω
⎟
⎜ − sin ω cos ϕ ⎟
⎝
⎠

(A.8)

and

Now, the Euler angle of the secondary rotation can be found by
tan α = −

sin ϕ
cos ϕ

(A.9)

or

ϕ = −α

(A.10)

The inclination across the direction of motion can be obtained by evaluating the angle between the y2 axis and the projection of the unity vector into the x1y1-plane

tan β =

sin ω cos ϕ
sin ω sin 2 ϕ + cos 2 ω
2

(A.11)

By rearranging (A.11) and making use of (A.10), one finds

ω = arctan

sin β
1 − sin 2 α − sin 2 β

(A.12)

A.2 Minimum Distance from the Track Axis
Consider a sequence of curves given by their parametric representation rk (l ) and a point P
where rk (l ), P ∈ℜ2 . The minimum distance from P to the sequence of curves is sought.
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rk −1 ( l )

rk ( lB )

P

B

rk ( lF )

τ k ( lF )

rk ( lE )

E

Figure A-2 Minimum distance from the track axis

First, possible candidates for the minimum problem have to be selected. If a particular curve
element is monotonic, then the elements which fulfil the criterion

( P − r ( l ) ) ⋅τ
k

B

k

( lB ) > 0

∧

( P − r ( l ) ) ⋅τ
k

E

k

( lE ) < 0

(A.13)

are possible candidates.

τ k (l ) =

∂rk ( l )
∂l

(A.14)

is the tangent vector.
Geometrically speaking, (A.13) selects the sector spanned by the normals in rk (lB ) and
rk (lE ) . Note that singular points as circle centres are not contained in the sectors. Within these
candidates, the element yielding the minimum distance to the curve is the sought-one. For the
base point of the plump line to one curve element, it holds

τ k ( lF ) ⋅ ( P − rk ( lF ) ) = 0

(A.15)

∂rk ( lF )
⋅ P − rk ( lF ) = 0
∂l

(A.16)

or

(

)

The chainage of the base point of the plumb line is obtained by solving (A.16) for lF. In general, there is no elementary solution for (A.16). If Newton’s method is used for solving the
zeros of the function
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f ( lF ) =

∂rk ( lF )
⋅ P − rk ( lF )
∂l

(

)

( )⋅

( P − r (l ))

(A.17)

then lF is found by iteration:
∂rk lFi
lFi+1 = lFi +

( )⋅

∂ 2 rk lFi
∂l

2

∂l

k

( P − r (l ))
k

Fi

Fi

( )

⎛ ∂rk lF
i
−⎜
⎜ ∂l
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

2

(A.18)

A starting value can be obtained for example by calculating the plumb line base point from P
____

to the chord BE . The minimum distance is found by inserting lF in
d = P − rk ( lF ) .

(A.19)
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